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guest editors introduction

david J whittaker

the records of the churchschurche past the role of those individuals
who gathered and preserved them and the works of historians who
used these texts are all important topics for students of latter day
saint history the analysis of such topics is known as
historiography in 1938 american historian carl becker defined
historiography as that study

which records what men have at different times known and believed
about the past the use they have made in the service of their interests
and aspirations of their knowledge and beliefs and the underlying
presuppositions which have made their knowledge seem to them
relevant and their beliefs seem to them true

the study of latter day saint historiography is relatively new
in 1968 leonard J arrington attempted the first overview of the
topic 2 and other studies have followed these studies show that
people who write about the past are themselves influenced by a
variety of factors thus historiography as a branch of intellectual
history seeks to understand historians and their histories as
products of the past such a study can provide a valuable dimension
for anyone who studies history it can teach us the strengths as well
as the weaknesses that all works of history share it can assist us in
becoming wiser consumers of works of history and biography

this special issue of BYU studies focuses on various topics
related to the writing of latter day saint history eric olsen
discusses the book of mormon as a model for writing latter day
saint history dean jessee examines the formulation of the written
texts which contain joseph smiths discourses while howard
searle studies the work of willard richards as an early church
historian edwina jo snow and michael homer draw our attention
to outside perceptions oflatter day saints snow studies the british
travel literature while homer looks at italian perceptions both
suggest important sources and additional perspectives for students

david J whittaker is curator of the archives of the mormon experience harold B lee library brigham
young university
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of latter day saint history james alienallenailen and jessie embry take a
fresh look at the beginnings of genealogy and family history in the
church focusing particularly on the role ofofsusasusa young gates in the
formation of the utah genealogical society finally david honey
and daniel peterson offer some fresh perspectives on the current
discussions of contemporary latter day saint historiography they
suggest a variety of models to assist in our understanding of latter
day saint historical writing

NOTES

carl becker what Is historiography american historical review 44 october 1938 22
2 leonard J arrington the search for truth and meaning in mormonmonnon history dialogue A

journal of mormon thought 3 summer 1968 56 66

SOUTHSOUTU END OF lubTUBTHElue tabernacle



the perfect pattern
the book of mormon as a model
for the writing of sacred history

eric C olson

in his article how should our story be told robert L
millet argued that latter day saint history as asacredsagaa sacred saga should
be presented in a manner that expressly bears witness ofgods hand
and does not dilute that witness by emphasizing mortal weak-
nesses while millets principal support for this proposition
consisted ofvarious quotes from modem church leaders he did cite
the book of mormon prophets nephi and jacob to the effect that
their records included those things most precious to them the
things that are pleasing unto god 1 I1 ne 65 jacob 13 without
offering either support or explanation millet declared it may well
be that the perfect pattern for the writing of our story a sacred
history is contained in the book of mormonmonnon 2

As a believer in the book of mormon I1 was attracted by this
assertion like so many statements bom of deep belief and devo-
tion it sounds so good that it must be true yet on examination the
assertion is more easily made than explained defended or applied
the purpose of this article is to consider what pattern for historical
writing if any the book of mormon contains and whether it is a
perfect pattern for recording the history of the restoration 3

THE SMALL PLATES

A pattern of history in the book of mormon is not
immediately discerniblediscernablediscernable the book is a patchwork of sources
including not only nephite records but also the brass plates of
laban and the gold plates of ether the principal and best known
book of mormon sources are the large and small plates of nephi it
is to the small plates that millet turns for the two book of mormon

eric C olsenoisen practices with the salt lake city law firm of van cott bagley cornwall and mccarthy
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quotations in support of his thesis however careful consideration
of the small plates particularly what their authors said about the
plates purposes limitations and contents establishes that they
were not intended as either a pattern or a prescription for the writing
of sacred history

nephi the principal author of the small plates repeatedly
emphasized that he was not writing a history in the small plates that
function was reserved for the large plates this distinction is part of
nearly every book of mormon discussion of nephis records

it matterethmattereth not to me that I1 am particular to give anuila juilfulljuli account of all
the things of my father for they cannot be written upon these small
plates for I1 desire the room that I1 may write the things of god 1 I1 ne
63 italics added

As I1 have spoken concerning these small plates behold they are not
the plates upon which I1 make a full account of the history of my
people 1 I1 ne 92 4 italics added

these small plates are for the more part of the ministry 1 ne 94
after I1 had made these small plates by way of commandment
I1 nephi received a commandment that the ministry and the
prophecies the more plain and precious parts of them should be
written upon these plates and that the things which were written
should be kept for the instruction of my people 1 I1 ne 193

for 1I nephi was constrained to speak unto them laman and
lemuel according to the lords word for I1 had spoken many
things unto them and also my father before his death many of which
sayings are written upon mine other plates for a more history part
are written upon mine other plates and upon these small plates
I1 write the things of my soul 2 ne 414 15 italics added

nephi gave me jacob a commandment concerning the small plates
upon which these things are engraven that I1 should write upon
these plates a few of the things which I1 considered to be most
precious that I1 should not touch save it were lightly concerning the
history of this people for he said that the history of his people
should be engraven upon his other plates ififf there were
preaching which was sacred or revelation which was great or
prophesying that I1 should engraven the heads of them upon these
small plates jacob 111 1 4 italics added

those like millet who cite the small plates for directives on how to
write sacred history must do so in the face of nephis repeated
disclaimer that his small plates are not a history

in reality the small plates are a combination journal and
sacred scrapbook in these plates nephi recorded his visions
teachings and propheciesprophecies44 his favorite scriptures from the brass
platesplates5piates5 the teachings of his father and brotherbrother6brothers6 and items ofhistory
incident to his personal spiritual development 7 in these plates
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nephi expressed unerring loyalty to the lord on whose grace and
goodness he in his feeble mortal state had to rely and when
I1 desire to rejoice my heart groanethgroaneth because of my sins never-
thelesstheless I1 know in whom I1 have trusted my god hath been my
support 2 ne 419 20 0 lord I1 have trusted in thee and I1 will
trust in thee forever I1 will not put my trust in the arm of the flesh
yea cursed is he that puttethputteti his trust in man 2 ne 434

in contrast the tone of nephis writing and his choice of
content are evidence that he entertained no strong loyalty to any
mortal ie the flesh whether mother brother priest ororprophetprophet
As a consequence nephi frankly acknowledged human weakness
wherever he observed them he turned his critical eye first on the
jews and their elders including laban and then on his brothers
laman and lemuel he noted the jews did mock lehi because
of the things which he testified of them for he truly testified of their
wickedness and their abominations 1 I1 ne 1119ilg19 nephi recorded
labans murderous and deceptive treatment of lehisgehis sons and
ironically noted labans drunken return from a night among the
11 elders of the jews 1 ne 3133134742247 422 of laman and lemuel
nephi observed almost at the outset they did murmur in many
things against their father because he was a visionary man
following the foolish imaginations of his heart 1 I1 ne 211

nephi was similarly frank about the weaknesses of those
whom we might think he would avoid criticizing in language
echoing his earlier observations concerning laman and lemuel
nephi recorded his mother sariahsSariahs words to lehi when her sons
failed to return promptly from their first errand to jerusalem
she complained against my father telling him that he was a

visionary man 1 I1 ne 52 italics added when ishmael died
nephi recorded that ishmaelsIshmaels daughters including presumably
nephis own wife did murmur against lehi and also against
nephi and they were desirous to return again to jerusalem 1 I1 ne
1636 finally nephi noted that his father the prophet lehi
began to murmur against the lord his god when nephi broke his

hinebinefine66fine steel bow 1 ne 1618 20 thereafter lehi was truly
chastenedchasteneychastened because of his murmuring against the lord insomuch
that he was brought down in the depths of sorrow 1 I1 ne 1625

nephi did not limit his candor to his account of the deeds of
others or of those who were his contemporaries he acknowledged
his own mortal limitations 0 wretched man that I1 am yea my
heart sorrowethrowethsor because of my flesh my soul grievethgrieveth because of
mine iniquities I1 am encompassed about because of the
temptations and the sins which do so easily beset me 2 ne 417
18 further as if anticipating the modem bent towards propaganda
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and advocacy that at times threatens to runmn roughshod over the
simple human truth nephi warned that in our day others will he
pacify and lull them away into camalcarnalcamai security that they will say all
is well in zion yea zion prosperethprospereth all is well and thus the devil
cheatethcleatethcheateth their souls and leadeth them away carefully down to hell
2 ne 2821 in his final benediction nephi acknowledged the

standard by which he kept his small plates 1I glory in plainness
I1 gloryinfloryingloryin truth I1 glory in my jesus for he hath redeemed my soul
from hell 2 ne 336 italics added

in summary to the extent that the compilers of the small plates
touched lightly upon nephite history whether upon their own

condition or upon that of future generations they spoke frankly of
human weakness and mormon acting under gods direction in-
cluded this record warts and all intact and without editing W ofofmM
17 the small plates are not and do not purport to be a pattern
of history but as a reflection of the values and priorities of their
compilers and editor they evidence the willingness of prophet
scribes to recognize mortal limitations and failings 8

THE LARGE PLATES

unlike the small plates the large plates do not appear intact in
our book of mormon rather we have mormonscormonsMormons abridgementabridgement of
the large plates the focus of these plates is often contrasted with
that of the small plates for instance the headnotesheadnotes and indexes in
the 1920 and 1981 editions of the book ofmormon refer to the small
plates as spiritual history and the large plates as secular
history 9 yet the text of the book ofmormon no more supports the
notion that the large plates are secular than as has been seen it
supports the assertion that the small plates are history

the large plates kept by prophets at the command of god
were also considered sacred 1 I1 ne 193 alma 372 nephi noted
early on 1I do not write anything upon plates save it be that I1 think
it be sacred 1 I1 ne 156 and mormon described at the end of
nephite history the records which had been handed down by our
fathers which were sacred morm 66 excluding perhaps the
brief time when nephi and jacob actively kept both sets of plates
the small plates were never maintained as history in competition
with the large plates therefore if there is any validity to the sacred
secular dichotomy for the small plates and large plates suggested in
the last two editions of the book of mormon it would have to be on
the basis of subject matter and not perspective

mormonscormonsMormons abridgementabridge ment does allow us to consider whatever
pattern ofhistory the book ofmormon may contain because unlike
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nephi mormon was a historian he took the accumulated nephite
records covering almost one thousand years and fashioned a
narrative a portion of which makes up 65 percent of our present
book of mormon 10 in the abridgementabridgement we can read mormonscormonsMormons
commentary and see his editorial choices these in turn disclose
whatever pattern there may be to his history

because we do not have mormonscormonsMormons complete abridgment any
generalization about a pattern in the entire narrative is tentative at
best we cannot be certain how much or what mormon wrote about
the first 476 years of nephite history or how the lost portion of his
history compares with the extant portion for instance it is likely
that if the first 116 pages of the translation of mormonscormonsMormons abridge
ment were to replace the translation of the small plates the overall
book of mormon would be considerably shorter but the first half
of nephite history would be more detailed

with this caveat in mind however a few things can be
observed about the pattern of mormonscormonsMormons history first as to general
content it is no more a pure history than the small plates are purely
sacred instruction just as the small plates are 25 percent history the
large plates narrative is 35 percent instruction mormon inserted
extensive quotations such as king benjamins address abinadisAbinadis
preaching almas sermons preaching and fatherly advice
samuels prophecies and jesus words to the nephitesNephites 11 while
some of these quotations bear on the historical narrative the
primary purpose for their inclusion as is that of the major portion
of the small plates appears to be instructional 12 thus mormon
intended his record to be more than a recitation ofevents or a witness
of calamities he also intended it to teach spiritual truths

A second aspect of mormonscormonsMormons narrative is his consistent
recognition of gods hand in the mortal affairs he chronicled only
infrequently did he note gods overt intervention in history more
commonly mormon noted divine influence through witnesses who
were influenced by divine power the cyclical nature of events and
the operation of opposing spiritual forces

for example in the entire account ofofzeniffszeniffs people mosiah
9 24 the only overtly miraculous sign ofgods involvement is the
deep sleep that came upon the lamanitesLamanites and thus allowed the
people of alma to escape from the land of heiam in his
commentary on the Zeniffzeniffiteite history mormon described this
specific incident as the immediate goodness of god mosiah
25251010 yet although the remainder of the zeniff narrative does not
dwell on gods immediate goodness the narrative is still a
recognition of divine influence the text describes how the human
pride and ambition exemplified by zeniff degenerated over one
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generation into the materialism profanity and licentiousness of
noah once in a condition of spiritual infirmity the Zeniffzeniffiteite society
rejected abinadi and acquiesced in the murder of the only person
with the spiritual sanity to speak openly of the eternal consequences
of the societyssocietys warped values abinadisAbinadis accusing words and
almas subsequent efforts to pursue abinadisAbinadis directives were
deemed subversive by the authorities and were vigorously
suppressed war and misery ensued with the people eventually
realizing by experience the decadence of their ways what the
majority would not recognize by faith on abinadisAbinadis words in the
end delivered outofbondage they were reminded that it was the
lord that did deliver them mosiah 2516 in this narrative gods
influence is seen not in a collection of overtly miraculous or
indisputably divine events but in a string of individually mundane
occurrences which cumulatively witness divine involvement in
mortal affairs

coming as it does near the commencement of our version of
mormonscormonsMormons narrative this account is a suitable example of how
mormon saw history as a witness of divine influence in mortal
affairs mormon recognized that seeing gods influence in history
is less a function of what one sees than how one sees it to most of
the people ofnoah abinadi was a long winded critic and a pest not
a prophet later figures such as the sons ofmosiah and samuel were
unwanted foreign missionaries to most of those to whom they
directed their message 13 those who heard nephis lament as he
spoke from the garden tower were divided in their opinion of him
notwithstanding his remarkable prediction of the chief judges
murder 1411 even the marvelous night without darkness at the saviors
birth did not convert all who witnessed it nor did it result in the
permanent conversion of those who joined the church in its
aftermath 15 mormonscormonsMormons abridgementabridgement bears witness of a god whose
hand in human affairs is light and judged on purely empirical or
humanistic bases by no means temporally indisputable yet the
narrative challenges all to develop the spiritual perspective
necessary to discern gods influence

the most compelling evidence of gods influence in
mormonsmonnonsmormansMonMormonsnons narrative is the cyclical nature of nephite history if
there is a pattern in the book of mormon this is it the cycle runs
something like this god blesses mortals they prosper in their
prosperity they think themselves independent and self sufficient
they forget the source of their blessings they become proud they
justify themselves in violating gods laws they pursue power and
wealth as ends in themselves this misdirected pursuit results in
destructive contention since not all can be powerful and wealthy at
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the same time their contention produces misfortune and the loss of
goods and power the things they value most without power and
wealth they realize their true spiritual condition a reflection of
their temporal condition and the necessity of relying on god and
this recognition enables a gracious god to forgive and to bless them
this cycle is repeated numerous times in mormonscormonsMormons narrative it is
his central concern perhaps because he lives at the fatal end of the
last such cycle in his longest and most pointed commentary on the
story that he tells mormon summarizes the lesson of this cycle

and thus we can behold how false and also the unsteadiness of the
hearts of the children ofmen yea we can see that the lord in his great
infinite goodness doth bless and prosper those who put their trust in
him yea and we may see at the very time when he doth prosper his
people doing all things for the welfare and happiness of his
people yea then is the time that they do harden their hearts and do
forget the lord their god because of their ease and their exceed-
ingly great prosperity and thus we see that except the lord doth
chasten his people they will not remember him hel 121 3

this view of gods hand in mortal affairs revealed by a sacred
historical cycle turns as much on a candid acknowledgement of
mortal weakness as on the recognition of divine influence an
infinite atonement is a compelling practical and spiritual truth only
if humankind is in a fallen state thus mormon like nephi was
free and unapologetic in noting the weaknesses of not just the bad
guys but of all men as in the following examples

1 zeniff is described as overzealous deceived and slow to remem-
ber the lord mosiah 721 93

2 before his conversion alma the elder is identified as one of noahsmoahs
wicked priests mosiah 172

3 ammon declined to baptize king limhi and others considering himself
an unworthy servant mosiah 2133

4 alma the younger the pivotal nephite prophet and mosiahsMosiahs sons
were the very vilest of sinners mosiah 284 and their acts of

rebellion and persecution are mentioned not once but twice in the
narrative mosiah 27 alma 37

5 coriantonsCoriantons sexual sin on his mission to the zoramitesZoramites is mentioned
specifically alma 393

A particularly interesting test of mormonscormonsMormons candor is the case
of captain moronis correspondence with chief judge pahoranzahoranPahoran
mormon clearly held moroni in great esteem he named his son
after captain moroni he devoted sixty five pages of narrative to
moronis military exploits and he gave moroni an unqualified
editorial endorsement he was a man of a perfect understanding
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alma 4811 if all men had been and were and ever would be
like unto moroni behold the very powers of hell would have been
shaken forever alma 4811 17

but in the records from which he made his abridgementabridgement
mormon found an angry accusatory letter from captain moroni to
chief judge pahoranzahoran and pahoransPahorans reply thereto both letters were
written in the midst of the amalickiahite wars moroni wrote first
by the way of condemnation accusing pahoranzahoran of being in a
thoughtless state and of exceedingly great neglect for failing to

provide material support for moronis army can you think to sit
upon your thrones in a state of thoughtless stupor while your
enemies are spreading the work of death around you alma 602
6 7 moroni then accused pahoranzahoran of withholding provisions and
intimated that pahoranzahoran might well be a traitor to the nephite cause
alma 609 18 moroni concluded

ye know that ye do transgress the laws of god and ye do know that
ye do trample them under your feet behold the lord saith unto me
if those whom ye have appointed your governors do not repent of
their sins and iniquities ye shall go up to battle against them alma
6033 italics added

at the end ofa long and bloody campaign with his troops short
on supplies moronis anger is understandable but he attributed to
the lord an unqualified assessment of pahoransPahorans iniquity As we
learn from pahoransPahorans reply however the threat was misdirected
and moronis accusations were simply wrong alma 61 pahoranzahoran
was loyal and not in transgression the lack of attention that so
angered moroni was the result of third party intrigue and rebellion
in the end moroni and pahoranzahoran united to remedy the situation

from our perspective as we try to determine what the book
of mormon tells us about writing sacred history the question arises
why did mormon include the verbatim correspondence or even
allude to it it is not essential to his narrative moronis accusations
were factually wrong his impatience with the lack of support from
the government led him to accuse pahoranzahoran unjustly and to attribute
his own anger to the voice of the lord such a letter written by an
esteemed figure that so misses the mark might in our day end up in
some vault at the least it would be edited or summarized to lessen
its impact and it certainly would not be juxtaposed with a letter
showing the true facts and underscoringunderscoring captain moronis errors
yetmormon offered no apology or explanation for the letters in the
book of mormon historical view none is needed monmormonmonnonnon the
historian and prophet could admire and hold up as an example a man
who had undeniable weaknesses of the flesh
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A final characteristic of mormonscormonsMormons history is his perspective
he wrote at the end of his peoples thousand year history to an
audience at least fourteen hundred years in the future for the
definitive telling of a sacred story this timing is ideal one knows
how the story ends and with prophetic insight one knows what part
of the written record is relevant both to that ending and to the future
audience this dual perspective may explain why certain themes are
emphasized and certain records were included why the previously
mentioned spiritual cycle was made so apparent and why mormon
told his story with such confidence certainly at a minimum
mormonscormonsMormons perspective gave him a decided advantage over the
modem historian who must record and interpret without knowing
precisely either the final outcome or the needs of the reader

MORONIS abridgementABRIDGEMENT

moronis historical work deals almost exclusively with the
jareditesJaredites As with his fathers abridgementabridgement moroni mixed history
and admonition pointed to divine influence in mortal affairs
underscored the blessingmiseryblessing misery cycle exposed human weakness
even in the highly regarded and wrote with enhanced perspective 16

this continuity with the work of his father is not surprising but it
is important to note that both father and son have much in common
with the authors of the small plates as well though nephi and his
direct descendants did not expressly set forth the blessingmiseryblessing misery
cycle they emphasized the lords influence in their affairs and they
dealt squarely with issues of human weakness

conclusions
this paper began as an inquiry into millets assertion that the

book of mormon may well be a perfect pattern for writing sacred
history from the discussion above it is clear that the book of
mormon is not the pattern that millet seemed to think it is or would
like it to be the small plates from which millet purported to draw
his pattern are not history at all while millet argued for advocacy
in the presentation of sacred history including not emphasizing the
weaknesses of ecclesiastical leaders the book of mormon authors
candidly recognized the good and less than good in the lives of all
no matter who they were or what positions they held where millet
advocated historical writing that reflects through its positive tone a
loyalty to gods church the book of mormon prophets criticized
both the contemporary church and the church of the future their
sole unerring loyalty in writing history was to god the only being
worthy of such uncritical loyalty
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to argue that the book of mormon is the perfect pattern for
writing sacred history in the modem day however would not fairly
account for the serious differences between the circumstances ofthe
book of mormon record keepers and the circumstances of modem
latter day saint historians for instance the consequences of a
freewheeling discussion ofhuman weakness are different where the
subject has been dead for two millennia rather than for only a few
years or decades especially when an author is surrounded by the
persons worshipful descendants similarly delineation of spiritual
cycles is necessarily more tentative when an author is in the midst
of the cycle rather than at the end of the story it probably would not
do in this day and time to record and in the commencement of the
ninth year of the tenure of the prophet spencer W kimball the
people of the church began to wax proud in their costly apparel and
luxurious abodes and to disregard the words of the prophet in fact
the modem day with instantaneous mass communication with
media often prone to oversimplification and sensationalism and
with a general populace often lacking the perspective that comes
from a sound understanding of the past is arguably not the time to
practice the candor or the criticism of a nephi or mormon

nonetheless by inference one can discern a pattern in the
book of mormon that provides some useful instruction for the
writing of sacred history in our day some aspects of that pattern
include the following

1 types ofhistoryofflistory because the bookofmormonofmormon is a composite
of records written for diverse purposes its example cautions us to
withhold judgment on those who may approach the history of the
restoration in a manner different from that which we would choose
in the book of mormon one sees an account of the early nephite
ministry small plates an account of later nephite proceedings
large plates and an analysis of the nephite downfall mormonscormonsMormons

abridgementabridgement not one of these records or approaches purports to be
absolutely superior to all others or to be the right or only way to
consider nephite history in fact there is no sense of competition
between authors or methodologies today we might appropriately
spend more time finding sacred meaning in so called secular accounts
as mormon did than criticizing those accounts

2 gods hand historians can appropriately undertake to
discern gods influence in mortal affairs however the book of
mormon reminds us that gods hand is seen most clearly and is
identified with greatest confidence at the end of an era often we
need a bit of distance to distinguish fully between the wheat and
the tares the pearls and the swine further gods direct
participation in history the overtly miraculous or immediate
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goodness is the exception divine influence is more commonly
to be found in our principled and insightful interpretation of
outwardly mundane events however if that influence is to be
discovered and not simply manufactured it is up to the obser-
ver the historian to recognize the influence and to describe it fairly
and accurately

3 accuracy for the sacred story to be told adequately not
only the perspective but also the detailsmustdetails must be accurate if we
shade the facts or delete or embellish we misrepresent gods
influence such adjustments are to be expected where the writer
is acting as an advocate for an institution such as a church or a
university which is run by humans but when we are advo-
cating god as true sacred history must we are constrained to be
honest about mortal failings so that gods grace and goodness
is seen as independent of human limitations nephi stated clearly
that in the latter days those inclined to proclaim uncritically all is
well in zion 2 ne 2821 are not disseminating spiritually
accurate information

4 instruction the book of mormon emphasizes that sacred
history is to have a central instructional purpose picking through
the good and not so good of the past is not solely an academic
exercise study of the past should teach us how to understand and
live in the present writers of sacred history must do more than
simply report events they must articulate the sacred meaning of
those events the book of mormon consistently reminds the reader
that mortal events have sacred meaning and eternal consequences

nowhere does the book of mormon suggest that it was written
to be a pattern of historical writing the limited lessons set forth
above are generally incidental to the sacred text yet they point to
a measure ofmoderation coupled with tolerance and insight that too
often is absent in modem efforts at sacred history we would be
wise in approaching the daunting challenge ofsetting down the past
with spiritual accuracy to behold ourourweaknessweaknessweaknessetherether 1225 and
then to write with integrity to ourselves and to god by thus
proceeding we will indeed be following the perfect patternofpattern of the
book of mormon

NOTES

robert L millet ed to be learned Is good if bookcraft salt lake city 1987
2 millet 2 italics added
3 for purposes of this discussion I1 have adopted millets apparent definition of history as

a recitation of events an account of those things which have brought about the present
millet 2
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lneI1inene 11 15 23 and 2 ne 25 33
5lne1inene 19 2211 and 2 ne 12 24
61lneinene 5 881010 and 2 ne 11464466 11

71 ne 1 5 8 16 18 and 2 ne 5
81 later contributors to the small plates jacob enos and ommomni followed nephis lead inin

speaking plainly oftheirof their own weaknesses omni freely acknowledged that he was a wicked man ommomni
121 2 enos implied a disregard for spiritual things prior to his wrestle before god enos 1 1lt4 most
poignant of all isis jacob who wrote of his anxiety and griefbeforegrief before god as a prophet and teacher to his
people jacob 151 5 262 6 7 his trust was inin gods grace and the redeeming change that it could work inin
willing mortals we labored diligently among our people that we might persuade them to come unto
christ and partake of the goodness of god that they might enter into his rest jacob 171 7

1 book of mormon 1926 565611 book of mormon 1981 162 and index 266 67
lothethe first part of mormonscormonsMormons abridgementabridgement was lost as a result of martin harriss mishandling of

the first 116 manuscript pages
I1 I1 mosiah 2 512 15 alma 5 7799 1313293229 32 33333642333636 42 helaman 13 15 and 3 nephi 11 27

this analysis applies even to samuels prophecy which isis the most closely tied to the historical
narrative the variousvarious signs enumerated by samuel are included as witnesses of christs literal coming
inin the flesh and of the nephitesNephites appalling lack of preparation for that event

13 alma 211321 13 and helaman 16216 2
14 helaman 9399 391110139 4111011 10 1

15 3 nephi 122
16 for respective examples see mormon 8 moroni 102410 24 25 ether 7 2142 14 122312 23 25 and

mormon 8258 25



priceless words and fallible memories
joseph smith as seen in the effort

to preserve his discourses

dean C jessee

speaking of joseph smith the lord told an ancient prophet
1I will not loose his tongue that he shall speak much for I1 will not
make him mighty in speaking 1 As if in fulfillment some who heard
joseph noted that he was not unusually talented for a speaker 2 nor
did he appear to be an educated man 133 his conversational powers
were but ordinary wrote peter burnett a non mormon missouri
lawyer you could see at a glance that his education was very limited
he was an awkward but vehement speaker in conversation he was
slow and used too many words to express his ideas and would not
generally go directly to a point 4 A converts impression on first
hearing joseph smith speak was that theprophet looked green and not
verry intelligent 955 A reporter for an eastern newspaper described
joseph as a bad speaker who appeared to be very imperfectly
educated 6 after visiting nauvoo during a summer break a student
recalled that the prophet spoke very fluently but ungrammatically
like an uneducatedmanuneducated man but he possessed the giftongiftofgift ofa rough eloquence
and could be most persuasive when he tried 7 lorenzo snow who
joined the latter day saints in 1836 but who first saw the prophet in
hiram ohio in 18311831 said that the prophet would not be called a
fluent speaker 8

the smith familysfamilys economic situation helps explain joseph
smiths lack of polish when speaking he wrote that indigent
circumstances had deprived him of a formal educations advantages
except for the basics of reading writing and the ground rules sic
ofarithmaticofarithmaticarithmeticArithmatic which consulted my whole literary acquirementsacquire ments this
lack of formal education meant that his speaking and writing skills
developed from his environment and his study oftheodtheofthebible so much

dean C jessee is research professor ofofchurchchurch history and senior research historian of the joseph fielding
smith institute for church history
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so that his prose reflects the bibles imagery and rhythms his speech
also reveals his strong sense of mission joseph noted that he had
searched the scriptures in his youth and had been seriously imprest
withconcern for the welfare ofhis immortal soul As he searched for
understanding and salvation he pondered in his heart the sittuation of
the world ofmankind and the physical world around him his search
led him into the wilderness near his fathers home where the lord
11 opened the heavens and taught him many things pertaining to the
purposes of god 9

consequently whatever joseph smiths forensic weaknesses
there was still much in his manner and especially in his message that
attracted people A recurring theme among those who heard him was
the inspired nature and power of his message jared carter observed
that although josephs delivery was disappointing the holy ghost
spoke in him and marvelous was the displays of the power of the
spirit 10 another observer said josephs language was meek
instructive and edifying there is a power and magestymagesky that atendsamends

his words and preaching that we never beheld in any man before 11I1

others mentioned the energetic style of his speaking and the
powerful manner and impressive terms in which he exhorted

people 12 truly when he spoke light wisdom and intelligence
flowed from hishig mouth in a way not to be heard from an uninspired
man recalled one convert sabbath after sabbath I1 heard set forth
the order of the kingdom of god in a way well calculated to gladden
the hearts of those who were seeking truth for their guide 13 and
parley P pratt a dedicated disciple said the prophets speech

abounded in original eloquence peculiar to himself not
polished not studied not smoothed and softened by education
and refined by art but flowing forth in its own native simplicity and
profusely abounding in variety of subject and manner he interested
and edified while at the same time he amused and entertained his
audience and none listened to him that were ever weary with his
discourse I1 have even known him to retain a congregation of willing
and anxious listeners for many hours together in the midst of cold or
sunshine rain or wind while they were laughing at one moment and
weeping the next 14

many others who heard joseph smith after his early religious
experiences were awed by the light and wisdom of his speech
we soon felt and knew we were listening to one that had not been

taught of men so different were all his thoughts and language
wrote one observer 115I it was said that when joseph spoke all ears
were opened and the most profound silence was observed he
could teach gods law so plainly that on reflection one would think
he had always new it and he had the apearanceabearanceapearance ofone sent
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from the heavenly worlds on some divine mishon 1611 for many of
his contemporaries the prophets teachings Wwereere a refreshing
departure from common pulpit fare his words were meat & drinkdrink
for us for with wisdom & edification did he speak to us & made
plain the way of life & salvation & made the glories of the kingdom
shine with a more briliant lusturelesture than before noted one of the
earliest church converts 17

brigham young said that prior to meeting joseph smith all
the priests of the day could not tell me anything correct about
heaven hell god angels or devils they were as blind as egyptian
darkness in contrast joseph took heaven figuratively speaking
and brought it down to earth and he took the earth brought it up and
opened up in plainness and simplicity the things of god and that is
the beauty of his mission 18

after listening to joseph smith for the first time wilford
woodruff wrote there was more light made manifest at that
meeting respecting the gospel and kingdom of god than I1 had ever
received from the whole sectarian world 19 on 6 april 1837
wilford heard the prophet speak for three hours clothed with the
power spirit & image of god hepresented many things ofvast
importance to the minds of the elders of israel 0 that they might be
written upon our hearts with an iron pen to remain forever 2010 three
days later he saw joseph stand before an audience like a lion of the
tribe of judah his mind like enochs swells wide as eternity
nothing short of a god can comprehend his soul 21 years later
wilford noted my soul has been much edifyededified from time to
time in hearing joseph the seer truly god is with him & is
making him mighty in wisdom & knowledge 22

an english convert said joseph smith spoke with great
power and much ashuranceassurance and expounded the scripture in a way
that it could not be missunderstoodmissunderstood for plainness my soul
found food as a hungary mans body that sits to the luxeriesluxurieslux eries of the
earth 112323 the non mormon peter burnett found josephs views
were so strange and striking and his manner was so earnest and
apparently so candid that you could not help but be interested in
what he said 2421 one kirtland ohio resident noted both the
eagerness with which people gathered to hear the prophet and the
glorious preaching that cheered and animated them how often

while listening to the voice of the prophet have I1 wished oh that my
friends parents brothers and sisters could hear the things that I1
heard and their hearts be made to rejoice in them as mine did 1121an25 an
english convert confided that one lecture from the prophets mouth
well repaid him for all the troubles and privations of his journey to
america which were not a few 26
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As joseph smiths influence has spread during the century and
a half since his death interest in him has increased his teachings
eagerly sought are often read with scriptural reverence yet too
often their sources are taken at face value without determining how
clearly those sources represent his mind and personality these
windows to his life and thought reflect varying levels of proximity
to him a factor that must be dealt with in any serious study of him
indeed one of the main historiographic problems confronting
students of the prophet is understanding how to sift the source
material to reach the real joseph As noted by E H carr history
cannot be written unless the historian can achieve some kind of
contact with the mind of those about whom he is writing 2721

fawn brodies biography of joseph smith suffers directly
because she failed to understand the nature of the sources behind his
published history there are few men who have written so
much and told so little about themselves she wrote to search in
joseph smiths six volume autobiography for the inner springs of

his character is to come away baffled 1128112128 one reason for mrs
brodies confusion was her failure to evaluate the documents
underlying joseph smiths history 29 to use letters reports of
speeches and other sources to reconstruct a mans life is impossible
unless as ernest may has written his own contributions can be
winnowedwinnowerwinnowed from what ghostwritersghostwriters produced for him 3010 indeed all
who would seriously study the latter day saint leader must come
to grips with the complexity of the source materials in the case of
his published discourses this task requires a look at the process by
which they were originally recorded and eventually became part of
the official history of his life

several factors have impinged on the clarity with which
joseph smiths thought has filtered through written history one
factor was the difficulty of preserving everything he said because
of his prominence in introducing a new dispensation of the gospel
the esteem with which he was regarded by his people a revelation
given on the day of the churchschurche inception commanding record
keeping and the latter day saints reputation for diligent record
keeping we might assume that clerks followed the prophet and
recorded everything he said in reality due largely to the problem
of implementing the record keeping enterprise the records do not
measure up to the stature of the life they chronicle and only a
fraction of the prophets discourses was preserved this partial
success occurred even though a major concern of the prophet after
the churchschurche organization was setting up a history keeping
procedure that would preserve a full account of the rise of the
church and of his own experiences his struggle to meet this
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challenge is outlined by church historiography during his lifetime
nonetheless by the time joseph smith and his clerks settled on a

reasonably satisfactory solution much valuable information had
been lost 31

among the items lost is information about most of joseph
smiths discourses during the last eighteen months of his life the
prophet is known to have given 78 public addresses or an average
of a little more than one a week assuming conservatively that he
averaged 30 speeches a year during earlier years the total dis-

courses of his public ministry 1830 44 would number about 450
available sources however identify only about 250 discourses
and his published history gives reasonably adequate summaries of
only about one fifth of these not until the last eighteen months of
his life were the prophets speeches reported with reasonable
consistency of the 52 addresses reported in some detail in his
history 35 date from that time period the remaining 17 average
about two a year between 1834 and 1842 these figures suggest that
probably not more than one in ten of joseph smiths discourses
were recorded and most of these come from the last three years of
his life 32

during its first decade the church attended to the preserva-
tion and publication primarily of the prophets revelations A

substantial number of these revelations and some of his corre
spondencespondence and other records from the early years outline the
doctrinal foundation of the work he established missing from the
early years however are reports of discourses that would no doubt
give added insights not only to the doctrines set forth in the
revelations but also to his views on a wide range of subjects
including his own experiences

the lack of reported speeches by joseph smith prior to 1842

illustrates the dictum no records no history without question
this lack limits our understanding of the development ofhis thought
for example only three accounts of josephs first vision are

reported in any detail prior to 1840 and yet among references to

unreported discourses are several dealing with the prophets early
visions for example lorenzo snow who first heard joseph speak
in 1831 wrote

his remarks were confined principally to his own experiences
especially the visitation of the angel giving a strong and powerful
testimony in regard to these marvelous manifestations he simply
bore his testimony to what the lord had manifested to him to the
dispensation of the gospel which had been committed to him and to
the authority that he possessed As I1 lookedilooked upon him and
listened I1 thought to myself that a man bearing such a wonderful
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testimony could not have been deceived it seemed to me and if
he was a deceiver he was deceiving the people knowingly for when
he testified that he had had a conversation with jesus the son ofgod
and had talked with him personally as moses talked with god
upon mount sinai and that he had also heard the voice of the father
he was telling something that he either knew to be false or to be
positively true 33

in october 1834 edward stevenson heard joseph speak in the
old log schoolhouse in pontiac michigan the prophet stood at a
table for the pulpit where he began relating his vision and before he
got through he was in the midst of the congregation with uplifted
hand I1 do believe that there was not one person present who did not
believe at the time being or who was not convicted sic of the truth
of his vision of an angel to him 5134113134

william W phelps heard joseph give an address in 1835 titled
this is my beloved son hear ye him phelps describes it as

one of the greatest sermons he ever heard lasting about three and
one half hours 3515 later that year the prophet gave an account of
his boyhood experiences from the time he was six to the time of
the coming forth of the book of mormon this account included his
first vision 3616

on two occasions parley P pratt heard the prophet recount his
early visions writing to church members in canada in 1836 pratt
told of an important meeting he had attended in kirtland ohio

one week before the meeting word was publicly given that br J
smith jr would give a relation of the coming forth of the records and
allsoaleso of the rise of the church and ofhis experience accordingly a vast
concourse assembled at an early hour every seat was crowded and
4 or 5 hundred people stood up in the aisles br smith gave the
history of these things relating many particulars of the manner of his
first vissionsfissionsvis sions &cac the spirit and power of god was upon him in
bearing testimony insomuch that many if not most of the
congregation was in tears as for my self i can say that all the
reasonings in uncertainty and all the conclusions drawn from the
writings of others however great in themselves dwindle into
insignificance when compared with living testimony when your
eyes sea and your ears hear from the living oracles of god 37

parley also heard the prophet address a large congregation in
philadelphia in 1839 in which joseph spoke in great power
bearing testimony of the visions he had seen the ministering of
angels which he had enjoyed and how he had found the plates of the
book of mormon and translated them by the gift and power of
god the entire congregation were astounded electrified as it
were and overwhelmed with the sense of the truth and power by
which he spoke and the wonders which he related 38
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for none of the foregoing instances are there known records
of the speech it is hard to explain the paucity of records of joseph
smiths discourses during the first decade of the church on grounds
other than the slow development of a record keeping consciousness
among members and the problem of establishing a historical
enterprise in the unsettled conditions that beset the church during
those years although many who heard the prophet speak were
convinced they were in the presence of one sent from god and
feasted upon his words they left no record of what he said

those who reported hearing him frequently mentioned
nothing more than the fact of his having spoken the first recorded
minutes of an official church meeting a conference at fayette new
york on 9 june 1830 refer to an exhortation by joseph smith
but nothing else likewise the recorder of the second conference
held 26 september that same year also at fayette merely wrote
remarks by brother joseph smith jr 113939 in 1835 william E

mclellinmcclellinMcLellin reported hearing a three hour discourse of the prophet in
huntsburghHuntsburgh ohio but made no reference to its content 40

As late as 1844 after record keeping procedures had become
better established in the young church some speeches of the
prophet were still not recorded even when competent reporters were
present on 18 february 1844 willard richards who was keeping
the prophets diary noted only that joseph smith preached at the
temple to a large collection of people and the talented english
clerk thomas bullock who was also in attendance recorded that

immense 114141 A week laterjoseph spoke to an congregation
richards noted that the prophet preached at or near the temple
wilford woodruff wrote in his diary president smith preached at
the temple and thomas bullock went to the temple with his wife
and heard joseph preach on cardinal points to an immense
congregation 1142114142 william rowleysRowleys report of listening to one that
had not been taught of men is the only known reference to the
prophets speech of 12 november 1843 4341 and two weeks before his
death the records say only that joseph made some observations
at the seventies hall in nauvoo 44 on these and other occasions
nothing more was recorded than the fact that he had spoken

at other times the topics of the prophets discourses were
reported but nothing else on 13 december 1835 warren parrish
joseph smiths secretary reported the prophet had attended a
marriage ceremony where he made some preliminary remarks
upon the subject ofmatrimony touching the design of the almighty
in its institution also the duties ofhusbands and wives towards each
other after singing and prayer he spoke another forty minutes 4541

in may 1838 george W robinson wrote thatjosephthat joseph instructed the
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church in the mysteries of the kingdom of god giving them a
history of the planets &cac and of abrahams writings upon the
planetary system &cac robinson added that later in the day the
prophet spoke upon different subjects he dwelt some upon
the subject of wisdom & upon the word of wisdom &cac 114646

another time joseph spoke to the saints in the kirtland temple
on the topic of the gathering of the saints in the last days and the
duties of the different quorums in relations thereto 1147114147 on the
occasion of wilford woodruffswoodruffe thirty fifth birthday the young
apostle had killed a turkey and invited his friends of the first
presidency and twelve to a feast at his home in nauvoo according
to willard richards joseph explained many important principles
in relation to progressive improvement in the scale of intelligent
existence 1148114148 wilford noted that after supper the evening was
mostly spent in hearing joseph the seer converse about the
blessings of the kingdom of god much to our edification 114149 in july
1842 wilford experienced an interesting day when about six
thousand people in nauvoo were addressed by joseph the seer
much to our edification he read the 7thath ch ofdaniel and explained
about the kingdom of god set up in the last days and said
many things which were truly edifying 50 six weeks before the
prophet was killed a nauvoo newspaper reported a discourse
he gave in the upper room of his red brick store he spoke with
much talent and ability and displayed a great knowledge of the
political history of this nation of the cause of the evils under which
our nation groans and also the remedy 51 on each of these
occasions as with many others nothing more was reported than the
topic of the speech

since joseph smith almost always spoke extemporaneously
without a prepared text there are no drafts to help document his
discourses in 1843 he told an audience 1I am not like other men
my mind is continually occupied with the business of the day and
I1 have to depend entirely upon the living god for everything I1 say

such occasions these 111252 this hison as was common practice a
practice suggested by revelation in 1830 it shall be given thee in
the very moment what thou shalt speak and write 53 occasionally
the theme of his address suggested itself as he faced his audience
in march 1842 the prophet approached a nauvoo congregation to
deliver a discourse on the subject of baptism but as a young child
was dead & his corpes presented in the assembly he changed his
remarks to the topic of death and the resurrection 5414 the following
year he told a gathering of saints in the temple that the subject ofhis
discourse had presented itself after he came to the stand 55 in the
absence of personal drafts of his speeches the study of joseph
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smiths discourses and ofhis ability as a speaker is dependent on the
reports of those who heard him

of approximately two dozen persons who wrote for the
prophet in an official capacity nine reported one or more of the
discourses published in his history thomas bullock william
clayton warren parrish willard richards franklin D richards
sylvester smith eliza R snow robert B thompson and wilford
woodruff 56 since none of these scribes was sufficiently skilled in
shorthand prior to joseph smiths death to record verbatim what the
prophet said the reports preserve main themes rather than a detailed
reflection of his personality and prose pitman shorthand which
provided a major breakthrough in speed and accuracy had been
developed in england in 1837 but was not mastered by anyone in the
latter day saint community in time to be of value in reporting the
prophets speeches 57

among those who reported joseph smiths addresses
willard richards and wilford woodruff deserve particular
attention reports of forty of the fifty two discourses published at
some length in joseph smiths history were produced by these two
men in terms of quantity richards made the most substantial
contribution but he arrived on the scene late he did not join the
church until december 1836 and was engaged in missionary work
in england from 1837 to 1841 richards began keeping the
prophets journal at nauvoo in december 1841 but left the next
year to get his family in massachusetts in december 1842 he was
appointed private sect & historian to the prophet the diaries

kept by richards form the basis for the prophets history during the
last two and a half years of the prophets life and account for the
increased detail in the latter part of that work 5818 prior to the richards
appointment there had been little continuity or consistency in
reporting joseph smiths addresses however richards tended to
take brief almost illegible notes and to leave gaps with the intention
of later filling them this practice required substantial editing and
fleshing out

wilford woodruff whose diary is one of the most substantive
historical sources on the nineteenth century church became
acquainted with joseph smith in 1834 wilford felt divinely
prompted to keep careful records a prompting which motivated his
extensive diary keeping it may be thought strange why a man of
as busy a life as I1 have lead should spend as much time as I1 have
in journalizing he reflected later in his life adding 1I have been
inspired and required of the lord to do it 59 he was proud that
some of the most glorious gospel sermons truths & revelations

that were given from god to this people through the mouth of the
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prophets joseph brigham heber & the twelve could not be found
upon the earth on record ownly ie except in my journals 60

however missionary and other assignments that took him away
from church headquarters for extended periods prevented the
energetic diarist from reporting more than sixteen joseph smith
discourses of these nine are exclusive reports recorded by no
one else although wilfordswilfordeWilfords diary shows some knowledge of
shorthand probably that of the eighteenth century englishman
samuel taylor wilford was not skilled enough to make an exact
record of a speech reflecting upon his ability later in his life
he recalled 1I could write a sermon of josephs a week after it
was delivered almost word for word & after it was written it
was taken from my mind this was a gift from god unto me 61

but as the sermons themselves confirm this statement should
be interpreted to mean that wilford woodruff had a gift to pre-
serve the general content of the prophets addresses not a
verbatim record

in addition to the inability of clerks to report verbatim all that
joseph smith said years elapsed between the delivery and the
editing of most of the discourses when joseph smith was killed in
june 1844 the manuscript of his history had been completed to
august 1838 and by the time the saints began leaving nauvoo in
1846 the history had been compiled to march 1843 nevertheless
most of the reports of joseph smiths discourses were not
incorporated into the history until labor resumed on that work
several years after the arrival of the saints in salt lake valley the
boxes containing the contents of the historians office were not
unpacked until 7 june 1853 662 even then more than a year elapsed
before work recommenced on the prophets speeches

the death of willard richards in 1855 further hampered
editorial work As church historian richards had become the
guiding mind behind the compilation of the history after the death
of joseph smith but ill health and the strain of the exodus to
salt lake valley brought his death before he was able to prepare
the reports of joseph smiths speeches for the history a work that
would have included fleshing out the gaps in his own records of
the discourses

in 1855 when newly appointed church historian george A
smith assisted by wilford woodruff began work on the history he
faced complex editorial challenges 6361 where the prophets
discourses had been reported in coherent connected prose the
editors simply copied the original reports into the history but where
the original reports were less complete the task was more
complicated using procedures typical of the literary world ofoftheirtheir
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day the editors inserted words phrases and sometimes even a
paragraph to smooth out or bridge gaps in the reported text of a
speech without indicating that the added material was an editorial
expansion of the original report 64

the historians office journal for 1854 to 1856 documents
the work of preparing the smith sermons for inclusion in the
history a process that consisted of blending reports where more
than one existed fleshing out and filling gaps where reports were
incomplete and reading the final product to the president of the
church and others who may have heard the original speech wilford
woodruff noted on 16 february 1855 that he spent part of the day
at the historians office examining my journals containing
josephs sermons preparatory for publication in the church
history 116565 the following day robert campbell was copying a
sermon of josephs reported by W woodruff the day after
wilford spent most of the day making out & filling up one of
josephs sermons while george A smith and jonathan grimshaw
were up at the presidents office reading josephs sermon of
11 june 1843 66

on 29 march george A smith and thomas bullock visited
president young to read to him the finished text of a discourse the
prophet gave to the nauvoo relief society but the president
referred them to eliza R snow since she had written the original
report of the address she in turn gave them both the original
sermon in the female relief society record and one of her
own journals whereupon smith and bullock returned to the office
and worked until 10 PM the next day heber C kimball came to the
historians office heard josephs sermon read and liked it
better as revised on 8 august brigham young spent some time in
the historians office listening to the remarks of prest joseph
smith before the female relief socybocy thomas bullock read
them to him and he was much pleased with them 5167116767

repeatedly in the months from november 1854 to july 1856
george A smith wilford woodruff robert campbell john L
smith jonathan grimshaw leo hawkins and thomas bullock
amalgamated reports of joseph smiths speeches read them to

the president and copied them into the history george A smith
described his work on the discourses as an immense labor
requiring the deepest thought and the closest application he
emphasized that the editors took the utmost care to convey the
ideas in the prophets style 5561116168 to assure the greatest accuracy they
read their work to church leaders who had heard the original
discourses in some instances and were in a position to insure the
doctrinal integrity of what was said prest B young called & staid
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a couple of hours this afternoon and heard minutes and sermons of
march 7thath 1844 read by thomas bullock and also josephs
sermon of the loth march 1844 and sanctioned them according
to the historians office journal and george A smith was
revising sermons & minutes for history & conferring with prest
young all day 69

concern for the integrity of the editorial work is evident from
the diligence of the historian in having the finished product read to
president young in november 1855 george A smith and thomas
bullock went to see the president to read a completed joseph smith
speech but found that he was gone up to the canal terminus they
tried again the same evening but the president had just rode out
the journal adds that this was the sixth time the historian had tried
to read the account to the president but failed each time 7010

recognizing that surviving longhand reports were the only sources
for joseph smiths speeches george A smith and his associates in
the historians office took the utmost care to report them as
completely and accurately as possible according to the standards of
their time

one aspect of the editing process that required careful
comparison and concentration was the fusing of texts where more
than one report was made of an address A prime example is the
king follett discourse delivered by joseph smith on 7 april 1844
lasting a reported two and a quarter hours the published discourse
was derived by dovetailingdovetailing the reports of four persons who heard the
speech wilford woodruff willard richards thomas bullock and
william clayton the original reports reveal the comparative
ability of these men to record what they heard on that occasion 71

assuming joseph smith spoke approximately one hundred words
per minute on the average with no loudspeaking system to amplify
his voice he would have spoken somewhat slowly the entire
speech would have contained about 13500 words the longest of
the four reports is thomas bullocks 4500 word summary which
represents about 25 percent of the total discourse william
claytonsclaytonaClaytons 2800 word report represents about 17 percent of the
original wilford woodruffswoodruffe 2400 words 14 percent and willard
richardssRichardrichardsss 900 words about 5 percent of the original 72 these
incomplete reports bear out wilford woodruff s comment recorded
by john whitaker you can imagine how little we could get during
an address of several hours and the notes taken in long hand 1173117173

when dovetailed together the four reports comprise the 6700
word version of the discourse published in the history of the
church although this version represents only about half the length
of the total speech it is no doubt an accurate representation of the
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main themes what is missing is the precise word order and sentence
structure that would most clearly reflect joseph smiths personality
and thought

in comparing the published discourses of the prophet with
original reports of what he said one finds elements of harshness
hypercriticism egotism ill humor boasting etc cropping up at the
points of heaviest editing traits that have filtered into the record
during the reporting and editing process and that appear to be more
characteristic of the reporters and editors than of joseph smith
thus the editing process has superimposed the personality ofothers
over that of the prophet the following quotations for example
were added editorially to original reports of the prophets speeches
to bridge disconnected thoughts or to flesh out ideas that were
partially preserved

the only principle upon which they joseph smiths enemies
judge me is by comparing my acts with the foolish traditions of their
fathers and nonsensical teachings of hireling priests whose object
and aim were to keep the people in ignorance for the sake of filthy
lucre or as the prophet says to feed themselves not the flock 74

the constitution should contain a provision that every officer of
the government who should neglect or refuse to extend the
protection guaranteed in the constitution should be subject to capital
punishment and then the president of the united states would not
say your cause is just but I1I1 can do nothing for you a governor
issue exterminating orders ororjudgesjudges say the men ought to have the
protection of law but it wont please the mob the men must die
anyhow to satisfy the clamor of the rabble they must be hung
or missouri be damned to all eteeternitymity executive writs could
be issued when they ought to be and not be made instruments of
cruelty to oppress the innocent and persecute men whose religion
is unpopular 7571

speaking of the bible ignorant translators careless transcribers or
designing and corrupt priests have committed many errors 76

willard richardssRichardrichardsss 19 april 1843 report of an address reads in
part if you can get hands onto the house it will give such an
impetus to the work it will never stop till it is completed this
passage was edited to read if you can get hands onto the nauvoo
house it will give such an impetus to the work that it will take all
the devils out of hell to stop it 11771117131777

in the case of joseph smiths 21 may 1843 speech richards
reported one segment in five words rough stone roling down
hill 78 this phrase was fleshed out by the editors to read

I1 am like a huge rough stone rolling down from a high mountain
and the only polishing I1 get is when some comer gets rubbed off by
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coming in contact with something else striking with accelerated
force against religious bigotry priestcraft lawyer craft doctor
craft lying editors subomedsubornedsubornersub orned judges and jurors and the authority of
perjured executives backed by mobs blasphemers licentious and
corrupt men and women all hell knocking off a comer here and a
comer there thus I1 will become a smooth and polished shaft in the
quiver of the almighty who will give me dominion over all and
every one of them when their refuge of lies shall fail and their hiding
place shall be destroyed while these smooth polished stones with
which I1 come in contact become marred 79

while this version may very well reflect the imagery the prophet
used the phrasing and word choice may be later creations

richards reported a portion of joseph smiths discourse of
23 july 1843 in these words

although I1 am under the necessity of bearing the infirmities of
other men &cac on the other hand the same characters when they
discover a weakness in brother joseph blast his character &cac all
that law &cac through him to the church he cannot be bomeborne with
a moment

men mouth my troubles when I1 in trouble they forget it all I1 believe
in aaprincipleprinciple ofreciprocity ifwe live in a devilish world &cac

after these lines were edited on 11 july 1856 for inclusion in the
history they read

notwithstanding my weaknesses I1 am under the necessity of
bearing the infirmities of others who when they get into difficulty
hang on to me tenaciously to get them out and wish me to cover their
faults on the other hand the same characters when they discover a
weakness in brother joseph endeavor to blast his reputation and
publish it to all the world and thereby aid my enemies in destroying
the saints although the law is given through me to the church I1
cannot be bomeborne with a moment by such men they are ready to
destroy me for the least foible and publish my imaginary failings
from dan to beersheba though they are too ignorant of the things of
god which have been revealed to me to judge of my actions
motives or conduct in any correct manner whatever

the only principle upon which theyjudgethey judge me is by comparing my
acts with the foolish traditions of their fathers and nonsensical
teachings of hireling priests whose object and aim were to keep the
people in ignorance for the sake of filthy lucre or as the prophet says
to feed themselves not the flock men often come to me with their
troubles and seek my will crying oh brother joseph help me
help me but when I1 am in trouble few of them sympathize with
me or extend to me relief I1 believe in a principle of reciprocity ifwe
do live in a devilish and wicked world where men busy themselves
in watching for iniquity and lay snares for those who reprove in
the gate 8010
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A reading of these extracts raises the question how accurately
could even a witness to the original speech reconstruct the missing
words of his own report more than a decade after the event studies
of memory suggest the difficulty of recalling such precise detail 81

probably the best that can be hoped for in reconstructing missing
segments is that the disconnected elements of the available reports
provided the prompts necessary to preserve the general theme
george A smith summarized his editorial work as

an immense labor requiring the deepest thought and the closest
application as there were mostly only two or three words about half
written to a sentence the greatest care has been taken to convey the
ideas in the prophets style as near as possible and in no case has the
sentiment been varied that I1 know of as I1 heard the most of his
discourses myself was on the most intimate terms with him have
retained a most vivid recollection of his teachings and was well
acquainted with his principles and motives 8212

in the instances cited here the death of one of the prime witnesses
willard richards complicated the editorial work even further

A recent study indicates that apersons motives biases mood
etc at the time of reconstructing past events rather than proximity
to the events have a crucial impact upon the way the events are
remembered 83 since joseph smiths discourses were edited
following the trauma of his murder and the exodus of the latter day
saints from nauvoo in the wake of mob violence and frayed
feelings these events may have had at least some effect on the way
certain missing elements of the prophets speeches were
remembered however clearly the above editorial insertions reflect
the gist of joseph smiths discourses there appears to be a
postmartyrdommartyrdompost personality unintentionally injected by the editors
to lash back at those forces that killed their prophet and persecuted
the saints

this finding supports the conclusion that the main value of
reports ofjoseph smithsmiths s speeches lies in the insight they give to the
teachings and doctrines of the prophet and the early church but as
a window for observing his personality these sources are not as
informative as others that more accurately preserve his prose

in the absence of videotape and movie footage one of the best
avenues which is undistorted by clerical and editorial barriers for
studying joseph smiths personality as a speaker is the prophets
holograph writings those materials produced by his own hand
and hence by his own mind note for example the following lines
from an 1833 joseph smith holograph letter
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0 thou disposer of all events thou dispenser of all good in the name
ofjesus christ I1 ask thee to inspire my heart indite my thoughts guide
my pen to note some kind word to these my brethren in zion that like
the rays of the sun upon the earth wannethwarmethcarmethcanneth the face thereof so let this
word I1 write warm the hearts of my brethren or as the gentle rain
descendethdescendeth upon the earth or the dews upon the mountains refreshethrefresheth
the face of nature and causethmauseth her to smile so give unto thy servant
joseph a word that shall refresh the hearts and revive the spirits yea
souls of those afflicted ones who have been called to leave their homes
and go to a strange land not knowing what should befall them 84

elinore partridge in her important analysis of joseph smiths
style an analysis based upon a careful study of his holographsholographyholographs has
provided valuable insight to the prophets personality as a
speaker 85 she identified several stylistic markers that characterize
joseph smiths prose perhaps the most prominent of these was his
tendency to use a long unbroken sentence structure composed of
interrelated thoughts with no clear stopping point connected by the
conjunctions and but for so etc another characteristic was his
tendency to use an unusually large number of demonstratives and
pronouns words such as that this those they these which who
etc that have little meaning without specific referents he used
modifying phrases separated from the parts of speech they modify
1I have visited a grove which is just back of the town almost every
day where I1 can be secluded from the eyes of any mortal they are
called to contend with the beast of the wilderness for a long time
whosejawswhose jaws are open to devour them partridge also noted josephs
use of the demonstratives thisthesethisithesethis thesetheye in this my lonely retreat
know this that these my brothers and his frequent use of a

gerund or participle in place of an infinitive or nominal formfonnfonn this
led me to searching the scriptures to the astonishing of every
beholder an exception to his use of the participle rather than
infinitive was his recurring use of the infinitive with the verbverbfeelpeelfeel 1 I
feel to trust feel to thank feel to exclaim feel to humble
myself feel to mourn to repeat or emphasize a particular
point joseph smith used words such as exceeding ever yea it
was with exceeding joy ever full of love ever winning
called to give up their wives and children yea and their own lives

also may I1 not say thou wilt yea I1 will say lord thou wilt he
also provided emphasis by repeating key words in a phrase

prepare you that you might be prepared pray in my prayers
rejoice with great joy he used certain expressions common in

the nineteenth century among the uneducated such as seeing or
seeing that it cannot beseeingbeseemingbe seeing that but what there is not one
place in me but what is filled 1I know nothing but what you have
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done the best you couldcouldforcould6rcouldernorpor for to the lord had prepared spectacles
for to read the book finally he used above in the place of
comparatives pillar of light above the brightness of the sun at
noonday and the king james bible word forms thine and mine

thine enemies mine anger 86

perhaps more revealing of joseph smiths personality as a
speaker than his stylistic word structure are the images he used in
his prose partridge identifies a number of these joseph used words
denoting bondage bind bound binding bonds to designate
emotional ties that unite people thus we are bound together in
chains as well as the cords ofeverlasting love binding spirit of the
gospel bound by faith he used heart to show a binding of
thought and emotion we are of one heart and one mind it
cheered my heart the language of my heart he used scriptural
images including the bow quiver polished shaft sword
plowshare vineyard grapes and fruit of the vine he referred to
things hidden or obscured or brought to light by use of images of
treasures buried in the ground and he frequently used natural
phenomena cloudbursts lightning thunder sun rain meteors
snow mountains cooling streams and plowed fields 87

occasional repetitions and awkward constructions in joseph
smiths prose further reflect his lack of skill in the formalities of
language and support the statements about his being uneducated 1 I
want you to take the best care of the family you can which I1 believe
you will do all you can he spoke of things I1 cannot is not prudent
for me to write Y88 with little formal education he wrote in a style
that was often colloquial and conversational with no prepared text
he delivered speeches that were much the same that were
extended conversations hence there is reason to believe that his
speaking closely resembled his writing

in his prose one senses the tremendous importance joseph
smith placed on the message he had to impart to mankind and the
limitations he felt from having to deliver that message through a
language delivery system in which he was not perfectly prepared
when chided on one occasion for allowing revelations to be
published with grammatical imperfections he responded that he
was more concerned with the message than with the details of
spelling and grammar 89 his discomfort with the language can be
seen from apologetic statements in his personal writings 1 I hope
you will excuse my inability in conveying my ideas in
writingwriting9090 and his lamentation 0 lord god deliver us in thy
due time from the little narrow prison almost as it were total
darkness of paper pen and ink and a crooked broken scattered and
imperfect language 91 the narrowness of the language prison that
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confronted him is hinted in his effort to describe the transcendent
experience of his early visions when he referred to a pillar of

fire which he changed to light above the brightness of the
sun at noon day that descended gracefully which he changed to
gradually until it fell upon him he spoke of personages whose

brightness and glory defy all description and of seeing a heavenly
being whose countenance waslikewadlikewaswaslikesilkeilkelike lightning who wore clothing
of exquisite whiteness beyond anything earthly and whose
whole being was glorious beyond description

yet despite joseph smiths limitations in institutional learning
and his feelings of inadequacy literary specialist arthur henry
king has given joseph high marks in his craftsmanship in the
english language As a talented stylist king who spent most of his
lifebeinglifeilfe being disinclinedinclineddis to be impressed by the things he read was

deeply impressed when he first read joseph smiths story he
described josephs account of the first vision in the beginning
pages of his history as beautiful well balanced prose and he
compared the prophet with samuel taylor coleridge perhaps the
best english prose writer of that time king noted that with joseph
having had almost no formal schooling the outstanding thing about
the prophet is what he did with what he got he translated the book
of mormon wrote the doctrine and covenants under inspiration
and accomplished other tasks which show the extent of his genius
the fact that he was inspired by the lord does not diminish his
achievements king suggested that the contrast between joseph
smiths limited education and the inspiration of his translation can
best be seen by reading in the 1830 edition of the book of mormon
it brings joseph smith home to us in a very different way from the

verse divided modem punctuated spelling corrected editions 92

although we cannot hear joseph smiths voice partridgepartridgess
study of his holograph writings identifies five distinguishing
features of his style that help us picture him as a speaker features
he shared with some of the finest users of the english language

1 his use of biblical word forms and examples 2 his ability to
create visual descriptions which allowed his audience to picture
what he was talking about 3 his keen narrative sense 4 his
familiar rather than formal speaking style and athe5the5 the tremendous
sense of joy and vitality that permeated his prose this quality
impressed her the most 661nin contrast to the dark visions ofcalvinism
and the dry rational theology of unitarianism of his time his
language emphasizes the wonder of existence and the love of
humanity 93

part of the problem of obtaining an accurate historical
understanding of joseph smith has been the difficulty to use
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catherine D bowens phrase of returning to that foreign country
the past 94 tracking him through a vast thicket where the footprints
of other men are interlaced with his no observer can see
joseph smiths personality or innermost feelings in what others
wrote for him yet much ofthe source material bearing his signature
was written by other people students of the prophet who try to
analyze his mind and personality on the basis of given documents
without distinguishing between his thoughts and those of others
will end up with a monstrosity made up of joseph smith and
numerous other individuals

to paraphrase ernest R may in the complicated world of
historical sources conscientious writers have had difficulty getting
hold of the protoplasm that would bring joseph smith to life 95 like
the bones concealed in the wrappings of an ancient mummy the
sharp outlines of the prophet lie hidden beneath the personalities of
clerks editors and ghostwritersghostwriters none of those who recorded
joseph smiths speeches realized that their efforts to preserve what
he said would partially obscure the very greatness and individuality
they sought to make immortal and yet because they recorded what
they did while laboring under disruptive social conditions and while
using literary and editorial rules different from our own we do have
an important body of documents related to joseph smith and for
that they deserve our everlasting gratitude using that work
intelligently requires a studious effort to understand its nature and
fully appreciate its content a challenge facing all who seek to
probe the mind and personality of joseph smith
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study cognition 9 1981 1 22 and david thelen memory and american history the journal of
american history 75 march 1989 1117 29

george A smith to wilford woodruff 21 april 1856 inin the book containing the docket of the
municipal court of nauvoo 218

thelen memory and american history 1121
84joseph smith to william john and others 18 august 1833 published inin jessee personal

writings 283 84
elinore H partridge characteristics of joseph smithsmiths s style task papers inin LDS history

no 14 1976 typescript
partridge characteristics of joseph smiths style 5 9
partridge characteristics of joseph smiths style 49 11

partridge characteristics of joseph smiths style 13

joseph smith to edward william and others 30 march 1834 retained copy inin oliver cowdery
letterbookLetterbook 30 36 huntington library san marino calif published inin jessee personal writings 315

joseph smith to moses nickerson 19 november 1833 inin joseph smith letterbookLetterbook 1621 62 65
joseph smith to william phelps 27 november 1832 inin joseph smith letterbookLetterbook 1 inin jessee

personal writings 260
arthur henry king the abundance odtheoftheof the heart salt lake city bookcraft 1986 197 205

possibly the contrast isis even more telling when the extant pages of the original book of mormon
manuscript are read instead of the first published edition see dean C jessee the original book of
mormon manuscript BYU studies 10 spring 1970 259 78

partridge characteristics of joseph smiths style 13 14 20
1414catherinecatherine drinker bowen biography the craft and the calling boston little brown and

co 1968 69
may ghost writing and history 465



willard richards as historian

howard C searle

from the very organization of the church on 6 april 1830 the
writing of the history of the church was considered a duty
imperative 1 although joseph smith was the prime motivator
behind most of the churchechurchs early record keeping and history
writing he lacked the necessary literary skills for much of the work
and therefore relied heavily upon his clerks and the church
historians to accomplish the day to day work but with variations
in title and frequent changes in personnel the offices of church
recorder and church historian functioned erratically until 1843
when both callings were consolidated and assigned to willard
richards richards who brought new stability talent and impetus
to these offices was singularly qualified among all the early elders
of the church

As a boy richards eagerly sought education and demon-
strated both an affinity and an aptitude for learning one author
suggests that richards occasionally provoked the displeasure ofhis
father joseph for staying up late to read by candlelight and then
being unable to arise the next morning in time for his chores on the
family farm at richmond massachusetts 2 in his quest for religious
knowledge he apparently became disillusioned with the brand of
calvinism being preached in the familysfamilys congregational church
and so remained rather aloof from organized religion during his
studies in many different fields he taught school for a while in his
scientific pursuits he became interested in electricity and
subsequently presented lectures on the subject in some nearby
towns while on one of these lecture tours he acquired a copy of
dr samuel thomsonsthomsonsrThomsons practice ofmedicineof medicine and was persuaded to
become an herbal doctor specializing in the use of lobelia he
launched a medical career by successfully prescribing for his two
ailing sisters and after purchasing a patent for twenty dollars he
expanded his practice to the community 3

howard C searle is a church educational system instructor salt lake university institute of religion
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dr richardssRichardrichardsss life took a new direction when he happened
upon a copy of the book of mormon which had been left by his
cousin brigham young who had already joined the saints in
northern ohio he read the book through twice in ten days and
immediately began selling his medicines settling his accounts
and making preparations to travel the seven hundred miles to the
church headquarters at kirtland ohio only after a year and a half
of investigation did he join the church in 1836 As a thirty two
year old bachelor unencumbered by wife or family he spent the
next several years doing missionary work in the eastern states and
england while abroad he married a refined english girl jennetta
with the same surname as his own and was soon after ordained an
apostle by brigham young and other members of the quorum of
twelve then laboring in the rapidly expanding english mission in
england richards demonstrated his literary abilities by assisting
parley P pratt as editor of the millennial star leaving his wife and
a new son in england until he could prepare a place for them to live
in america elder richards returned to the united states with some
of his fellow apostles arriving in nauvoo illinois in august
1841 41 he boarded with his cousin brigham young for a short
time but on 12 january 1842 richards moved in with joseph smith
to facilitate the rapidly escalating clerical and literary work during
the previous month he had been appointed private secretary to
joseph smith recorder for the uncompleted temple at nauvoo and
general church clerk shortly after his election to the nauvoo city
council he became the recorder for that group and clerk of the
municipal court as well 6 on 21 december 1842 he was interviewed
by joseph smith and given the additional assignment of church
historian 7 seven months later he was appointed church recorder 8

to accommodate richards in his heavy clerical responsibilities
joseph smith gave him space in the prophets own new office on the
second floor of his brick store in nauvoo the two men continued
a very close relationship that was broken only by richardssRichardrichardsss short
trip to meet his family in the east and by the forced seclusion of the
prophet while he tried to outmaneuver his enemies

willard richards undoubtedly recorded more of the sources
that were used in the later compilation of the history of the church
than any other single person As the intimate disciple he kept
joseph smiths personal journal for nearly four years making one
entry in carthage jail shortly before the attack of the mob his notes
and recollections of those events became the basis for his well
known two minutes in jail which has been the principal source
for all the standard pro latter day saint accounts of the
martyrdom in addition to keeping joseph smiths personal records
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richards also wrote regularly in most of the church and municipal
records and even directed and organized the work of the other
church clerks see table 1

TABLE 1 scribes and clerks for major church history sources

church history source pages dates kept scribes and clerks

joseph smith letter book 245 1837 43 james mulholland
1829 1843 robert B thompson

howard coray
willard richards
william clayton
others

nauvoo municipal 102 1841 45 james sloan
court docket willard richards

thomas bullock

nauvoo city council 241 1841 45 james sloan
proceedings willard richards

thomas bullock

joseph smith journal 281 1842 43 willard richards

the law of the lord 315 1842 45 joseph smith
willard richards
thomas bullock
william clayton

joseph smith journal 309 1843 willard richards

joseph smith journal 280 1843 44 willard richards

joseph smith journal 280 1844 willard richards
1 1 1

source LDS church archives handwriting identified by dean C jessee senior research
historian joseph fielding smith institute for church history brigham young university

richards kept joseph smiths journals in a first person
narrative although the material was obviously not all dictated by
the prophet this first person approach preserved the narrative form
of the earlier journals that did contain holographic and dictated
entries by the prophet and apparently conformed with josephs
general plans for the church annals many of the entries in the
journals are brief notes that richards intended to expand later as he
wrote the history of the church or obtained information from others
but unfortunately this filling in was not completed before his
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death his successor george A smith was left with the task of
deciphering richardssRichardrichardsss notes and fleshing out the narrative as best
he could 9 this task was especially difficult for joseph smiths
sermons which were recorded mostly in longhand notes that
required considerable emendation

in addition to keeping the prophets journals and most of the
official church records which later served as the basic narrative
framework for the history of the church richards also kept a
personal journal which often corroborated or supplemented the
other sources he was recording begun in 1836 his personaljournalpersonpersonal journalaljournal

was mostly a missionary diary until he came to nauvoo in 1841 it
contains some rudimentary shorthand and many entries are just
brief notes there are some gaps notably 1848 49 and the diary
was discontinued in 1852 two years before his death these
journals totaling nineteen small volumes were used by richards
and later by george A smith in compiling the history of the church

richardssRichardrichardsss earliest direct involvement in the compilation of
the history of the church was apparently the addition of some notes
during a period in 1842 when W W phelps was writing in the first
volume of the manuscript history phelps completed the manu-
script history down to august 1831 page 130 then the narrative
is interrupted by three pages of notes in the handwriting of willard
richards these notes captioned A B and C are out of chrono-
logical order and contain supplementary information relating to
joseph smiths early life and visions in the earlier pages of the
manuscript are small notations which refer to these later inter-
polationspolations and which clearly indicate where they were intended to fit
into the preceding narrative A reference to the notes in richardssRichardrichardsss
diary establishes the fact that they were written in december 1842 1011

the notes reflect information that must have been obtained from
joseph himself

on 11 december 1841 the prophet expressed his deep concern
with the limited progress that had been made on the history as he
recounted the following problems and misfortunes that seemed to
either interrupt or impede the writing of the church annals

since I1 have been engaged in laying the foundation of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints I1 have been prevented in various
ways from continuing my journal and history in a manner satis-
factory to myself or in justice to the cause long imprisonments
vexatious and long continued lawsuitslaw suits the treachery of some of my
clerks the death of others and the poverty of myself and brethren
from continued plunder and driving have prevented my handing
down to posterity a connected memorandum of events desirable to all
lovers of truth yet I1 have continued to keep up a journal in the best
manner my circumstances would allow and dictate for my history
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from time to time as I1 have had opportunity so that the labors and
suffering of the first elders and saints of this last kingdom might not
wholly be lost to the world I1 I1

just two days later on 13 december 1841 joseph smith
appointed willard richards as his private secretary general clerk
and recorder for the unfinished nauvoo temple 12 richards
recorded that he began to board with prophet smith one month
later 13 but his work on the manuscript history of the church did not
begin until 21 december 1842 on this day he was interviewed by
the prophet and appointed private sect & historian 111414 his first
entry in joseph smiths journal was made this same day and on
24 and 25 december richards recorded in his own journal that he
was working on the history with joseph smith 15 the church history
that was eventually compiled for 24 december reads at home
afternoon read and revised my history with secretary richards 16I1

W W phelps was not released from his work when richards was
assigned the dominant role but continued to assist the doctor with
the project 17 richards was ill most ofjanuary 1843 but was at work
in joseph smiths office on the twentieth when the prophet came in
to give phelps and him some instructions about the historyhistory7 7 18 for
february richardssRichardrichardsss journal contains almost daily entries that say
writing at josephs during the first week in march he received

some further counsel from the prophet who observed 1I told
dr richards that there was one thing he failed in as a historian and
that was noting surrounding objects weather etc 199 while issuing
instructions and giving assignments to the twelve in april 1843
joseph smith reiterated elder richardssRichardrichardsss responsibility to
continue in the history at present 112929

the manuscript history shows that willard richards started
writing on page 158 where the narrative deals with the events of
I11 november 18311831 richardssRichardrichardsss journal indicates that he worked
almost daily on the history in march and april but he does not
record his specific progress on the project until 8 may when he
noted 1I wrote pages 27127122 &3 00211121302121 by 31 may he had reached page
453 which meant that in about six months he had produced nearly
twice as much written history as all his predecessors

in spite of the accelerated progress on the history joseph
smith continued to exhibit a great deal of anxiety about the project
on 19 may he told brother phelps a dream that the history must go
ahead before anything else 112222 on 7 november 1843 richards and
phelps called on the prophet to report that mr cole a school
teacher had moved his tables into a hall too close to where they were
working and that the noise in the school disturbed them in the
progress of writing the history 112123 joseph responded
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I1 gave orders that cole must look out for another place as the
history must continue and not be disturbed as there are but few
subjects that I1 have felt a greater anxiety about than my history which
has been avery difficult task on account ofthe death ofmybest clerks
and the apostasy of others and the stealing of records by john
whitmer cyrus smalling and others 24

there was steady progress on the history throughout this
period in spite of the difficulties in august 1843 richards
completed the first volume of the manuscript history later
designated A 1 he reserved several pages at the end of the journal
for addenda which could be inserted in the narrative during the
review and revision of the manuscript the addenda in book
A- Ial eventually grew to sixteen pages which are mostly in the
handwriting of thomas bullock who made the additions after the
prophets death similar additions to the history were made at the
end of each subsequent volume

on 24 august 1843 richards started writing in the second
volume of the history book blB l1 the page numbering sequence
from the first volume was continued andby 14 november richards
had reached page 748 practically nothing was written the rest of
1843 but in january and february of 1844 the manuscript was
continued to page 803 from that time until the death of joseph
smith on 27 june only nine more pages were added which carried
the historical narrative down to 5 august 1838

richards described his hopes and expectations concerning the
history in the following letter to a mr moffatt on 27 march 1844

it is now seven years since I1 have laid my head one night in my
own house he was building a house in nauvoo which was not
completed yet during that time I1 have been in england near four
years and the remainder of the time have spent in writing the history
of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints which of course
will afford no income until it is completed and printed which cannot
possibly be done for one or two years it is a great work and all
important to the church and world 2521

richardssRichardrichardsss hope for some remuneration for his work on the history
was never realized neither was his goal to have the history finished
in one or two years

during his final hours in carthage jail joseph smith
apparently instructed willard richards to continue the history
according to the plan and format that they had previously
followed 26 but it was mid january 1845 before richards could get
back to his work on the project without joseph smith to dictate
revise or supervise the future writing and publication of the church
annals richards turned to others for assistance and established new
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procedures for compiling the history thomas bullock who had been
employed as a clerk by joseph smith since november 1843 and had
worked closely with richards for over a year became willards
faithful assistant W W phelps continued to collect materials 27 but his
role in the project was greatly diminished by this time

the history was compiled under the general supervision of
brigham young who visited the church historian occasionally but
apparently did not get involved in the details of work 28 As the
posthumous writing ofjoseph smiths history commenced a rough
draft was prepared by richards and bullock which is still extant in
the LDS church archives see table 2

TABLE 2 rough draft of the history of the church

written by pages historical period covered

willard richards 1 77 aug 6 1838 to dec 30 1839

willard richards 1 19 jan 1 18401840todec30to dec 30 1840

willard richards 1 23 jan 1 18411841todec30to dec 30 1841

willard richards 1 19 jan 1 1842 to june 30 1842

willard richards 1 24 julyljulyjulya1 1842 to dec 313118421842

willard richards 1 13 jan 1 18431843tojan29to jan 29 1843

thomas bullock 13 26 jan 30 1843 to mar 3 1843

thomas bullock 1 89 mar 1 1843 to dec 29 1843

jonathan grimshaw 1 5 janjan118441118441844 to jan 27 1844

thomas bullock 7 72 feb 1 1844 to june 21 1844
jonathan grimshaw
leo hawkins
robert L campbell

thomas bullock 1 76 june 22 1844 to june 28 1844
jonathan grimshaw
leo hawkins
robert L campbell

rrobertrobentrobert L campbell 1
1 18

1 june 22 1844 to aug 8 1844

source LDS church archives dean C jessee assisted in identifying the handwriting of
the different scribes
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the rough draft begins with the history for 6 august 1838
the very date reached by richards before the death of the prophet
and starts out in the handwriting of willard richards see fig 1

some preliminary rough drafts were probably used by other
compilers of the history but they have not survived in any organized
condition and are therefore difficult to identify the use of rough
drafts is not mentioned specifically by any of the earlier scribes
richardssRichardrichardsss rough draft is written on loose foolscap with pagination
that starts over again every few pages this preliminary draft
permitted richards to leave most of the tedious writing to bullock
who copied into the manuscript history book the connecting
narrative and the numerous sources that were merely listed by
richards in the rough draft numerous corrections and additions
were made right in the rough draft before it was copied see fig 2
the finished manuscript history shows that bullock started writing
the history in that volume for the very same date that richards
commenced compiling the rough draft 6 august 18183838 from the
foregoing the procedure is clear richards was responsible for the
actual composition of the history in the rough draft and after
revisions were made bullock copied the text in its finished form
into the manuscript history book

although richards now wrote the history without the
participation of joseph smith he still continued the first person
narrative that had characterized the history during joseph smiths
lifetime according to george A smith richards had been instructed
by the prophet in carthage jail to continue the plan of compiling the
history 2921 As the prophets private sect & historian richards
apparently felt he had the necessary investiture of authority to permit
him to write for and even as if he were joseph smith richards had
already written in the first person most of the prophets journals
which were a major source for the church annals but he went far
beyond this practice and actually transposed material from other
writers and sources into the first person of joseph smith 30 all of
these modifications were made of course without the assistance or
review of the central character of the history

work on the history progressed at a much accelerated rate
during the early months of 1845 volume two or B 1 was filled up
in february and march and by april bullock had commenced
writing in a third volume Ccll1 31 richardssRichardrichardsss and bullocks journals
both show that the men worked on the history almost daily during
the first three months of 1845

although brigham young had always supported richards
and bullock in their work on 1 april 1845 he assumed a more active
role in the preparation of the history his history for this day reads
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tuesday april 1118451845 I1 commenced revising the history of
joseph smith at brother richards office elder heber C kimball
and george A smith were with me president joseph smith had
corrected forty two pages before his massacre it afforded us great
satisfaction to hear brother richards read the history of the infancy
of the church adjourned at eleven pm having read one hundred and
forty pages in book WA 32

the events of this day must have impressed all the parti-
cipantscipants for it is well attested in their journals the date when
brigham young began revising the history is also corroborated
by a note at the top of page 42 of the manuscript which reads
tuesday april I1istst commenced revising 33 page 42 in the

manuscript is in the handwriting ofjames mulholland the first clerk
to write in the manuscript history book and deals with a conference
held on I11 june 1830 it is apparent that the prophet entrusted a great
deal of the responsibility for his history to his scribes and the church
historians for he had reviewed and checked the history only up to
page 42 by the time of his death even though it had already been
published in the times and seasons up to page 179 and had been
written up to page 812 although the history was revised by the
council of the first presidency almost without any alteration
brigham young continued the practice of having the history read to
him until it was finished in 1858 34

on 3 april 1845 the church historian was occupied in
preparing a recapitulation of the work done on the history up to that
time C W wandell one of the clerks was put to work counting the
words written by each scribe and richards recorded the results in
his journal 35 according to this summary the previous clerks and
richards had written 250259 words in the first volume A 1

richards and bullock had written 159479 words in the second
volume blB l1 and bullock had written 250200 words in the third
volume clC l1 the narrative of the history had been carried down
to the end of 1841

due to the increased attacks of the anti mormonscormons in illinois
and the anticipation of the hazards of the latter day saint migration
to the west richards had the clerks begin copying a duplicate of the
history 3631 this duplicate was not only an insurance copy but also the
latest revised transcript of the history it was continued on a
somewhat sporadic basis for over eleven years but was discontinued
in 1856 when a vault was completed in the new church historians
office where all the records could be stored safely

richardssRichardrichardsss resolve to get the history finished was sorely tested
in the later months of 1845 his problems seemed to start when he
had to stay home on 17 may to doctor his wife jennetta who was
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pregnant and suffering serious complications he often went for
days without taking offhis clothes to rest as he labored day and night
trying to save his wife and child in his anxiety he practically
stopped all work on the history and even neglected his ownjjournalournalburnal
on 6 july he felt encouraged because the baby showed signs of life
but in spite of oft repeated prayers and administrations by brigham
young john taylor george A smith and john smith his wife and
baby died on 9 july 3717 bullock notified the sisters to come and attend
to jennettasbennettasJennettas body and she was buried on I111I1 july at the southwest
comer of the lot where the family had just moved into a new home

by 14 july richards was back at work on the history but after
a few months his health began to fail him it was his custom to get
up around 500 AM and write for some time before breakfast but
he was soon unable to stick to this schedule for help he turned to
his friend and adopted son bullock who began making entries in
richardssRichardrichardsss journal for him and also started writing the rough draft
of the history bullocks handwriting in the rough draft seems to
indicate that he began composing the history at this point but
bullock explained in the doctors journal the actual procedure in
his anxiety to complete the history richards invited bullock to his
home where willard got out of his sickbed sat in a chair and
dictated the rough draft 3818 As richards grew a little stronger he
sometimes dictated until dark in a dogged effort to grind out the
historical narrative

after 20 january 1846 the work on the history wound down
rather steadily as bullock began sorting and packing books
&cac for the journey west 3919 on 4 february when the last book of
the manuscript was apparently closed and packed the history
had been written to 1 march 1843 ending in the middle of
page 1485 in volume dlD l1 bullock penned a note of explanation
on this last page of the history books packed feb 4 1846 in
nauvoo 4011 some remaining papers were packed up in a large box
the next day and bullock completed a one page inventory 41

in spite of the rigors of travel and the inconvenience of a
mobile historians office richards continued writing history
from time to time as the saints moved across iowa 42 at winter
quarters richards managed to build a house which was known as
the octagon because of its built on appendages this structure
served not only as his home but also as the historians office and
a makeshiftmake shift church headquarters during the winter of 1846 47 4341

on 2 april 1847 richards and bullock were again busy packing up
papers & books for history and preparing for the pioneer
journey 44 although richards and bullock accompanied the
original pioneer company of 1847 and held important record
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FIGURE 3 willard richards with wife jennetta richards and son heber john
nauvoo 24 march 1845
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keeping assignments their main storehouse of boxed records was
left behind at winter quarters until such time as the records could
be brought safely across the plains eventually bullock was the one
who in the summer of 1848 transported the boxes with all the
records to salt lake valley 4541

although some of the historical records were used to resume
the publication of the history of the church in the deseretdeseretnewsnews in
november 1851 most of the records were apparently not even
unpacked until june 1853 bullock who often wrote small enough
to inscribe his whole letter on the postage stamp penned a tiny note
at the top of the first page of history written in utah the books
were unpacked in GSL city by willard richards and bullock
june 7 1853 J grimshaw & miles romney present 4641 some
remaining boxes were unpacked on 7 june but it was not until I11
december 1853 that richards returned to his task of writing the
history richardssRichardrichardsss abortive effort is described in another of
bullocksbullocksmarginalnotesdecbmarginal notes deabdecb 11853 D willard richards wrote
one line of history being sick at the time and was never able
to do any more 194747 this last line of history for 1 march 1843 which
was dictated by richards and written by bullock ends abruptly in
the middle of a sentence later at the end of the 28 february entry
bullock wrote in the margin end of W richards compiling 1148114148

after suffering several debilitating attacks over a period ofeighteen
years richards succumbed to dropsy on I111I1 march 1854 at the age
of forty nine he was the first apostle of the restoration to die a
natural death

it seems well within the mark to conclude that willard
richards more than any other person was responsible for the actual
compilation and publication of the history of joseph smith see
table 3 any historian must admire the actual volume of his literary
output under very trying and unsettled conditions equally inspiring
is his dedication tenacity persistence and ability to write correctly
and clearly but in spite of his tremendous accomplishments and
contributions his history suffers most of the shortcomings and
defects of amateur history writing in the early nineteenth century

history written in the first half of that century has been
described variously by students of historiography as patrician
history literary history or romantic history 4941 it was written mostly
by independent gentlemen who had the time and inclination for
such literary pursuits and was animated by patriotism 9 reverence
for its subjects and party and personal loyalties history was
generally regarded as a branch of literature and style was
paramount 5010 much of this history was marked by bias embellish-
ment inaccuracy and plagiarism 51 thus it is unfair to appraise the



TABLE 3 time schedule for writing the manuscript history
of joseph smith

men compiling and pages written period covered when written
copying the history

before joseph smiths death on 27 june 1844

joseph smith alA l1 1 59 dec231805dec 231805 june 11 1839
james mulholland to to

sept 26 1830 oct 27 1839

joseph smith alA l1 60 75 sept 26 1830 oct 3 1840

robert thompson to to
howard coray oct 1830 aug271841Aug 271841

joseph smith A 1 75 157 oct 1830 1841 1842
W W phelps to

novnov118311118311831

joseph smith alA l1 158 novnov118311118311831 dec211842dec 21184221 1842

willard richards to to to
B 11812812 augaug518385518381838 mar 2 1844

after joseph smiths death

willard richards B 11812812 augaug61838661838183 8 janjan151845151518451845
thomas bullock to to to

dlD l1 1486 mar 1 1843 dec 1 1853

george A smith dlD l1 1486 mar 1 1843 apraarapr18185418 1854

wilford woodruff to to to
thomas bullock flF l1 304 aug 8 1844 jan301857Jan 301857
leo hawkins
robert campbell
jonathan grimshaw

sources manuscript history of the church james mulholland journal willard richards
journal historians office journal george A smith journal wilford woodruff journal and
howard coray autobiography all in the LDS church archives and dean C jessee the
writing of joseph smiths history BYU studies 9 spring 1971 441
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work of willard richards by the standards and techniques that
evolved in the succeeding century for the accepted methodology of
modem historians as they relate to plagiarism documentation and
strict adherence to sources are comparatively recent developments
in america and were not practiced even by professional historians
until fifty years after richards had completed his work on the
church annals 52

one of the more obvious defects ofwillard richardssRichardrichardsss histor-
ical writing when viewed from a twentieth century perspective is
its misleading and confused authorship most of the first person
narrative of joseph smith was ghostwrittenghostwritten by richards and much
of what richards wrote was plagiarizerplagiarized from other writers the
first person format may have been imposed upon richards by the
prophet at the beginning of their collaboration but whatever his
reasons richards stuck faithfully to the same style of narrative to
the very end joseph smith was associated closely enough to
richards to provide input for the history from time to time but he
reviewed the finished manuscript only to page 42 and must have left
most of the work and details to richards at this time it seems
impossible to definitively separate all of the actual dictation and
input of the prophet from the contributions and coloration of his
scribes and ghostwritersghostwriters even though most of the diaries journals
minute books letter books and periodical articles that comprised
the sources for the church annals are well preserved in the LDS
church archives and it is still possible to identify the original
authors of many of these sources

willard richardssRichardrichardsss historical writing clearly belongs to the
judaeojudano christian tradition of providential history this type of
history is an interpretation of time in terms of eternity and of
human events in the light of divine revelation 53 it focuses on the
story of gods dealings with his people and the interpretation of all
human events within the framework of this central theme the
history of the church like judaeojudano christian history is an affir-
mation of faith as well as a historical narrative the major events of
church history are endowed with the highest religious and
ideological significance and the result is an account where faith and
history are inseparably intertwined

richards interpreted the role of god in history from a
perspective of faith that may have reflected images of his new
england background and his recent defection from calvinism like
other christians of the early nineteenth century he was strongly
influenced by ideas of predestination and divine retribution and was
inclined to take the reverent view that in all things good or
bad god moves in a mysterious way his wonders to perform
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gods hand was confessed not only in blessings and fortunate
events but also in tribulation tragedies and setbacks negative and
harmful experiences were interpreted as either trials for the faithful
or punishment of and retribution on the not so faithful gods
intervention had much in common with the judgments of the old
testament the greek formula of nemesis and the calvinist
doctrine of divine reretributiontribution in fitting events into this cause and
effect pattern richards and other early authors of church history
did not always insist as did gilbert and sullivan that the
punishment fit the crime As with the greek doctrine of nemesis
great calamities were often attributed to small and trifling causes
the narrative of zions camp suggests that a mrs moss and three
other members of her family perished in missouri because she was
afraid of the cholera which had broken out in the latter day saint

camp and had refused the mens request for a drink of water 1154111454

other punishments seemed more justly matched to the offense A
boastful missouri mob leader and six of his men drowned while
trying to cross a river A rain and hail storm resulted in the death of
another mobster who was struck by lightning55lightning55 in the soaking of
the attacking mobs gunpowder and in the complete isolation of the
saints from their enemies

with this emphasis on the intervention of god in human
events there was a general neglect of more natural causation by
richards although the doctrines of the restoration proclaimed
the free agency of man and the reign of law these causal factors
were not usually investigated or emphasized as dominant seeking
for explanations and answers other than god might have appeared
to this devout disciple as a negation of faith in the sover-
eignty of god so such natural factors were usually ignored such
an approach has been described as extreme supernaturalism
a philosophy of history where the events of the restoration are
treated as a divine miracle occurring in what appears to be a
historical vacuum however this neglect of natural causation by
richards should not be interpreted as a denial of the fact that such
causal factors are operative in the historical process it is only an
indication that such matters were usually beyond the interest and
objectives of the writer

although the meaning and interpretation of events in church
history were matters of faith such intuitive deductions and
conclusions were expected to be based upon reliable information
faith was not equated with credulity or superstition according to
church doctrine true faith springs from trustworthy evidence
rightly interpreted 1556115656 the writers of the church annals were among
the leading actors in the events portrayed and were therefore
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themselves personal witnesses to most of the things they wrote
about there were often several such eyewitnesseye witness reports available
for use in comparing and corroborating facts and in rounding out
the narrative the result has been a history that is remark-
ably accurate in its factual content richards and his assistants
were men of integrity and took pride in presenting the truth as
they perceived it

from the beginning richards and his associates were
motivated to keep accurate records but they were sometimes
hampered by lack of adequate skills and materials shorthand was
not utilized with any effectiveness during richardssRichardrichardsss work on the
history with the result that conversations and sermons were never
recorded verbatim the penmanship including that of richards
often left much to be desired ink was not of equal consistency or
permanence and the primitive hand dipped pens contributed to
uneven shading and ink spots in spite of all these difficulties
however most of the sources and manuscripts of early church
history are remarkably legible and complete

changes were made in some of the sources in the belief that
the original author would have made these corrections himself if he
had had the time and opportunity while other changes were made
on the basis of supplementary information which the historians
wanted to amalgamate into the narrative although they deliber-
ately altered many of their sources to make them fit the style form
and objectives of the history they did not completely conceal their
methodology the changes which were introduced into the hihistorystory
without annotation are not so much an attempt to deceive as a
product of the writers flawed nineteenth century historical method-
ology the sources along with rough drafts and manuscripts where
the changes were clearly indicated were all carefully preserved for
future checking and verification

richards undoubtedly desired to produce a history that was
conducive to faith in the restoration but at the same time he felt a
strong obligation to tell the truth he never seems to have embraced
the idea that the end justifies the means but he nonetheless had to
reconcile being honest and accurate with edifying his readers and
promoting the image of the church and its leaders the usual
solution to this predicament was simply to leave out the objectionable
and negative material this approach was apparently considered a
judicious use of truth an approach which would best serve the cause
of the kingdom by the criteria of the modem historical method
richards and his associates clearly erred in misrepresenting and
corrupting their sources but it should be acknowledged that such
historical procedures were common at that time and that these
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historical transgressions were mostly the result of sincere biases and
an archaic methodology

one source of richardssRichardrichardsss concern for the image of the church
and its prophet was the persecution complex of the early saints and
leaders having lived through physical and verbal attacks for years
richards was understandably defensive and wary his writing
reflects the characteristics of historical apologia as he defends and
justifies the faith and actions of the saints he emphasizes the
atrocitites of the saints enemies while at the same time he alottedallotted
little space to the saints own excesses shortcomings or failures
the history even has some of the characteristics of the persecution
literature of early christianity for names and places were encoded
to protect prominent and exposed leaders

richardssRichardrichardsss writing sometimes suffers from the black and
white syndrome A man was either for the kingdom or he was
against it he was either a friend or foe saint or sinner inspired of
god or of the devil there was no attempt to see the latter day saint
persecutions through the eyes of the old settlers of missouri and
illinois or to analyze the consequences of federal intervention in the
affairs of the states who acquiesced or aided in the expulsion of the
saints both federal and state politicians were castigated and cursed
for their pilate type responses dissenters and apostates were
usually portrayed as bad characters with evil motives with no
indication of their good qualities contributions to the church or the
complex and difficult problems that led to their disaffection on the
other hand the faithful elders seldom erred

theodor mommsen once observed those who have lived
through historical events as I1 have begin to see that history is
neither written nor made without love or hate 57 this observation
seems especially applicable to the writing of the early history of the
church by richards and his associates As they wrote the history
the strong positive feelings of these men toward the church the
prophet and the saints were often concomitant with feelings of
disdain and animosity toward anti mormonscormons and apostates these
deep feelings of the historyshis torys compilers are best expressed by
george A smith who had the responsibility of completing richards
work As he completed the history of the prophets imprisonment
and murder he observed that it was the most affecting piece of
business I1 have ever undertakenandundertakenand that it makes me feel like
swearing and all that restrains me is that I1 am not philologist enough
to command words as fervent as I1 could wish to do justice to my
feelings 58 it was only natural that the intense feelings of love
loyalty sacrifice and devotion which were engendered in the
latter day saint scribes and historians through their religious
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experiences and commitment should be carried over into their
historical writing therefore it is not surprising that we also find
their deep seated indignation toward their oppressors and their
strong contempt for former friends who had forsaken them or turned
against them

there is evidence of some historical relativism in richardssRichardrichardsss
writing at its best this process is an attempt to make the past
relevant by interpreting it in relationship to contemporary
experiences and values at its worst it is merely an effort by one
generation to play on the dead whatever tricks it finds necessary for
its own peace of mind 5911 richards wrote differently about such
men as oliver cowdery david whitmer and martin harris after he
was aware of their apostasy and excommunication he injected the
current not past feelings toward such men although plural
marriage figured into many of the problems both from within and
without the church Rrichardsichards never mentions it he was obligated
to adhere to the strict contemporary policy of secrecy that was
imposed on all who knew of the doctrine or its practice ironically
a few years later when polygamy was denounced by the reor-
ganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints george A
smith and B H roberts had to collect and retroactively insert the
missing information

because richards and his assistants did not write history in a
literary vacuum their history should exhibit the same character-
istics and flaws of other historical works of the period plagiarism
ghostwritingghostwriting the alteration of sources a lack of documentation
too sparing a use of quotation marks relativism emotionalism and
a lack of balance and objectivity were all common features of
nineteenth century historical writing both within and without the
latter day saint church

NOTES
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british travelers view the saints
1847 1877

edwina jo snow

richard burton the nineteenth century english explorer who
visited the latter day saints in 1860 warned readers of his book
the city of the saints and across the rocky mountains to
california that there were three opinions about anything that
happened in great salt lake city that of the mormonscormonsMormons which is
invariably one sided that of the gentiles which is sometimes fair
and just and that of the anti mormonscormons which is always prejudiced
and violent he divided his inclusive bibliography into the same
three parts mormonmonnon anti mormon and gentile a category he
further defined as works by the comparatively unprejudiced
observer in this category he placed the travel narratives of three
americans howard stansbury john williams gunnison and
solomon numes carvalho two britons william kelly and
william chandless and one frenchman jules remy 1

historians who have made extensive studies of the latter day
saints image in nineteenth century american plays novels
periodicals newspapers and pictorial representations have found
the image was decidedly negative or as burton put it anti
mormon 9922 no one has made a similar investigation of the churchechurchs
image in another popular nineteenth century medium the travel
account in which burton found more neutral views of the latter
day saints 3 historians have used travel writing as sources for
details of time place and person 4 they have also examined these
firsthand accounts as a genre summarizing how foreigners
particularly the british viewed america 5 these broad studies of
america give only a few sentences or paragraphs to the latter day
saints however even though a number of travelers devoted pages
chapters and books to the subject

As one step towards an analysis of the latter day saint image
in travel literature this article looks at accounts by britons who
visited the salt lake valley between the latter day saints arrival

edwina jo snow holds a masters degree in american studies from george washington university A
version of this paper was presented to the mormon history association oxford england july 1987
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in 1847 and the death ofofbrighambrigham young in 1877 these accounts
include seven books by travelers who reached salt lake city by
wagon or stagecoach before the completion of the transcontinental
railroad in 1869 and eighteen by those who arrived by rail these
visitors were aware of the prevailing anti mormon stereotype but
described the latter day saints more impartially also just as the
negative image in other media reveal some of the fears and
prejudices of the times the more balanced firsthand depictions
disclose some of that times values and preoccupations

the british travelers differed on logistic matters such as when
and how theytheyjourneyedjourneyed whether they were headed west oreast and
how long they stayed in utah please refer to the annotated
bibliography for details otherwise they were similar in
background and purpose the very model of outside observers
they were upper class wealthy well educated and well traveled
all male except one and literary many being professional writers
they kept diaries saved newspapers and collected other material
for inclusion in their books most visited utah territory as part of
a tour of the united states of north america of both americas or
of the world only one richard burton went to salt lake city for
the sole purpose of observing the latter day saints but all would
have agreed with him that the church was a subject of general and
no small importance 6 aware that travel writers generally had a
reputation for exaggeration most were self conscious about being
accurate apologizing for the briefness of their stay or their surface
observations 5171175577 they were acquainted with other travel narratives
about the latter day saints later visitors added to or took
exception with the accounts of earlier observers especially those of
burton william dixon and sir charles dilke they also kept their
audience in mind for example william bell found numbered
amongst his readers the man of science the lover of adventure and
the practical public 8

the travelers comments about their visit to salt lake city fit
well into bells three categories for the lover of adventure the
authors described the approach to the latter day saint capital
through echo and weber canyons in terms spectacular if not
sublime and salt lake valley in words picturesque if not romantic
adventurous writers made excursions to other canyons or took a dip
in the hot sulphur springs near the city but only the most daring like
the military men captain burton and major sir rose lambert price
undertook an uncomfortable swim in the great salt lake 9

for the practical public investors emigrants tourists and
sportsmen the britons recorded prospects in utah investors
were advised to look closely but cautiously at mining keeping in
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mind the substantial losses suffered by british investors in that
gigantic swindle the emma mine 10 emigrants were warned that
mormonscormonsMormons own all the fertile land and they are bitterly hostile to the

advent among them of all persons but such as belong to their own
faith 11 for tourists the travelers highly recommended the
townsend house the hotel where most stayed complained about
the august heat and winter mud exclaimed over the clear dry
mountain air and noted tourist attractions such as the slowly rising
temple foundations the salt lake theater brigham youngs
houses the tabernacle and organ camp douglas the curious all
seeing eye sign hung over the latter day saint cooperative stores
and the steamboats on the great salt lake john murphy informed
sportsmen that the freshwaterfresh water lakes and all the streams abound
with fish and listed the types ofbirds and higher game that were
also numerous 12

it was to the man of science that the writers directed most of
their remarks with the same seriousness that they applied to great
basin geography geology and ethnology they described the
latter day saint economy theology and system of polygamy to
the british travelers the latter day saints were not an object of
humor or derision but a subject to study explain and evaluate
they related the church to what they considered broader topics
such as progress the poor democracy freedom of speech religion
the sanctity of the home and womens rights

the britons were impressed with the latter day saint
settlement because of its rapid growth propriety and modified
english appearance salt lake city reminded them of a gigantic
village or central market town with a charming mix of town
and country like a quiet english country town they approved
of the wide streets the irrigation ditches the houses nestled among
fruit trees and surrounded by familiar english flowers and the
absence of bars and brothels 13 successive visitors noted progress
industry energy perseverance prosperity hard work thrift
sobriety order cleanliness tranquility civility and quietness
james Bbonwick however found salt lake humdrum in relation
to san francisco 14

the travelers also praised or criticized specific aspects of the
community dixon and maria longworth were delighted with the
theater particularly the proper arrangements behind the curtain I115I1

joseph ollivant complimented the schools he visited the
university a primary school and an infant school 6 some
compared salt lake city newspapers and visited their offices
applauding the churchechurchs deseret news and its english convert
editors for publishing solid news but condemning anti mormon
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papers like the union vedette for printing trash 111717 several
criticized the latter day saint economy pointing out that barter
and want of specie were hardest on the poorest limiting their
opportunity to save and kepingdeping them virtual prisoners in utah
territory 18 A number considered brigham youngs refusal to
trade with gentiles and his setting up of cooperative stores to be
unwise and unfair they believed competition would soon defeat
the policy also foolish was president youngs opposition to
mining ollivant thought utah needed an export other than
agricultural products to bring cash into the economy he concluded
that the mormon has singlehandedsingle handed done much but for material
prosperity an alliance with the world around is advantageous 19

the british visitors were interested in the european converts
the majority of whom shared their nationality but not their class
maria longworth the viscountess of avonmoreAvonmore had lived in
wales the hunting ground of the mormonscormonsMormons and whence they had
carried off our best housemaidshousemaidyhousemaids and cooks 112120 perhaps aware that
americans negatively stereotyped converts as degraded foreign
immigrants 21 bonwick stressed that converts were not from the
immoral demimonde or underworld but were instead honest god
fearing earnest men and women the pious though ignorant of
our own country people 112222 the travelers printed statistics on the
proportion of british to other european converts included histories
of the british mission explained the operation of the perpetual
emigrating fund and described emigrant trains entering the city
but except for cambridge graduate william chandless who was
traveling incognito as a cattle driver rather than a gentleman they
reported no attempt to talk at any length with any number of these
pious though ignorant the upper class observers were however

concerned about the welfare of their lower class countrymen
was the condition of the converts improved from their lot in

europe several britons pointed out a social drawback the
european converts were followers while american yankees
weretheleaderswere the leaders 2321 on the other hand a benefit was that the converts
children were receiving a decent education 5124112424 burton had no
doubt that converts were improved morally the community was
14pure14pure spiritually bad food is better than none and physically
the dry mountain climate cured the sickly english 2521 dixon stated

that the care of the poor was a sacred obligation to the latter day
saints who were relieving britain of a painful duty 112126 burton
chastised his fellow british

when wealth shall be less unequally distributed in england thus
doing away with the contrast of excessive splendour and utter
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destitution and when home missions shall have done their duty in
educating and evangelisingevange lising the unhappy pariahs of town and country
the sons of the land which boasts herself to be the foremost among the
nations will blush no more to hear that the mormonsmonnonsmormans or latter day
saints are mostly english 27

chandless depicted some british convert followers but had no
access to the american latter day saint leaders 2821 the other
travelers burton in particular provided portraits of the leaders
most met brigham young and were favorably impressed they
expressed strong reservations about the extent of his power but
otherwise described him as intelligent fluent honest looking
seemingly sincere a possessor of good sense and great
administrative ability a moses who delivered his people a
benefactor of the poor reciprocating these cordial feelings
brigham young told murphy that a class ofenglish lords were the
only truthful persons he met president young added that even
though he was always glad to meet strangers and show them any
kindness he could most repaid him with slander and sarcasm
especially newspaper writers and bookmakersbookmakers 5129112929

one english convert who was a leader in the religious
community was admired by several travelers for his high culture
his power of faith and his truly brotherly way of treating his co
religionists 3010 this waswastT B H stenhouse editor of the telegraph
a newspaper well regarded by the travelers stenhouse
accompanied burton dixon and dilke practically everywhere just
as he accompanied other prominent visitors to utah territory in the
1860s one historian has suggested that stenhouse had a marked
influence on the good impression of the latter day saints that these
visitors developed 31 but stenhouse had the opposite effect on a
later visitor william rae was in town in october 1869 when
stenhouse was disfellowshippeddisfellowshipped for as rae saw it not being as
ardent a supporter of the presidents brigham youngs temporal
power as ofhis spiritual pretensions after making an unqualified
admission of error and apologizing stenhouse was reinstated rae
was not impressed that stenhouse submitted to the rebuke 55121112553232

although the british gentlemen liked brigham young and
stenhouse personally they did not like what they stood for
brigham young was a one man power and stenhouse was obedient
to that power dilke and dixon reported that stenhouse told them
brother brigham ought to do everything and have his way in
everything 1133113133 to dixon such an act of prostration in free
america coming from the lips of a writer who could make jokes
and quote the last poem and who is enough american to carry two
revolvers in his pockets was more than strange it was a sign of
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asiatic obedience to a man without birth without education
whom the latter day saints have chosen to regard as gods own
vicar on the earth 34

british travelers in america at that time were critical of
american democracy not always of the theory but of the practice
they considered the american political system of universal
suffrage to be rule by the people but not by the bestbestpeoplepeople a rule
resulting in tyranny of the majority 11351131133135 the travelers pointed out
that in utah church and state went hand in hand utah territory
was a theocracy they were critical of the theocracy not because it
was different from american style democracy but because they
considered it an oligarchy a tyranny a despotism a one man rule
chandless thought it the very worst feature of mormonism 0536113636

burton was being sarcastic when he called it the perfection of
government because he then explained that the theocracy was like
the universal suffrage of the american states tempered by the

despotism of france and russia all church officers were first
chosen of the lord through his prophet and were afterwards
voted in by every adult male at the semiannual conferences

thus burton continued the latter day saint male had all the
hannhanuharmlesshannlesshandlessless pleasure of voting without the danger of injuring himself
by his vote furthermore burton well understood how
thoroughly hateful to the petulant fanatical republican of the new
world was the mormon state within a state 1137111737

A political ideal asserted by the travelers as they discussed the
church was liberty liberty of thought speech and action they
believed the british practiced it the americans less so and the
latter day saints hardly at all 38 the toleration afforded the latter
day saint missionaries in england declared rae stood out in
contrast to the intolerant and inhumane treatment of the
missionaries in nearly every other land and was an honour to this
seagirtsea girt home of free thought and free speech 3931 burton showed
how little of that largest liberty concerning which the traveler in

the united states hears so often and sees so seldom has been
extended to the latter day saints 40 but for the latter day saints
themselves freedom of thought or of action was as impossible as
to idiots or slaves 114141 some travelers however gave the latter day
saints credit for tolerating anti mormon preachers and the anti
mormon press itself doing harmhann to liberty of thought throughout
the world 11421141104142 finally some believed how the americans would
deal with the latter day saints would underscore the riddle of
liberty to what extent toleration of creeds implies toleration of
the conduct which springs from creeds 114143
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the british observers were intensely interested in american
religions not just in mormonism but in all sects arising in a land
without an established state church 44a44 A number of travelers made
a determined effort to understand and analyze church doctrine and
practices they questioned church leaders attended sunday
services 4541 collected transcripts of sermons published in thedeseretdeseretthe
news excerpted catechismscatechisms provided by the church historians
office summarized orson pratt 46 and read parts of the book of
mormon 47 they displayed their knowledge of comparative
religions some like burton put mormonism in the context of the
protestant reformation 4841 bonwick characterized latter day saint
belief in the preexistencepreexistence as a sort of miltonic version and not
unlike miltonsmillonsMil tons original from thetersianthe persianTersian zoroaster 1149a49 A number
noted old testament parallels and judged mormonism to be
millennial materialistic anthropomorphic utilitarian eclectic
hierarchical patriarchal and contradictory but the british
observers also took issue with each other dixon wrote that the
latter day saints believed that labor was noble and holy and that
every action of the day was considered in relation to the will of

god 50 bell countered that the latter day saints showed an entire
absence of religious devotion appearing to worship no deity but
the works of their own hands not wood and stone exactly but
coin and fruit trees factories and theatrestheartrestheatres 51

As well as analyzing the latter day saint religion travelers in
the 1870s described two schismsschisma from the church the
reorganized church headed by the sons of joseph smith and

the church of zion or godbeitesGodbeites presided over by messrs
godbe harrison and shearman 5152115252 the travelers concluded that
neither schism posed a permanent threat to the dominant church
regarding the reorganized church rae observed that the living
priest brigham young had a great advantage over the dead
prophet joseph smith 53 the godbeitesGodbeites however were not
dismissed as lightly

probably attracted by a shared cultural background the
british travelers seemed particularly interested in the godbeitesGodbeites
who either had been bomborn in great britain or had proselytedproselyter there
like the travel writers the godbeiteGodbeite leaders virtually to a man

artistic talent 111454 furthermoredisplayed journalistic or literary
the godbeitesGodbeites promulgated the british victorian ideal of free
dom interpreted in part as freewheeling public debate and
laissez faire economics 55

the travelers summarized the tenets of the godbeitesGodbeites who
professed to communicate withdepartedwith departed spirits 115656 because of this
godbeiteGodbeite belief the latter day saints told visitors that the
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godbeitesGodbeites were given over to the devil but further investigation
such as talking to the dissidents and reading their newspaper the
tribune satisfied bonwick that they were not less moral than the
orthodox though a great deal more daring and inquisitive 115757

ollivant judged their programmaprogrammegrammepro of universal charity to be
too ideal to be successful in such a world as ours but found it
impossible to withhold a feeling of respect from these men who

against great difficulties were trying to reform the principal
abuses of the system polygamy and the infallibility of the
priesthood and of brigham young 5851

polygamy was the topic on which the travelers wrote the most
pages gave the strongest opinions were most familiar with what
others had written and made the greatest effort to get information
they questioned latter day saints mostly men collected publi-
cations such as the revelation on plurality of wives dacd&c 132
and belinda pratts defense of polygamy 59 and gathered statistics
which varied widely about the number of brigham youngs wives
the proportion of females to males in the territory and the
percentage of polygamous to monogamous marriages they tried to
find out if latter day saint women were really the ugly wretched
creatures of the anti mormon stereotype 6010

all the travelers commented on the general appearance of
latter day saint women only a few however had a firsthand look
at a polygamous household and could sursurmiseinise whether the women
were happy or miserable while not finding them ugly most
observers were not impressed they described the women as plain
unfashionable modest to the extreme quiet shy subdued
perplexed thoughtful and melancholic bonwick judged them
healthy and contented looking but a deal heavier than their

sisters in the monogamous east 61 on the other hand burton
found them exceedingly pretty and attractive especially

miss 111262 chandless who boarded for two months with vincent
shurtleff and his four wives and children 6361 found each of his
hostesses attractive he also stated that the wretchedness of wives
in utah has been greatly exaggerated human nature is apt to suit
itself to necessities and many among their daily occupations have
little time for repining 64 besides bonwick pointed out there is
another cause for the silence of wives under the burden of
polygamy they voluntarily submitted to the yoke 6561

harris thought the firm belief of latter day saint women in
polygamy strange 66 but regarding the womens support of
polygamy burton explained the mormon prophets have
expended all their arts upon this end 67 the travelers summarized
the latter day saint defense of polygamy which included
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religious social and physical justifications foremost it was a
religious duty based on revelation old testament precedent and

concepts of both premortal existence and afterlife the issue for
women was not happiness but salvation no cross no
crown 68 of secondary importance were social benefits claicialclaimedbyclaimedmedbyby
the latter day saints it built population took care of excess
females and combattedcombattedthe the social evil prostitution all travelers
but burton decided not to print the latter day saints physical
arguments for polygamy because they touched on subjects too
delicate to mention 69 burton however explained all sensuality

is strictly forbidden beyond the requisite for ensuring progeny
and the mother must remain continent during the gestation and
nursing of children 117070

As the latter day saint prophets allegedly expended all their
arts to convince latter day saint women to submit to polygamy so
the travelers exerted their reasoning power to dispute the latter day
saint rationale in so doing they asserted their own values
monogamous marriage was as important and sacred an institution
to them as polygamous marriage was to the latter day saints
dixon declared marriage lies at the root of society and the true
law of nature is that one male and one female shall make their
home together 117171 burton affirmed that monogamy is best fitted for
the large wealthy and flourishing communities implying that
polygamy might be appropriate for small poor struggling ones 72

but was it acceptable for christian and western communities
longworth concluded no that living in the west and being
christians made the crime 55711171557373 some pointed out fallacies in
latter day saint arguments contrasting polygamy to social evils
did not make it right nor did the antiquity of the practice why not
concubines too asked bonwick 74 others worried about specific
problems such as the legal status of additional wives and children
and the early age at which latter day saint females married 7571 A few
judged polygamy incestuous in appearance if not in practice 76 A
number believed it unfair to bachelors 77 at least two supposed it
would result in an excess of female births 7871 several noticed the lack
of romance in courtship and marriage resulting in an unnatural
reserve at home and moslem gloom hanging over society 7971

dixon and rae thought it gave brigham young power to impose or
bestow additional wives on favored elders and apostles making
him as dixon put it the master of every house in utah 8010

the inequality of latter day saint women was a point against
polygamy expressed by almost every traveler dilke stated if we
have one argument against polygamy which from our gentile point
of view is unanswerable it is not necessary that we should rack our
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brains for others all our modem experience is favorable to ranking
woman as mans equal polygamy assumes that she shall be his
servant loving faithful cheerful willing but still a servant 81

this point did not bother burton who thought womanhood happier
below par than on a pedestal 8212 it upset chandless however that

latter day saint men argued the physical and mental inferiority of
the female sex before their wives 83 bonwick too was uneasy with
the latter day saints undue exaltation of men the inferior
position of wives who succeeded the first and the belief that a
latter day saint womanscomans express and highest mission is that of
marriage and bearing children about the latter bonwick asked
should it be held disreputable or contrary to scripture warrant for

miss martineau or miss florence nightingale to persist in their taste
for a single lifeilfelife84118484

every traveler had an opinion about the future of the church
burton writing just before the civil war thought the latter day
S aintsailts would become an independent nation maintaining theocracy
and polygamy 85 the others predicted change as a result of foes
within as well as foes without 86 internal foes included the
eventual death of brigham young the influence of schismsschismaschisms and the
modification of tenets as american forms of thought prevailed 8717

external foes would not and should not include physical force past
persecution was wrong and besides it had strengthened the
church 88 neither would the rising waters of the great salt lake
swamp the latter day saints but the gentiles would 89 due to the

discovery of minerals and the completion of the transcontinental
railroad gentiles were pouring into utah 9010 with wealth and
prosperity the power of the prophet and his apostles would

sensibly decline 91 A number of travelers also noted the initial
attempts to enact and enforce legislation against polygamy
enforce the law they advised and let the government place its

shield between the mormonscormons and the darts of jove 119292

although a few travelers raised the possibility that the latter day
saints would again move either to mexico or the sandwich islands
rather than let go of polygamy 93 most predicted that the latter day
saints would give it up two travelers who paid a visit to church
historian george A smith in 1875 claimed that smith told them
polygamy was not essential for the church to flourish the reverend
manning wrote that smith said if the time came for the latter day
saints to abandon polygamy they could go back upon the first
revelation a passage in the book of mormon that condemns
polygamy john murphy quoted elder smith as thinking that the
truths of the faith would survive even ifpolygamy were abolished 94
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A study of british travelers in the mountain west in the 1870s
80s and gos focused on colorado and concluded that the visitors
found the west to be the most american part of the country 95

if the author had included utah territory in his focus he could have
added that the britons found utahs latter day saint theocracy to
be not only un american but also at odds with a number of
cherished british values as well dixons point ofview reflected that
of most travelers the latter day saints had cast aside the white
mans most precious conquests of time and thought personal
freedom family life change of rulers right of speech concurrence
in laws equality before the judge liberty of writing and voting 111696

yet the british observers admired the latter day saint communitys
rapid development sobriety english appearance and attention to
the poor and uneducated european converts they also liked
individual latter day saints despite having no very elevated
respect for their creed 97

the latter day saint image in the british travel accounts is
broader and more balanced than the negative stereotype of other
genres yet the travelers wrote in light of the stereotype tempering
it adding details and responding to the issues it raised this
analysis of travel literature also supports several conclusions about
public opinion made in jan shippssshipposShippss study of the latter day saint
image in periodicals the scholarly articles that appeared
occasionally in these periodicals were more neutral than other
types such as those by religious leaders 98 the travelers considered
themselves men of science and probably regarded plays novels
most newspaper and periodical articles and cartoons about the
latter day saints the way rae regarded dixons writings about the
latter day saints not trustworthy merely because they happen
to be entertaining 99 shippssshipposShippss study of periodicals also concluded
that polygamy was the primary concern of those who wrote about
the latter day saints between 1861 and 1895 followed by latter
day saint political control 100 no other british traveler suggested as
burton did that the issue of polygamy had been used as a tool by
designing men to raise up enmity against a peaceful industrious
and law abiding people 101 rather the majority concurred with
frederick whymperwhimper that the church had its good points the
practice of polygamy was its great curse 102

NOTES
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ANNOTATED bibliography

SECONDARY SOURCES

the mainmalnmainmaln studies of british travelers inin america are these allan nevins
america through british eyes new york oxford university press 1948 jane
louisemesicklouise mesick thetheenglishenglish traveler lnainAinAmericamenca 1785 1835 new york columbia
university press 1922 max berger the british traveller inin america 1836 1860
new york columbia university press 1943 and richard L rapson britons

viewviewamericaamerica travel commentary 1860 1935 seattle university ofwashington
press 19711971 A study focusing mostly on colorado isis robert G athearn westward
the briton new york charles scribners sons 1953

BOOKS BY BRITISH TRAVELERS

the following list of travel books was compiled from the atheamatheal and
rapson bibliographies which were selective thus it does not contain every
british traveler who published comments about a visit to the latter day saints
between 1847 1877 nor does it include accounts by british apostates such as
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john E davis mormonism unveiled bristol 1855 or british saints such as
frederick hawkins piercy route from liverpool to great salt lake valley
ed fawn M brodie 1855 cambridge harvard university press 1962 nor
does it include periodical articles based on a visit to salt lake city such as
charles marshall saltsaitsaltlakelake city and the valley settlements Frafraserserss magazine
july 1871

the biographical information in the annotations is based on the
aforementioned books by athearn and rapson and on margaret drabble ed the
oxford companion to english literature 5thath ed oxford oxford university press
1985 the books are arranged chronologically based as far as I1 can determine on
when the traveler visited latter day saints rather than on the date of publication

kelly william an excursion to california over the prairie rocky mountains
and great sierra nevada with a stroll through the diggings and ranches
of that country 12 vols london chapman and hall 1851 reprint new
york amoarno press 1973 kelly an articulate good natured irishman
rested for several days in salt lake city in late june 1849 with a party of
about twentyfivetwenty five gold seekers the majority british he kept a diary with
the intent of publishing

chandless william A visit to salt lake being a journey across the plains with
a residence in the mormon settlements at utah london smith elder and
co 1857 reprint new york AMS press 1971 chandless 1829
1896 a wealthy cambridge graduate gave up law for travel and
exploration he crossed the continent on a whim by hiring on as a cattle
driver with a wagon train bound for salt lake city there he boarded with
a polygamous family during november and december 1855 before
continuing to california via the mormon corridor he later explored and
mapped the southern tributariestributaries of the amazon river

burton richard F the city of the saints and across the rocky mountains to
california ed fawn M brodie new york alfred A knopf 1963 burton
1821 1890 who left oxford without graduating published over forty

volumes of travel as well as other literary works in 1860 burton took the
mail stage to salt lake city and spent three weeks there in september
gathering information for his book on the latter day saints

dixon william hepworth new america 2 vols london hurst and blackett
18186767 dixon 1821 1879 was editor of thehe athenaeum a london literary
periodical in 1866 dixon met charles wentworth dilke the son of the
proprietor of the athenaeum at omaha nebraska and together they
traveled by stagecoach to salt lake city where they spent fifteen days in
august collecting material about the latter day saints new america
went through eight editions also based on the 1866 trip is spiritual
wives 2 vols london 1868 dixon returned to utah in 1874 and later
published white conquest 2 vols london 1876

dilke sir charles wentworth greater britain A record of travel in english
speaking countries during 1866 and 1867 london macmillan and co
1869 first published as a two volume work in 1868 dilke 1843 1911
cambridge graduate and son of the proprietor of the athenaeum
accompanied dixon its editor on a visit to salt lake city in august
1866 he laterlaterbecamebecame a radical MP some say dilke might have succeeded
gladstone as prime minister ififnotihnotnot for his connection in a divorce scandal
greater britain passed through four editions

bell william A new tracks in north america A journal of travel and
adventure whilst engaged in the survey for a southern railroad to the
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pacific ocean during 1867 8 london chapman and hall 1870 reprint
albuquerque homhornhormhomm and wallace 1965 bell a fellow of the royal
geographical society took no part in the survey for the kansas pacific
railway company but served the expedition first as photographer and
then as physician in february 1868 he traveled by mail coach from san
francisco to salt lake city where he remained some time 460

townshend frederick trench ten thousand miles of travel sport and
adventure london hurst and blackettblacken 1869 townshend 1838 1924 a
captain of the second life guards along with a fellow officer C P kendall
joined a party of american army scouts crossing the plains in 1868
townshend spent four days in salt lake city that winter before continuing
to california in the odious mud wagon 209

whimperwhymper frederick from ocean to ocean the pacific railroad in three parts
in illustrated travels AA record of discoveryofdiscovery geography and adventure
ed henry walter bates london 1869 traveling west a week before the
transcontinental railroad was completed 10 may 1869 whymperwhimper spent a
few days in salt lake city

harris W A and alexander rivington reminiscences of america in 1869
london sampson law son and marston 1870 the authors spent several
days in salt lake city in august 1869 harris wrote more than two
thirds of the book rapson britons view america 234 which was
originally prepared as lecture notes

robertson william and W F robertson our american tour being a run of
ten thousand milesfrommiles fromtrom theatlanticthe atlantic to the golden gate in the autumn of
1869 edinburgh 18711871 in salt lake city for a few days at the end ofaugust
1869 the authors complained of I1118I1 8 degree heat they wrote to preserve
recollections and published privately

rae william fraser westward by rail the new route to the east london
longmans guen and co 1870 the new york 1871 edition was used
rae 1835 1905 spent a few days in salt lake city in october 1869 his
impressions of america were first published as letters in the london daily
news the visit to the latter day saints being one series rae differed with
burton and dixon but found dilke sensible and fair x xi

ollivant joseph earle A breezefromBreezbreeze efromfrom the great salt lake or new zealand to
new york by the new mail route london william hunt and co 18711871

ollivant an educator and correspondent for the southern cross aukland
new zealand spent 13 16 june 1870 in salt lake city his letters about
utah were lost and he recast his notes for the book

bonwick james the mormonscormons and the silver mines london hodder and
stoughton 1872 bonwick 1817 1906 an australian colonist spent time
in salt lake city during the winter of 1870 71 he wrote other books on
colonial subjects and on travel

lawrence george alfred Silverland london chapman and hall 1873
lawrence 1827 1876 an oxford graduate abandoned law for a career as
a novelist visiting salt lake city in early february 1872 at the expense of
the emma silver mining company he toured the emma mine and then
became ill

lester john erastus the atlantic to the pacific what to see and how to see it
london 1873 the boston 1873 edition was used lester spent a few days
in the spring of 1872 in salt lake city parts of his book appeared first as
letters to the providence evening press although included in Athearns
bibliography lester was possibly not british because in his preface he
referred to our great west 6
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merewether henry alsworth by sea and by land being a trip through egypt
india ceylon australia new zealand and america all round the world
london macmillan and co 1874 merewether 1812 1877 made a one
night stop in salt lake city in 1872

longworth maria theresa viscountess avonmoreAvonmore therese yelverton
teresina in america 2 vols london richard bentley and son 1875
longworth 118327832 1188188 1 spent over a week in salt lake city at christmas
time 1872 she wrote three other books about travel in the united states

boddamboddum whetham john whetham western wanderings A record of travel
in the evening land london richard bentley and son 1874 boddamboddum
whetham 184341843 spent a few days in salt lake city in the summer of
1873 he is the author of other travel books

campbell john francis my circularnotescircular notes extractsfromjournalsextracts from journals letters sent
home geological and other notes written while traveling westwards
round the worldworldfromfromtrom july 618746 1874 to july 618756 1875 london macmillan
and co 1876 campbell 1822 1885 spent one day 12 august 1874 in
salt lake city

davenport montague under the gridiron A summer in the united states andfaranduarandany jarfar
west including a run through canada london tinsley brothers 1876
davenport spent a few days in salt lake city in the summer of 1875

manning rev samuel american pictures drawn with pen and pencil london
the religious tract society ca 1876 manning 1822 1881 was a
baptist minister who edited the baptist magazine he spent a few days in
salt lake city in the summer of 1875 he also wrote other travel accounts

murphy john mortimer rambles in northwesternnorth western america from the pacific
ocean to the rocky mountains being a description of the physical
geography climate soil productions industrial and commercial
resources scenery population educational institutions arboreal botany
and game animals of oregon washington territory idaho montana
utah and wyoming london chapman and hall 1879 murphy called on
george A smith so he visited salt lake city before I11 september 1875
when smith died murphy went south as far as st george to find simon

pure latter day saints he wrote other books about the american west
price major sir rose lambart the two americas an account of sport and

travel with notes on men and manners in north and south america
london sampson low marston searle and rivington 1877 price
1837 1899 observed the funeral of george A smith sunday

5 september 1875 during his several days visit to salt lake city
falk alfred trans pacific sketches A tour through the united states and

canada melbourne george robertson 1877 falk an australian spent a
few days in salt lake city in may 1876

leng sir john america in 1876 pencillingsPenc illings during a tour in the centennial
year with a chapter on the aspects of american life dundee dundee
advertiser 1877 lenleng 1828 1906 editor of the dundee advertiser
visited salt lake city for one day in the autumn of 1876 parts of his book
first appeared in the dundee advertiser as across the atlantic



conventional musings

paranobitantribellum
I1 think he spoke of that
paranobitantribellum
thats what it was from where I1 sat
relationships of haustopausits
dialogues of foustumcausits
poetic license or a thing more wondrous
all was quite pamobitantriboundrousparnobitantriboundrous
evident testimony of cuantitantrous
the character waxed philandipantrous

crumbiouliousCrumb ioulious witcomtantri
said the cat from a shelf in the pantry

titi bitibidbin y cambriclorangecambriclorange
answered the wallobyhallobywalloby lantomborange

oh les belles choseschases les belles choseschases
marvellousmarcellousMarvellous souls in secondhandsecond hand clothes
iSelseisenorfiorflor senor lo10 que inventainvents la gente
its fair close to latin like probablementeprobablemente

the conclusion has merit and never doubt it
he pounded the pulpit and commenced to shout it
paranobitantribellum

thats right neophyte you bet you tell em

harold K moon



the churchschurche image in italy
from the 1840s to 1946
A bibliographic essay

michael W homer

since italysitalis transformation from a kingdom to a republic in
1946 and the reestablishment of the italian mission in 1966 there
has been a virtual explosion of articles published in italy concerning
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints hundreds of
magazine and newspaper articles have appeared in the italian press
as well as a scattering of books and pamphlets nevertheless fewer
books containing references to the church were published in italy
during the last twentyfivetwenty five years than in the preceding one hundred
years I1 many of these earlier books do not appear in chad J flakes
mormon bibliography and its ten year supplement 2 which attempt
to identify all books published concerning the church from 1830
to 1930

some of these works were published by the latter day saints
themselves after the establishment of the short lived italian mission
1850 1867 others were published by italian travelers to the

american west after the completion of the transcontinental railroad
and a few are translations of accounts written by british french and
german authors the remaining books and articles were published
by those who had never visited utah but still had opinions con-
cerning the church this essay will identify and briefly describe
these works

THE LATTERDAYLATTER DAY SAINTS IN ITALY

the italian mission

soon after lorenzo snow T B H stenhouse jabez woodard
and joseph toronto a sicilian who was converted to the church in the

michael W homer isis an attorney inin salt lake city utah he isis also on the executive committee and board
of trustees of the utah opera company portions of this paper were delivered to the istitutoestituto di scienze
religiose inin foggia italy on 2 may 1990 and to the department of sociology university of torino inin
turin italy on 15 october 1990
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united states arrived in italy in 1850 to commence missionary
work elder snow made arrangements to publish a tract he had
written especially for the mission 3 la voix de josephjoseph4josepha4 was pub-
lished in french because elder snow commenced his mission
among the waldensiansWaldensians who were located in the kingdom of
sardinia and spoke french as did most of the inhabitants of
piedmont 5 in order to publish the book in turin the capital of the
kingdom which eventually absorbed the rest of the peninsula
and became the kingdom of italy in 1861 elder snow placed
a woodcut of a catholic nun anchor lamp and cross on the first

page and on the last noahsmoahs ark the dove and the olive 1166 no work
according to elder snow was permitted to be published which
attacks the principles of catholicism 7 that same year another
work by elder snow exposition des premiers principes de la
doctrine de iegliseleglise de jesus christ des saints des derniersverniersDerniers jours 1

sans nun and ark was also published in french in turin it was
translated from a pamphlet he had written while serving as a
missionary in great britain ten years earlier 9 for the first year of
the italian mission these were the only missionary tracts which
were circulated in italy the second pamphlet was republished
by T B H stenhouse after his arrival in geneva to organize the
swiss mission 10

the publication of elder snows pamphlets provoked two
swiss nationals to write responses which were distributed in
piedmont louis favez wrote a 46 page tract which advanced the
spaulding theory and quoted from la voix de joseph and

des nI1 I1 while emile guersexposition premiers principes wrote a
pamphlet in which he compared mormonism and irvingism and
criticized the corpus vile of elder snows paltry pamphlets 12

these pamphlets caused T B H stenhouse to respond with a third
church tract which was also criticized in subsequent writings by
favez and guers 1311 at the same time john C bennetts anti
mormonmonnon book the history of the saints 14 was also circulating
in italy

during his first six months in italy lorenzo snow wrote five
letters to church officials which recounted the history of the
mission and the general reaction of the waldensiansWaldensians to the elders
message he published these letters in a tract entitled the italian
mission in january 1851 when he returned to great britain to
supervise the translation of the book of mormon into italian 15 one
of these letters had previously been published in the millennial
star 16 and all were later included in eliza R snow smith
biography and family record of lorenzo snow 17 some also
appeared in tullidge s quarterly magazine 8
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FIGURE 1 the title page ofoflorenzolorenzo snows la voix de joseph the first latter
day saint tract published in italy although intended for the italian mission the
tract is written in french the principal language of the piedmont and its title page
has a catholic style woodcut
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although these letters reflect lorenzo snows severe dis-
appointment with the lack of progress of the italian mission he
proceeded with an italian translation published in london of the
book of mormonmonnon 19 although approximately 1000 copies were
published only 192 were actually bound in 185218521818 of which were
presentation copies 20 the remaining copies were not bound until
1927 and 1930 the same period the church of jesus christ
bickertonitesBickertonites published its own italian translation of the book of

mormon 21 in 1852 the italian mission also published an italian
translation of elder snows exposition des premiers principes22principes22 of
which no copies apparently survive

of the three tracts and one book published in 1851 52 la
voix de joseph was most often mentioned by missionaries as being
useful in attracting new converts in his manuscript history jabez
woodard23woodard2321 described one early convert as a firm believer in the
voice of joseph the official announcement of polygamy led to
criticisms by favez guers bennett and other early critics and in
italy influenced the image of the church which was confined to the
waldensian community living in piedmont stephan malan one of
the earliest converts to the church in italy and the first local
missionary wrote in his autobiography and family record that the
waldensian ministers announced to the people that the latter day
saint missionaries were a set of liars that they were wolves
in sheepscheeps clothing that they were hired by brigham young
to convert them as a bait to bring them to western deserts of
america and the recruits would be slaves and your young women
taken possession by that infamous polygamist and his associates
to satiate their lust and debauchery 52112152424 such tactics did not always
work however woodard when finding they were trying to ex-
cite prejudice in that way went again and preached plurality
to the father and the result was as it will ever be to an honest
mind the house soon became the stopping place for elders and
some of the highest names in the church have eaten and slept
beneath that hospitable roof 2521 the journals of another early
italian missionary samuel francis are also available at the
church archives

when jabez woodard reported the results of the italian
mission to an assembly in the tabernacle in 1854 brigham young
observed that the waldensiansWaldensians are only like the brute they are not
to blame for their superstition and they are not the people to readily
receive the gospel 112126 three years later however after approxi-
mately eighty converts had immigrated to utah and all foreign
missionaries including those in italy were called back to utah
during the war he commented favorably upon their ancestors 2721
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after 1857 few converts were made and the italian mission was
officially closed ten years later

during its seventeen year history the italian mission produced
fewer than two hundred converts the letters published in the
millennial star by woodard and other italian missionaries
demonstrate their disappointment in these results as well as in the
churchechurchs image among the waldensiansWaldensians 28 many of these letters are
either republished or paraphrased in daniel B richards the
scriptural allegoryallegory1919

after the closure of the mission george A smith summarized
its history in the first edition of the rise progress and travels of
the church ofjesusof jesus christ 0of latteratter day saints 30 the only change
made with respect to the italian mission in later editions which
were published in 1872 and 1873 was eliminating T B H sten-
house who had apostatized from the church from the list of elders
who had helped establish the italian mission in 1850 31 in all three
editions elder smith listed the names of daniel tyler and john L
smith as presidents of the swiss italian mission in the late 1850s
both tylerseylers and smiths journals are in the LDS church archives

subsequent visits to italy

shortly before the closure of the italian mission the first
criticism ofelder snow and his missionary activities was published
in italian in 1865 a translation of an article written by william J
conybeare originally published in the edinburgh review was
printed in milano 3212 in this article conybeare criticized not only the
book of mormon the doctrine and covenants the practice of
polygamy and various doctrinal works published by church
officials but also the missionary work of lorenzo snow according
to conybeare elder snows account contained in the italian
mission was grotesque conybeare particularly criticized the
apostle for having contrived to deceive the roman catholic
authorities by publishing a tract under the title of the voice of
joseph with a woodcut of a nun for a frontispiece and a vignette
of a cross upon the title page under these false colors they hope
soon to win their way 33

the appearance of this anti mormon tract in italian is not
surprising because of its reference to the italian mission and
because beginning in the 1860s italy had become a battleground for
competing protestant messengers the latter day saints were
among the first to arrive in 1850 but they were followed by the
wesleyanswesleyannWesleyans in 18611861 the baptists in 1863 theadventiststheadventists in 1864 and
the methodists in 1871187L 34
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in the midst of this protestant onslaught elder snow returned
to italy but not to the waldensian valleys and not as a missionary
instead he his sister eliza george A smith and several other
tourists visited the major cities of italy genoa milano

venice naples and rome on their way to palestine just as
mark twain had donefivedone five years earlier 355 like twain the travelers
recorded their adventures in correspondence of palestine
tourists 36 parts of which were later included in eliza R snow
smiths biography and family record 31 one site which elder
snow had visited and described in 1850 and to which he returned in
1872 was the cathedral of san lorenzo in genoa in the description
of his second visit which is reminiscent of twainskwains the innocents
abroad snow wryly observed that while he and his fellow travelers
attended a catholic service a guide

waited upon us through the building pointing out and explaining
various objects of interest he conducted us to a small chapel
enclosed by an ornamental railing and showed us the identical chain
with which john the baptist was bound while in prison previous to
being beheaded and also his ashes enclosed in the silver urnum any
doubts we entertained of the genuineness of these articles we
refrained from expressing no woman is allowed to enter the chapel
of st john except one day in the year because one of her sex
instigated the death of this saint my sister who happened to be the
only lady present bore this interdiction with her characteristic grace
and fortitude 38

ironically lorenzo snows second visit to italy coincided
with the arrival in the waldensian valleys of the first RLDS
missionary john avondet avondetreportedavondet reported in 1873 that he found
many mormonscormons here but they all returned back to the protestant
church orwaldensesWaldensesor church avondet claimed thatthethattiethat the churchschurche
image made his labors particularly difficult his main complaint
was polygamy he left italy within two years after having
performed only two baptisms 3931

duridurlduningduringng the same decade joseph toronto who with elders
snow woodard and stenhouse had opened the italian mission
also returned to italy like lorenzo snow elder toronto did not
return to piedmont but he did return to his hometownhome town of palermo
sicily where he had spent most of his mission and had baptized a
few friends and relatives between 1850 and 1852 elder toronto
spent an additional one and one half years in palermo between 1876
and 1877 and returned to utah with fourteen friends and relatives
for whom he paid boat and train expenses 4010

elder torontosTorontos visit and perhaps elder snows attracted the
attention of the united states and italian governments in 1880 a
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united states consular official in palermo noted that a few
mormonscormons of sicilian extraction had been in palermo during the
past five years to look after their pecuniary affairs and to represent
the advantages that must necessarily accrue to all those who

espouse their creed and emigrate to utah yet according to this
consular official their efforts were unavailing and the latter day
saints returned home alone in part because they refused abso-
lutely to give pecuniary aid to all those who showed a disposition
to accompany them 41

in 1879 the charge daffairesdaffaires in rome george W wurts
also discussed the topic of the church with the italian prime
minister benedetto cairoli while noting that the only instance we
have known here of the presence of any mormon either as a
preacher or proselyte even as a visitor was last year when three
compatriots calling themselves mormon elders passed through
rome on their way to jerusalem perhaps a reference to snows
visit to rome six years earlier he also related the prime ministers
belief that although mormonism was not present in his country all
civilized christian powers should cooperate to terminate the
existence of a sect whose tenets are contrary to the recognized laws
of morality and decency wurts also told the prime minister that
although there was no cause to apprehend a mormon crusade in
italy where as yet mormonism is unknown a sect formed by david
lazzaretti who like joseph smith claimed to have visions and was
martyredmartyred demonstrated the possibility of the italian people being
led astray by the enticements of those who blind them to every
sense of reason and of right 42

thus thirty years after the organization of the italian mission
the image of the church in italy advanced by protestant ministers
and government officials both united states and italian was still of
a sect composed of poor uneducated immigrants who illegally
practiced polygamy

after 1867 some of the original waldensian converts made
scattered attempts to find additional converts among the walden
sians jacob rivoire and his wife catherine jouve proselytedproselyter
in piedmont from 1879 1880 james bertoch and jules graguearague
spent a portion of their german swiss mission in piedmont
between 1891 and 1893 and daniel richards and paul cardon
also proselytedproselyter among the waldensiansWalden sians in 1900 these efforts
failed to produce any additional converts and apparently went
unnoticed by the press and government no additional missionary
work of any significance was done until the early 1960s and in 1966
the italian mission was reestablished
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ITALIAN publications concerning THE CHURCH

early italian observers of the church 1844 66

the image of the church which latter day saint missionaries
had attempted to cultivate in their tracts and discourses did not
penetrate beyond the narrow french speaking region populated by
the waldensiansWaldensians and their italian bookofmormon did not circulate
among the larger italian speaking population the earliest italian
commentators on the church were not even aware that latter day
saints had attempted to proselyte their fellow countrymen for
almost two decades instead the image of the nineteenth century
church in italy was shaped by observations written by italians
themselves many of whom visited utah territory

father samuele mazzuchelli a dominican priest from
milano traveled to the united states in 1828 and preached to the
indians for the next thirty six years in 1843 mazzuchelli took a
holiday in italy where he published an anonymous book recounting
his experiences in america including a visit to nauvoo illinois 43

the book was republished in english in 1915441915 and 1967 4515 the
congregation of the dominican sisters of the holy rosary of
sinsinawaSin sinawa which was founded by father mazzuchelli in
sinsinawaSinsinawa wisconsin has recently published and presented a
positioposidioPositio a document necessary for canonization which sets forth
mazzuchellisMazzu chellis reputation for holiness to the congregation for the
causes of saints the posidiopositio briefly mentions his visit among the
latter day saints 4616

while in nauvoo which mazzuchelli visited because he
desired to see and speak with heresiarch known for several years

in every part of the republic and even in england the catholic
priest visited the prophet joseph smith mazzuchelli noted that
joseph declared that he had many times seen god face to face and
had had more revelations than the apostle st paul and that such
claims demonstrated that joseph was a false prophet who
propagated heresiesheresies 1147111747 at the same time mazzuchelli argued that
solomon spaulding wrote the book of mormon and that the
theolotheologyty of the mormonscormons is chiefly the work of a certain P pratt 15411141154848

mazztjhellimazzuchelli also blamed the rise of the church on the gullibility of
protestant ministers and their congregations mazzuchelli had
apparently learned most of what he knew about the church from
reading J B turnersturner sMorsuormormonismmonism inAlinaiinallagesin aliallail lAgesages or therisethe rise progress
and cause ofmormonismof Mormonism 49 which he cited in his book and which
ironically also criticized catholicism 50

six years after the publication of mazzuchellisMazzuchellis memoirs a
second book which discussed the church appeared in italian 51
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antonio caccia had apparently visited the united states but it is
unlikely that he ever visited salt lake city for his work is both
biased and inaccurate for example he claimed that the latter day
saints immigrated to utah in 1848 and confused nauvoo with salt
lake city he did however accurately describe the saints as having
a theocratic government with a community of goods and aplurality
ofwomen 52 despite its publication the same year as elder snows
arrival in italy cacciasmacciasCaccias book was apparently unknown to the elders

another early reference to the doctrine of plural marriage
appeared in a book concerning catholicism and society published
by francesco cavalleri in 1864 he noted that an official report of
the united states in 1851 had determined that eminent persons in
the protestant sect of mormonscormonsMormons have large numbers of wives
even twenty and thirty and govenor yonk sic has even more 53

ten years after the arrival ofelder snow while the elders were
still attempting to spread their mission to the larger italian speaking
and catholic population la civiltaciviliaCivilta cattolica ajournal with strong
vatican ties published its first article devoted solely to the thirty
year oldchurcholdoid church 54la civiltacattolicaciviltaciviliaCiviltaviita cattolica was founded in 1850 by the
jesuits to combat the increasingly vocal attacks on the papacyspapacys
temporal authority the article is the text of a speech delivered by
a catholic cardinal cardinal reisachbreisachReisach to the accademiaAccademia di
religionereligionerReligione cattolica the cardinal made some of the same criticisms
as father mazzuchelli fourteen years earlier but the article also
contains some interesting observations which reflect the authors
concerns about the nascent kingdom of italysitalis stated goal to annex
the papal states and his belief that there were similarities between
mormonism and catholicism for example he noted that mormon-
ism mixes and unifies the church with the state and in this
horrifying and iniquitous religious social and political system I1
ask myself can one find a confirmation of catholic truth without
doubt isnt it a catholic principle that the church must not be
separated from the state these principles are recognized in
substance by the mormonscormonsMormons 115555 similarly the author wrote that the
mormonscormons resort to primitive revelation through their inspired
infallible prophet no one can deny that in this there comes
a testimony concerning the truth of catholic principles
mormonism recognizes it must teach with infallibility 5556115656

another catholic cleric who mentioned the church during
this same period was the bishop of annecy his book which
apparently appeared in french in the mid- i 1850s850s was published in
italian in 1865 57 bishop rendulendu referred to the founder of the
church as john schmodt and noted that converts were being
made rapidly in england and scotland the church doctrine which
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apparently interested him the most was the power by virtue of the
work of saint paul 1I corinthians 1529 to save the dead they wish
by receiving baptism for them 58

although several other italian authors wrote concerning the
church in the 1860s including giuseppe fovel 5911 these accounts
were written without the benefit of travel to utah territory most
italian travelers who journeyed to utah did so after the completion
of the transcontinental railroad however at least two authors
visited the territory prior to 1869

early travel accounts 1853 69

the second time an italian visited a latter day saint prophet
occurred ten years after father mazzuchellisMazzuchellis visit to nauvoo and
one year after elder snow returned to utah from italy count
leonetto cipriani leonetto means little lion visited brigham
young in salt lake city while en route to san francisco as part of
a business venture cipriani was bomborn in corsica and raised in
tuscany in 1852 he was appointed by the king of sardinia a
kingdom which included both sardinia and piedmont as that
countryscountrys first consul in san francisco after resigning from that
position he traveled to the midwest where he purchased cattle to
drive them west and sell them for profit in california during the
cattle drive he passed through salt lake city in 1853 upon arriving
in utah territory he met a fellow italian whom he referred to in his
book as gennaro capone but who was probably domenico ballo
a sicilian who had converted to the church and immigrated to utah
in 18511851 6061 ballo introduced cipriani to johntaylorjohn taylor with whom
cipriani was able to converse in french and elder taylor in turn
introduced cipriani to brigham young although cipriani spent
some time with the lion of the lord the little lions recollec-
tions consist mainly of his visit to the salt lake theatre where
ballo conducted the orchestra and of his various conversations
with elder taylor regarding the practice ofpolygamy the territorial
government and the legal system although ciprianosciprianisCiprianis work is
essentially complimentary it was not published until 1934 6111 more
than forty five years after his death yet it is possible that he
discussed the latter day saints during his long public service in
italy which included membership in the italian senate an english
translation of his book was not published until 1962 62

another italian enrico besana visited utah territory during
his first trip around the world in 1868 besana was the first
professional italian traveler who visited the united states in the
nineteenth century and who wrote vivid accounts of his adventures
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during his three circumnavigationscircumnavigations of the globe he visited every
country in europe and asia as well as the united states hawaii
new zealand and australia his articles on his visit to utah in 1868
were published in a milanese newspapernewspaper636361 and in a weekly journal
published in the same city by emilio treves 641 the publication
of besanasbekanasBesanas travel accounts by treves who was a well known
milanese publisher is significant since the article contained the first
engravings of utah territory published in italy which were taken
from books by frederick piercy and others and because treves
soon published seven books which included lengthy descriptions of
the church

the fratelli treves travel accounts 1875 79

from 1875 to 1879 fratelli treves emilio treves published
italian translations of books written by richard burton 65 louis
simonin 66 william hepworth dixon 67 and joseph alexander graf
von hubner 6861 as well as the account of an italian traveler francesco
varvaro pojero 69 all of which contained graphic descriptions of utah
and the latter day saints in addition emilio treves coauthoredauthoredco and
published a dictionary in 1878 which included several references to
utah and the latter day saints 70

abridgementsAbridgements of the books by burton simonin and dixon
appeared in the french travel periodical le tour dumondemonaco71 and all
these foreign authors were translated into and published in french
editions prior to the publication of their italian translations 7271 it is
likely that the italian translations were taken from the french rather
than the original english burton and dixon or german hubner
the engravings in the italian versions of burton and hubner were
taken from the original french translation of burton which
appeared in le tour du monde in 1862 and as will be seen they
perpetuated the mistakes made by the french translators

with the exception of burton the accounts of the non italians
were for the most part critical of the church and even burtonsbartonsBurtons
book was more critical in its italian version than in its english
edition these authors wrote for an audience which was concerned
about the spread of the church in their countries and about the
immigration of latter day saint converts to the united states most
had visited brigham young and referred to him as the pope of
mormonism although their impressions of president young
differed they were convinced that the church would disintegrate
after his death a change that would be helped by the increased in-
flux of gentiles into utah territory after the completion of the
transcontinental railroad the authors emphasized the same topics
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as most writers who visited utah in the last three decades of the
nineteenth century polygamy danitescanitesDanites temple ceremonies
blood atonement the legal system and their good impressions of
the salt lake city theater

richard burtonsbartonsBurtons evenhandedeven handed account of his visit to utah
was first published in great britain in 1861 as the city of the
saints 73 the italian edition is an abridgementabridgement of burtonsbartonsBurtons english
work and is a translation from the french version that appeared in
le tour du monde in 1862 the french version excluded much of
burtonsbartonsBurtons original text and added an appendix which contained
portions of john hydes anti mormon diatribe mormonism its
leadership and designs 74 and engravings from books by howard
stansbury 775I1 frederick piercy 7616 john C bennett 77 and jules remy
and julius brenchlyfrenchlyBrench ly 78 the extracts taken from hydes book were
purported to be his recollections of the latter day saint temple
ceremony the french translator translated the word endowment as
admission to the sect an error which was perpetuated in the

italian translation because of the translators confusion regarding
the meaning of the word endowment the captions given to several
engravings both in french and italian taken from bennetts anti
mormon book which lorenzo snow noted was circulating in italy
in 1850 are not consistent with the originals for example one
engraving depicting the temple ceremony is captioned the
baptism of the mormonscormonsMormons it features a naked baptismal candidate
kneeling before an altar officiated over by three mitredkitred ministers
clothed in white robes 79 A second engraving which depicted
danitescanitesDanites is labeled admission of a neophyte mormon it portrays
a man standing before three ministers in robes and mitresmaitres 8010 other
engravings are also mislabeledmis labeled for example camp at keokuk
becomes the great salt lake 81 the great salt lake becomes utah
lake 82 and fort utah becomes camp floyd 83

fratelli treves published two works by the french traveler
louis simonin both of which mention the church iai1 far west
degli stati uniti i pionieripignieriPionieri e i pelli rosse 1876 is the translation
of simoninssimoniansSimonins account published in le tour du monde in 1868 and
in book form in 1869 in which he described his first visit to the
united states although he did not visit utah at that time he
mentions at the beginning of his narrative that one of his traveling
companions teased a fellow coach passenger by telling him that
brigham young was on the train 84 the second book attraversoAttraverso gli
stati uniti dallatlantico al pacifico 1876 contains simoninssimoniansSimonins
account of his visit to utah in 1872 this book was first published
in french in le tour du monde in 1874 and in book form in 1875 85

it was also published in the milanese magazine il giro del mondo
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in 1874 prior to being published in book form in italian 86 ofparticular
interest is simoninssimoniansSimonins account ofhaving talked with T B H stenhouse
who spoke very good french and who had preached Monnonmormonismism
in switzerland he also observed that the churchechurchs missionary work
had been unsuccessful in france and italy 8717

william hepworth dixon published three books in great
britain concerning his visits to and impressions concerning the
latter day saints the italian translation of one of these books the
white conquest la conquista bianca was published by fratelli
treves in 1877 the french translation appeared in le tour du
monde one year earlier in 1876 and in book form the same year as
the italian book 88 it was referred to by many subsequent italian
authors and seems to have had more of an impact upon italian
writers than books written by travelers of their own nationality it
was serialized in italian by fratelli Tretrevesvesss il giro deldeidelmondomondo the
same year that it was published in france by le tour du monde and
as such reached a wide audience

in la conquista bianca dixon claimed that mormonscormonsMormons seem
to have derived their chief ideas and adopted their chief practices
from the indian lodges90lodges10lodges 9010 and that the completion of the
transcontinental railroad signaled the end of the religion because it
would cause them to have more contact with gentiles and less
with the indians he looked upon the apostasy of T B H
stenhouse and the divorce proceedings filed by ann eliza young as
evidence of the churchschurche decline

in 1879 fratelli treves published a fifth book by a foreign
author who had visited utah joseph alexander graf von hubner
was an austrian count and diplomat who journeyed around the
world from 1871 to 1873 and published his account in german in
1874 passeggiata intornoentorno al mondo contains some of the same
engravings published in the italian edition of burtonsbartonsBurtons book
including the baptism of the Mormormons91mormonscormonsmons and admission of a
neophyte mormon 111292 and perpetuates the mistakes made by
bartonsburtonsBurtons french translator

during the same decade that fratelli treves published books
by burton simonin dixon and hubner it also published the
account of an italian traveler who visited utah in 1876 in fact
francesco varvaro pojero had read both dixon including new
america which was published for the first time in french in 1869 9311

and hubner which was also published in french 994 both of these
travelers clearly affected varvaro Pojeros judgment regarding the
saints before he wrote una corsa nelneinelnuovodelnuovonuovo mondo after a three
month stay in the united states like cipriani he was a minor
nobleman and like most travelers to utah he criticized the practice
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of polygamy theocratic government and the mountain meadows
massacre he also visited brigham young and like other italians
he was complimentary of the theater in salt lake city noting that
brigham young was very particular in his selection of plays and
that the theater in salt lake city did not have anything in common
with those scandalous places we have visited in denver and
cheyenne 95 varvaro pojero was asked by a church elder then
you must know without doubt our two brothers toronto and
lorenzo snow missionaries to your country although he was
visiting utah more than twentyfivetwenty five years after the opening of the
italian mission varvaro pojero responded by saying no I1 have
never heard of them the elder was incredulous 1I cant believe it
lorenzo is a great missionary and he would convert you quickly he
would know how to demonstrate to you the evidence of the
sweetness of polygamy and he would not find it difficult to destroy
your aversion to it 96

varvaro pojero did not indicate whether he eventually met
elder snow or if he was proselytedproselyter by him but the publication of
varvaro pojerosjerosponerosPo book and the italian editions of burton simonin
dixon and hubner did generate interest in the latter day saints in
fact in 1878 treves published a universal dictionary one of the
first of its kind in italian which had entries for mormonism joseph
smith brigham young and utah these entries are surprisingly
even handed and do not attempt as later italian dictionaries did to
criticize the church at times however the factual information
given is inaccurate A second edition of this work which was
authored by emilio treves and gustavo strafforelloStrafforello was published
in 1880 9717

italian travelers 1875 1900

besides varvaro pojero there were at least eight italians who
visited utah between 1875 to 1900 and returned to italy to write an
account of their travels despite the criticisms set forth in the works
published by fratelli treves many of these subsequent writers were
favorably impressed by the inhabitants of utah

francesco carega di muriacemuricce visited utah in 1872 during a
trip to north america and published his memoirs three years later
in in america 1871757715771877 72 9811 carega di muriccemuriace expressed his
admiration for the latter day saints expertise in agriculture and
rural planning by facetiously suggesting that it had almost
convinced him to join their faith like varvaro pojero he was
impressed by salt lake cityscites theater and most of his memories of
utah concern his visit to a five penny performance of shakespeare
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he was amused that the audience seemed almost as interested in
seeing brigham young and his wives as it was in the perfor-
mance he was also surprised that the latter day saint prophet
brought only two of his wives with him he compared the churchschurche
system of marriage to the catholic religious sacrament and noted
that utah was a kind of mecca for unhappy marriages one can
obtain a divorce for 10 paper money or 9 in coin and that it
was easier for a woman to make out a case than for a husband 91 he
also noted that brigham young taught that unhappiness in marriage
was largely the fault of husbands and urged that this doctrine
should be followed and should be accepted even among us
italians who hypocritically practice mormonism with fatal

results through illegitimate births and clandestine relation
ships he continued at least the mormonscormons of utah treat their
wives well and respect them and they the wives live honored
and tranquil lives their children are legitimate maintained and

education loo100110given an
in 1876 an anonymous italian correspondent visited utah during

the philadelphia exposition thene correspondent had read the book by
simonin which described his visit among the latter day saints even
though the correspondent was extremely critical of the churchschurche
practice of polygamy he admitted that the practice would inevitably
be discontinued and that the latter day saint faith would then become
a religion like any other the author was also complimentary of the
latter day saints courage andTandyandtaithand faithaithfalthalth and he expressed
admiration for the first proselytesproselyterproselytes who settled utah territory and

colonized the andaridanidannd west he described salt lake city as a large and
prosperous marketplace there is no luxury but there is also no misery
there is a general feeling that prosperity is equally shared 101

in 1880 another italian correspondent visited salt lake city
on his way to san francisco although paolo devecchi did not write
a book he did send letters to the gazzetta piemontese in torino
some of which were also published in leco ditaliadl taliatallataila in new york
in one of these letters devecchi wrote of his encounter with some
of the italians joseph toronto had brought with him from sicily a
few years earlier these converts he claimed were anxious to
return to their homeland 102101 eventually one family did return to
sicily and another moved to california where the climate was
more to their liking 103101

another italian correspondent giovanni vigna dal ferro
visited utah in 1881 he was in the united states for four years
beginning in 1876 and wrote a series of letters to the italian
newspaper la patria a summary of which was later published in
unviaggio neinetnelfarbelfarfar westwestamericanoAmericanoamericana04Americana1104 he arrived in salt lake city
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during april conference in 1881 and was treated very cordially by
church officials including john taylor he was introduced to the
families of other church officials and invited to their homes where
he found a friendly reception and the appearance of complete
happiness 105 yet he also wrote that the latter day saints are not
and cannot be said to be a christian people log106101 for him they were
men of affairs and had no difficulty in transacting business with

gentiles although he believed their society is destined sooner or
later to fall apart 107101

six years after the publication of vigna dal ferros book
another book which recounted the visit of carlo gardini to utah
was published in bologna in gli stati uniti ricordiricardi 101 gardini
recounts his four visits to the united states between 1878 and 1886
travels which included the most extensive visit by any italian
traveller to utah territory not only did he visit ogden and salt
lake city the usual stopping places for visitors but he also visited
provo milford cedar city silver reef toquerville pipe springs
and kanabcanab during his visit to utah the author was informed that
church missionaries who had proselytedproselyter in italy had found it
necessary to carry out their work with maximum secrecy because
of the italian governments prohibition against public conferences
like previous italian visitors to the territory gardini found his
reception in utah to be very cordial the hospitality of the latter
day saints is a sacred thing log109 on one occasion gardini was even
given free fruit by a shopkeeper after the merchant learned that
gardini was italian in exchange for the great pleasure that
your fellow countrymen have given me in both operas and
concerts 100 nevertheless gardini was critical of the church and
called it a bizarre sect and its followers fanatics I1 I1 like hubner
and dixon whose books he had read he predicted that the arrival
of the gentiles on the railroad would eventually cleanse the church
and that its doctrines were similar to those of the indians in the
territory in fact it was because of gardinisgardikisGardinis curiosity about the
indians that he set out for southern utah accompanied by a
companion he referred to as the missionary even in the frontier
settlements of southern utah he continued to be impressed with the
hospitality of the latter day saints he met

in 1892 a book was published which contained the letters of
augusto torloniatorlonioTorlonia written during his travels to india china japan
and the united states in 1886 87 it includes one letter written from
salt lake city while the author was traveling from san francisco
to new york before returning to italy torloniatorlonioTorlonia described salt lake
city aslovelyas lovely and its position charmingchanning yet he also complained
that he had hoped to find more traces ofofmormonismmormonism which is little
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by little changing into a religious sect without polygamy he was
disappointed not to see the tabernacle full of apostles revelatorsrevelatory
and bishops on his sunday visit in september 1887 but was
impressed with the acoustics of the structure he also noted the
construction of the temple whose architecture he was not
impressed with he believed that salt lake city was worth a visit
even if after all I1 have seen in the orient nothing in america can

interest liiiii11212seriously me
one of the last travel accounts by an italian who visited utah

in the nineteenth century was written by giulio fano 1113I1 I1 fano spent
less than one day in salt lake city on a train trip between san
francisco and denver and as such simply recounted his visit to the
major tourist attractions including the beehive house temple lot
the tabernacle and ZCMI which he described as a cooperative
with marvelous organization he was however taken back by the
knutsford hotel where he complained that the service was not
good and one has to eat a series of badly prepared courses from the

144same plate
another italian who visited utah for only a short time was

guido rossati who was sent to the united states by the italian
minister of agriculture to study the american wine industry and the
potential market for italian wines he wrote a book entitled
relazioneRelazione di un viaggio distruzione negil statistall uniti in which he
stated that salt lake city was one of the most prosperous cities of
the west and an important agricultural center and that he had
observed some vineyards with alot of blooming grapevines 115

armchair writers 187419121874 1912

an increasing number of italian writers commented upon the
latter day saints from their armchairs in italy following the
publication of the first travel accounts one of the most curious
works is by an italian educator emilio teza 116111ilg in it the author
recounts that he was sent a copy of the deseret first book 117

which was written in the deseret alphabet teza translated
portions of the book and includincludedincludeed in his italian translation a
pronunciation guide for the new alphabet he also included a short
account of the book of mormon which he concluded was authored
by solomon spaulding

other writers who visited the united states but not utah
also mentioned the latter day saints in 1876 sebastiano fenzi
visited the united states and published his memoirs gita intornoentorno
allaaliaaila terra daldaidalgennaiogennaio al settembre dellanno 1876 1118 in which he
included a short discussion of the church
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in 1878 gustavo strafforelloStrafforello who coauthoredauthoredco the universal
dictionary with emilio treves the same year utilized a book
written by friedrich anton heller von Hellheliheiihellwald119hellwaldhellwardwaldwaid 1 I in which
hellwaldhellwardHell wald described his trip to utah as the basis for a book la
terra e II11I1 uomo 120 A second edition was published in 1886 it is
doubtful that strafforelloStrafforello had visited utah nevertheless relying on
hellwaldhellwardHell wald he believed that the church was the most socially and
politically important sect in the united states and he sought to
dispel the misconception that a disorganized and primitive way of
life exists among the mormonscormonsMormons on the contrary he wrote
there exists in every location the maximum order one does not

encounter either beggars or idlers its a country cultivated by hands
that transformed a desolated desert 12112 1 he was however critical of
the churchschurche system of civil government and of its religious claims
but he also noted that the church had been successful in attracting
converts in france italy spain and portugal the book also
republished one of the engravings from burtonsbartonsBurtons and hubnershibnersHubners
books depicting baptism of a neophyte mormon kneeling before
the altar presided over by robed priests 122 in addition it contains
several engravings from stansbury 123121 which were published in the
german edition of von hellwaldhellwardHellwald

in 1884 an italian economist also mentioned the latter day
saints briefly in a book he wrote concerning the agriculture
industry and commerce of the united states 12424 although egisto
rossi does not specifically state that he visited utah he did spend
thirteen months in the united states between 1881 and 1882 he
reported that salt lake city is one of the most elegant cities in the
united states and that the surviving wives of the defunct pope
brigham young were not much worse off now than before
according to the coreligionistsreligionistsco of the famous polygamist 12525

in 1885 another italian who had visited the united states but
probably not utah wrote a book in which the latter day saints were
prominently mentioned 26121 de martiissMarti iss work on socialism in the
united states was part ofofamultivolumemultivolumemultivolumeda multi volume work on that subject in his
account of the church he relied heavily on burton hubner
simonin and dixon and was particularly interested in dixons
theory that latter day saint theology borrowed many of its precepts
from the indians who resided in the territory the author also noted
the presence of latter day saints in italy about which he had
learned by reading the correspondence of the united states consular
official who had reported the presence of joseph toronto in sicily
several years earlier he also believed that the death of brigham
young had deprived the saints of a force which has weighed
almost despotically upon their heads for many years 127121 unlike
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previous authors he did not predict the demise of the church after
the death of president young which had occurred eight years
before the publication of his book but he did believe that
brighamsBrighams successor john taylor was not as clever and did not
command as much respect from his followers 128

in 1888 an article which appeared in the periodical nuovaluova
antologiaAntologia derived much of its information from de martiismarteis and the
secondary sources he cited 129 although it was quite common for
authors to derive much of their information concerning the church
from other authors brunialtisBrunialtis article is so similar to de martiissMarti iss
description of latter day saints that it is difficult not to conclude
that he plagiarizedplagiarizer most of it from de martiissMarti iss account

this article was not the first nor last one published by nuovaluova
antologiaAntologia on the church in 1877 angelo de gubernatisGubematis com-
mented on the death of brigham young claiming it would halt a
planned latter day saint exodus to the sandwich islands he also
wrote that one of brigham youngyoungs s sons would succeed him but that
the religion would not survive long after brighamsBrighams death 130

another article appeared in 1896 concerning the new constitution
of the state ofutah 131 la civiltacattolicaciviltaciviliaCiviltaviita cattolica also published an article
mentioning the latter day saints difficulties in obtaining
statehood because of the practice ofpolygamy during the period of
mounting tensions with the federal government 132 the article is an
account of italian emigrants who passed through salt lake city
these emigrants who had read hubner criticized polygamy and
like the united states consular official in palmero compared
joseph smith to david lazzaretti 133111131113

another interesting book which mentions the church and was
published in italy prior to the manifesto is by G marinelli 134

volume 7 of this work concerns america and was written around
1890 it included several references to the church the author had
read dixon bowes brunialti and schlagintweitSchlagintweit and believed that
the church was in great decay because of polygamy according to
the author polygamy had brought with it slavery and oppression of
women As long as the latter day saints were isolated the system
worked but with the discovery of minerals the coming of the
railway and the influx of immigrants latter day saint women
rebelled and reclaimed their rights As lust and greed entered the
church schismsschisma started the author also noted that the church had
never had missionary success among catholics

even after the manifesto italy saw published occasional
books which mistakenly accused the church of continuing to
sanction polygamous marriages 135115 this perception seemed to be
confirmed by the publication in italian of various works of fiction
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written before 1890 including jules vernes around the world in
eighty days and arthur conan doyles A study in scarlet which
contained melodramatic accounts of latter day saint polygamy 136

in fact emilio salgaricalgariSalgari an italian author of adventure novels who
has been compared to conan doyle was apparently writing a novel
similar toato A study in scarlet when he committed suicide neartorinonear torino
in 191igi1911igliL 137 in 1910 romolo bianchi wrote a book about religious
movements levoluzione religiosareligiosereligiosa nella societasocietal americana
which is volume five of bibliotecabibliotheca del pensiero moderno 1399 for
him the church was the most important of all religious sects in the
united states and its spiritual beliefs were similar to the spiritual
disposition of italian mystics 140140110 he advocated the spaulding
theory and argued that the religion had taken its main precepts from
the old testament and patterned its practices after zoroaster and
pythagoras as well as the baptists irvingitesIrving ites and millenialistsMillenia lists
the author also accused the leadership of the church of not being
sincere in its abandonment of polygamy

two years later in 1912 luigi villari in gli stati uniti
damericadamenicadAmerica e iemigrazione1emigrazione italiana 141111 claimed that the church still
practiced polygamy 14242141 a mistake which has been replicated by
several italian writers in the last forty years including a recent
editor of la civiltaciviliaCivilta cattolica who suggested not only that
polygamy might continue to be practiced or at least would be if it
were legally possible but also that latter day saints believed that
jesus and adam are the same person 143

travelers and commentators 1913 1952

for the most part the italian authors of the twentieth century
who discussed the church were not aware of the previous writings
by italians about the latter day saints nor did they know that the
latter day saints had proselytedproselyter in italy instead they relied on the
works of american english or gengennangermannan authors which were for
the most part negative in their treatment of the church 144 there are
several exceptions in 1913 two letters written by a waldensian
pastor david bosio were published in the waldensian newspaper
lecho des valleesvalleismalleis vaudois bosio had visited utah in september
1913 and wrote that he had talked to some of the former
waldensiansWalden sians who had converted to the church and immigrated to
utah approximately sixty years before his visit he noted that most
of them had settled in either ogden or provo and that one of them
had apparently been converted from mormonism to another
christian religion even though bosio visited utah more than
twenty years after the manifesto he also wrote that the church



FIGURE 4 A mormon elder preaching aboard a train of emigrants E voi mio
fedelefedeleAndand you my faithful from jules verneveme il giro deldeidelmondomondo in quanta
giorni milano fratelli treves 1887 249



FIGURE 5 ed era gia balzatoballato indietro per afferrare il suo fucile quandoguando lucia
sopravvenuta lo10 trattennetrattenne per il braccio and would have rushed upstairs for his
gun had not lucy seized him by the arm and restrained him A melodramatic scene
from an italian edition of arthur conan doyles A study inin scarlet 11II poliziottoPoliziopolizzottotto
dilettante lo10 scarittoscnttoscritto rosso firenze A salani 1908 157
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permitted polygamy and that the english government was opposed
to the church because their missionaries go to england principally
to marry women and take them away with them 145

another exception is the work of luca beltrami who wrote
several articles to record the achievements ofofsamuelesamuele mazzuchelli 1146I

Belbeibeltramitramiss attitude toward the church was heavily influenced by the
catholic priests writings although he did write that
mazzuchelli and joseph smith had talked until three oclock in the
morning even though this fact is not mentioned by the catholic
priest in his own book published in 1846 147111141117

during the early mussolini years the writings ofciprianiofcipriani were
finallyfinafly published as well as books by arnoldo cipolla 148141 arnoldo
fraccaroli 14941 and irene di robilantRobilant 150111151 cipolla was a seasoned traveler
who visited utah in 1925 on a trip from alaska to new york city
although he appears to have believed that the church was a religious
sect which disposes men toward polygamy he was more impressed
by salt lake cityscites unique geography which was comparable to the
lido of venice in july combined with the valleys of alto adigeabige in

september he was also impressed with the great salt lake and the
saltairsultair resort which he estimated had twenty thousand women on the
dance floor at one time

fraccarolisFraccarolis account is less substantive and contains spurious
and silly comments on the citizens of utah that they killed cats
which hunt mice on sunday and that latter day saints continued to
practice polygamy 151

on the other hand di robilantsRobilants references to the church are
surprisingly complimentary she had read M R werners
biography of brigham young and concluded that previous travel
accounts had overemphasized the latter day saint practice of
polygamy she was convinced that polygamy was not practiced
for the pleasure of men but to provide women with protection
family and offspring the author also believed that the most
important story to be found in the church after the abandonment of
polygamy was its superb economic organization and its commercial
and social prosperity

during the 1930s various encyclopedias were published
which contained slanted and unfavorable accounts of the latter day
saints 52 the authors did not refer to any of the books which had
previously been published in italian concerning the church
instead they relied on anti mormon works published in the united
states great britain and germany in addition a jesuit priest
camillo crivelli briefly mentioned the latter day saints in his
book on protestants in italy I1iprotestantiprotestantiprotestantsProtes tanti in italia 153 and later wrote
an entry on mormonism in enciclopediaencyclopedia cattolica wherein he
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insisted that polygamy continues to be practiced among the
latter day saintslsaintssaintal even if not as openly as before 154

POSTWARPOST WAR TRENDS

while a few articles continued to appear in italy subsequent to
world war II11 and prior to the reopening of the italian mission in
1966 55 hundreds of articles have been published in the italian press
during the past twentyfivetwenty five years 156116 at the same time a number of
pamphlets and articles have been published in italian by sectarian
authors who criticize latter day saint theology and doctrines and
warn their readers of the latter day saint missionary menace 157

yet from 1966 to 1989 only two books dedicated exclusively
to the church were written and published in italy 158 the first book
confrontoconfrontsConfronto con i mormoni was by a catholic priest pier angelo
gramaglia 11159 although published with ecclesiastical approval it
has been criticized by dr massimo introvigne who noted that it
ignores almost all of the scientific literature and historical research
done concerning the church since the second world war igo16160 the
second book by a latter day saint convert giovanni stragliotto
la mia testimonianza berchipercheperchipetche un cattolico diventadicenta mormone 161

recounts his conversion and a few basic doctrines
the most serious studies of the church by an italian have been

by massimo introvigne who is a torino university lecturer a
lawyer a practicing roman catholic and director of the center
for studies on new religions CESNUR he has written the most
scholarly unbiased articles on the church published in italy to
date 162161 in his most recent books le nuoveneove religionireligionsreligioni and le sette
cristianechristianecrist iane introvigne discusses and compares the church and its
main splinter groups with other important new religious
movements introvignesIntrovignes books will no doubt become important
sources in italy for nonmembersmembersnon about the church and other new
religions for many years to come in 1990 and 1991199iggi1 CESNUR also
published books on new religions 163161 the material includes chapters
on the church by massimo introvigne and jean francoisfrangois mayer
who are both conversant with church history and theology

during the past year a third book devoted solely to the church
by an italian author was published by one of the largest publishing
companies in italy 16464 michele straniero is a journalist from turin
who has been a student and observer of the church since 1972 when
he interviewed harold B lee who visited italy while returning
from israel straniero has also visited utah and written several
articles on it in the italian press his book is nonsectarian and
attempts to accurately present church history by quoting the works
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of historians such as leonard arrington B H roberts james B

alienallenailen and glen M leonard and the doctrinal works of james E
talmage and bruce R mcconkie he does not totally ignore other
non mormon commentators but he does not cite anti mormon
statements which have been the common content of past books
mentioning the church

while most of the italian authors who have written about the
church during the past twentyfivetwenty five years have not been aware of the
prior works discussed in this paper they are aware of scholarly
works about the church written in the past twentyfivetwenty five years and can
now present a more complete and unbiased picture of the church to
the italian public

NOTES
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lorenzo snow the italian mission london W aubrey 1851 13 14

lorenzo snow la voixdevoix de joseph turintunn ferrero et franco 18511851 flake 8255
see michael W homer the italian mission 1850 1867 sunstone 7 may june 1982 16

212 1 elder snow most likely chose the waldensiansWalden sians after reading a pamphlet published by the religious
tract society inin london inin 1846 entitled sketches odtheoftheof the waldenses which quoted liberally from alexis
muston Hishistoirehisioiretoire des vaudois pansparis FFGG levrault 1834

snow the italian mission 25
snownow the italian mission 22

8 lorenzo snow exposition des premiers principes de la doctrine de I1 iegliseegliseleglise dejesusde fesusjesus christ des
saints des Derderniersdermersderkersniers jours turintunn louis amaldi 18511851 flake 8239a

lorenzo snow the only way to be savedsaed london 18411841 flake 82821010
101loilollorenzoorenzo snow exposition des premiers principes de la doctrine dedeleglise dejesusde jesusfesus christ des

saints des derniersjoursderniersjoursgenevegenavegen6ve 1852 flakerake 8834 flake incorrectly shows the author as john taylor
lowsfaveileitresurleslouislouls favez lettre sur lesies mormonscormons de la Calicallcailcaliforniecalifornitecalifornieeveyfornienornie veveybevey E buvelot 18511851 flake 3316
emile guers L lirvingismelringisme et ie Mormonmormonismemormomsmeisme geneve 1853
see T B H stenhouse les mormonscormons et leurs ennemis lusanne 1854 flake 8403 A

response from favez and guers was forthcoming inin louis favez fragments sur les mormonscormonsMormons 2 vols

lusanne 1854 56 flake 3315 and emile guers le Mormonmormomsmemormonismeisme polygamepolygamypoly game geneve 1855 flake
3740a also see paul anton nielson die ersten zehn jahre des mormonentumsmormonenturns inin der schweiz 1850

60cand60 cand liclieilc phil university of bern 1989
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john C bennett the history of the saints or an expose of joe smith and the cormonsmormons
boston leland & whiting 1842 flakehake 403 and millennial star 12 15 december 1850 373710711

lorenzo snow the italian mission london W aubrey 18511851 flake 8208
millennial star 13 15 january 1851 25 26

elizaellzaeilzaeliza R snow smith biography and family record oflorenzoof Lorenzo snow salt lake city deserudeserttdeseau
news co 1884 116 232 flake 7835

the apostle lorenzo snow tullidgestulltdgetullidgeTullidgess quarterly magazine 2 january 1883 377 98
flake 9048

tililltii librolibra di mormon londra stamperiastampenaStam periapenaperla di guglielmo bowden 1852 eakeflakerake 737311

11L R jacobs mormon nonnou english scriptures hymnals and periodicals 1830 1986 ithaca
NYny19861986

iliillnilniiiii librolibra di mormon monongahela pa thene church of jesus christ 1929 flakerake 732
lorenzo snow exposition des premiers principes de la doctrine de I1 iegliseegliseleglise de jesus

christ des saints desdej derniersverniersDer niers joursjoiirsunaspiegazionedeiprimiprincipidelladottnnauna spiegazioneSpiegazione deiprimiprincipi deitadeltadeila dottrina turintunn
1852 flake 8241

jabez23jabez woodard autobiography and diary 1853 57 archives division historical department
the church ofjesusofjesus christ oflatterof latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives

stephen malan autobiography and family record 1893 LDS church archives
jabez woodard autobiography and diary
journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 21412141

journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 53425 342
millennial star 121218501850 370 74 131318511851 25 2689 9010790 107 8 186186252252 5353301301 2 14

1852 1853 107 88282461282 461 6255562 555 5858670670 771151 15 1854 996161 62 110 1111155191155 191igi 9292204204 6
350 514577075145770716185516 185546534653 58454 565617185617 1856 154 56490 9191666666 676718185718 1857218218
2020634634 36 191918581858 655

daniel2danieladaniel B richards the scriptural allegory salt lake city magazine printing co 19311931

9 118
george A smith the rise progress and travels odtheoftheof the church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof latter day

saints salt lake city the deseret news office 1869 27 flake 7872
flakerake 7873 and 7874

wiliiam31wiiiiamwiiiiam31 WiIIiamwilliam J conybeareConybearel 1111IIll mormonismoMormoni smo dall edinburgh review inin origins europeeeuropea
religionireligionsreli gioni viaggi studi etnograficielnografici vol 5 of saggi e rivistenvisterivisto milano G baellidaelli e C 1865 159 239

conybeare 11II11ll mormonismoMormonimoimol monismosmo 229 30 this article may have circulated min italy much earlier
since it was published inin french inin 1855 seeseewdeewW J conybeare lemormonismelemormonismeMormonisme lausanne 1855 flakerake
2487

34 giorgio toumboum the waldensiansWaldensians the first 800 years torino claudiana 1980 199
31markmark twain the innocents abroad hartford the american publishing co 1869

george3georgecgeorge A smith and others correspondence ofpalestineof palestine tourists comprising a series of
letters salt lake city deseret news steam printing establishment 1875 100 169 flakerakefake 78778711

eliza R snow smith biography and family record 515 28
eliza R snow smith biography and family record 516 and george A smith

correspondence ofpalestineof palestine tourists I1111ililii11

31thethe history of the reorganized church of jesus christ of larterlatterlaiter day saints 8 vols
independence mo herald house ndn d 4164 16 17 22 59596060 73

OTtorontooronto family organization comp joseph toronto italian pioneer and patriarch salt
lake city 1983 25 26

foreign relations oftheodtheof fhethe unitedsiatesunitedunfred states 1880 washington DCD C government printing office
18806441880 644 45

foreign relations odtheoftheof the unitedstatesunited states 1879 washington DCD C government printing office
18796011879 601goi601141

samuele mazzuchellimemorieistoricheededificantidmazzuchelli memorie istonislonisloncheche ededtficanti d un missionarioapostolicodellordinemissionario apostolico deltdelldeit ordine
deidelbei PredicatorPredi catoncaroni finiaafafiafraa varievanevarle tributribl di selvaggi e fra ii cattolicacattolici e Protesprotestanttanti deglinegli starlstallstatistari unitiuntil dAd damericaamericamericadamenica
milano coicolcoicol tipi della ditta bomardiboniardibogardi pogliani 18462951846 295 303

samuele mazzuchelli memoirs historical and edifying oraofaof a missionary apostolic odtheoftheof fhethe order
of saint dominic among various indian tribes and among the catholics and protestants inin the united
states ofamericaof america trans sr mary benedicta kennedy chicago W F hall printing co 1915

the memoirs ofofwatherfatherwarherfalkerfather samuel mazzuchelli 0 P chicago the priory press 1967
sr mary nona mcgreal canonizationiscanonizalionisCanonizationis serviservi deideldet caroli samuelis mazzuchelli 0 P positioposidio

super irafraviravitavlraita virtutibusvirtu tibus eufamaetfama sanctitatis romae 1989 196

mazzuchelli memorie 296 97
mazzuchelli memorie 300
J B turner mormonism inin all ages or the rise progress and cause ofmormonismof Mormonism new

york plattplanpianpiatt & peters 1842 flakerake 9053
see for example turner mormonism inin all ages 8 wherein the author writes that if

mormonism unites with atheism and romanism its natural allies it will soon have power to disturb
not single states only but the entire nation
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5 antonio caccia europa ed america scene delladeltadettadeiladelia vitaua dal 1848 atal 1850 monaco pressobresso

giorgio franz 1850 414 19 flakehake 1054
caccia europa ed america 416 the churchschurche practice of polygamy was criticized a year

earlier inin an article concerning variousvarious heretical religious practices la liberthliberialiberta di fatto nella terra
classica la Ciciviliaviitaviltaviira cattolica 4thath ser I11 17 feb 185911859 516

francesco cavalleriCavallenvailenvalien la religionerreligionereli gione cattolica e la Sociesoclesocietasocietaltei torinotonno giacinto manettimariettimarletti 1864
541111II Mormonimormonismomonnonismosmo nelle sue attinenze col moderno protestantesimo la civiliaciviltaCivilta cattolica 4thath

ser 6 Q3 may 1860 391391tl3413

lalaciviliaCiCiviliaviitaviltaviira cattolica 3 may 1860 411 12

ilalaciciviliaciviltaviitavillaviira cattolica Q3 may 1860 404 5
57 luigi rendulendu 11 proselitismo protestanteprotestantsProtestante inin europa firenze 1865
lendurendu 11 proselitismo protestantsprotestanteProt estante 43
gli111ill19159159III Mormonimormonismomormomsmosmo e la donna 1864 and giuseppe fovel 1 I Monmormoninoni museo dijadijamigliadifamigliamiglia 6

1866 589 90 1 I1 mormoni isis a reviewreview of C V waiteswaneswaltes the mormon prophet and his harem
cambridge riverside press 1866 flake 9505

journal history 12 december 18511851 ellen B ferguson history of music inin utah woman s
exponent 222211 september 1893 1 and deseret news 14 june 18511851

61countleonettoclpanl4vwweeaffawa2volscount leonetto cipriani adventureavventureAvventure delladeiladelia mia viravitavlra 2 volsvois bologna nicola zanichelli 1934
1I am indebted to leonard arrington for the connection between capone and ballo

ernest falbo ed california and overland diaries of count leonettoLeouetroneilo cipriani from 1853
through 1871 portland oreg the champoegChampoeg press 1962

enrico besana 1 I mormoni nel 1868 la perseveranzaperseverandaPersever anza 11 13 february 1869
enrico besana note di viaggio di un italiano le grandi prapraterieprateneterieterle AmeriAmenamerlamericaneamencaneamericanacane e ii mormoni

Giornale popolarepopolariPopolare di viaggi 2 1871 60 64
richard burton I1 mormoni e la cifCitcittadeiclliaciliacittatadeiradelradeidetdei santisanlisantl milano fratelli treves 1875 flake 1030

loulslouis simonin 11 far westdeglistatiwestdegli stati uniti iipionierieipellirossePioplopionieripignierinieri e i pellirossePelli Rosse milano fratelli treves
1876 and louis simonin AtattraversoattraersoAttratraversoerso gli statistall uniti dallatlanticodalldaildali arlAtlartarlanticoatlanticoantiroantico al pacifico milano fratelli treves
1876 flake 7720

61willwilliamiamlam hepworth dixon la conquista bianca milano fratelli treves 1877
alexander6alexanderaalexander graf von hubner passeggiataPasseggiataala entornointorno al mondo milano fratelli treves 1879

hubner s book actually appeared inin italian sixsix years earearlierlierasllerasas passeggiataPasseggiaraala intornoalmondointornoentorno almondo 1871 tonnotorino
unioneanione tipografico editnceeditrice torineseTonnese 1873 but this edition lacked the engravings which appeared inin the
fratelli treves edition

6917rancescoftancescovaivaiopofetoumicorsanelnuovomondolvcasvarvaro pojero una corsa nelneinelnuovodelnuovoNuovo mondo 2 volsvois milano fratelli treves 1878
gustavo strafforelloStrafforello e emilio treves Diziodizionariodiztonanonarionarlo universaleumversale di geografiageo grafia storiastonastorla e biografiabio grafia 12

vols milano fratelli treves 1878
richard burton voyage Aa la cit6cuecnecita des saints capitalecapitalaCapitale du pays des mormonscormonsMormons le tour du

mondemonde2l8622 1862 353353400400 louis simonin le far west americamam6ricainamericalAmer icam le tour du monde I11 1868 225
388 louis simonin de washington A san francisco Aa travers le continent am6ricainan iencain le tour du
monde I11 1874 161 240 and william hepworth dixon la conqueteconsueteCon quete biancheblanche le tour du monde I11
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richard burton voyages du capitainecapnainecapiiaineCap naine burton a la becquemecque aux grands lacs d anriqueafriquedafirique elet chez
les mormonscormons parispans 1870 louis simonin le grand ouestauest des statsetats unis parispans 1869 and louis
simonin A travers les elaisetaisetats unis de I1 iallantiqueatlantiqueattAtlantique au pacifique parispans charpentier et ciccic 1875

13 richard13richard burton the city ortheof the saints london longmangreenlongman green longman and roberts 1861

flake 1027
74john hyde mormonism itsI1 is leadership and designs new york W P fetridgefetndge&co& co 1857

flake 4164
howard stansbury exploration andsurveyand survey oftheodtheof the valley ortheof fhethe great salt lake philadelphia

lippencott grambo & co 1852 flake 8359
16frederick piercy route from liverpool to great salt lake valley liverpool franklin D
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bennett history odtheoftheof fhethe saints
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18618611 flake 6867 this book was first published inin french inin 1860 as voyage au pays des cormonsmormons
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november 1988 27 28
an english translation ofiafiof II11 far west degli statisiati uniti and its french antecedent le grundgrand ouestouesiauest

des statsetats unisurns paris 1869 was published inin 1966 as the rocky mountain west inin 1867 lincoln
university of nebraska press 1966
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william hepworth dixon la nouvelle amerique parispans LibLi brainerairieraltie internationaleInternationinternationalsale 1869
hubner promenade autor du monde 2 vols parispans 1874
9varvarovarvaro pojero una corsa nel nuovo mondo 2 75
pojero una corsa nel nuovo mondo 12 90
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2 vols milano fratelli treves 1878
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19 carega19carega di Mumuriccemunccemunciericce in america 21882 188 89
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06 Vigna dal ferro un viaggio 34 35
ovinnaOVovignavignaigna dal ferro un viaggio 33
108carlo108 carlo gardini gli starisiatistatisiartstarl uniti Ricordtcordi 12 vols bologna nicola zanichelli 1887

gardini gli statistall uniti 22182182
1 IO iogardinigardini gli statistall uniti 21712171

I1 I1 gardiniGardim gligilgit statistall uniti 22139139
112 augusto torloniatorlonioTor lonia undid mesimesi in viaggioviaggto citta di castello tipografiaTipografia dello stabilimento S

lapi 1892 137 41
1 giulio fano ununfisiologofisiologofisio logo1090 entornointorno al mondo mimilanolanoiano fratelli treves 1899

fano unfisiologounfisiologofisio logo1090 412
guido rossati relazioneRelazione di un viaggio d distruzioneistruzione deglinegli stafistallstatistafl uniti roma tipografiaTipografia

nazionalenazionaledigdidiGG bertero 1900 134 35
116ilg emilio teza soprabopra un alaaalfaalfalfabetoalfabeioabetobeiobeto dei MormonmormonianimormomaniMormomantomaniianilani pisa tipografiaTipografia nistrinistndistri 1874 flake 8883

the deseret first book salt lake city deseret university 1868 flake 2817
1 sebastiano fenzi gitagilagira intornoentorno allaaliaaila terra dal gennaio al settembreserlseilsertembre dell anno 1876 firenze

coi tipi dei successorisuccessonsuccessorsSucces sorisorlson le monnier 1877 flake 3323a
friedrich anton heller von hewaddieerdeundthreHellheilheiihellwaldhellwardwaldwaid diedle erde und ihre volkereingeographischeshausbuchvolker eineln geographisches hausbuchhausbachHaus buch

stuttgart W Sperspemannnann 1876 2dad ed 1877 78 flake 3946a entry for later edition
gustavo strafforelloStraf forello la terra e 1I1 uomo 2 vols tonnotorino ermanno loescher 1878 1880

11351 135 39
strafforelloStraf forello la terra 1 136
strafforelloStrafstrafforellolatwaforello la terra 1 136 taken from bennettbenaubenda history ortheof therhe saints 273burtonlmormont273 burton I1 mormoni

e la citta deideldelsdeiSdeisantideisanttsantisantlanttaartaarl 37 andhubnerand hubner passeggiata intornoentornoinlornoalal mondo 108 strafforelloStraf forello mentioned latter
day saints inin at least two other books he wrote in the first storiastonastorla popolarepopolaripop olare del progresso materiale neelineeti
ultimaullimiultimi cento anniannlanmaam tonnotorino unioneanione tipografico 18718711 strafforelloStrafforello claims that after the discovery of gold
inin california latter day saint emigrants were among the first to rush to suttersSut terslers camp to begin
prospecting in the second letteraturaLetter atura americana milano ulrico hoepli 1884 strafforelloStrafforello surveys
american literature and cites J H beadles book life in utah or the mysteries and crimes of
mormonism philadelphia national publishing co 1870 flake 344 as a notable travel book and
artemus wards book I1 fanianifeniani e ii mormoni as a mustreadmust read because of the authors characterizationscharactenzations of
the weaknesses and vices of his fellow citizens

13seesee strafforelloStrafforello la terra 1201 20 38 39
egisto rossi gliG statistall uniti e la concorrenza americanaamenumencana firenze tipografiaTipografia di G

barbaribarban 1884
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25 rossi gli statistall uniti 132132nn 1

16 salvatore16salvatore cognetti de Martimarthsmartl is il socialismosociahsmo neglidegli stati uniti tonnotorino 1885
2 cognetti de Martimartl is 11 socialismo 43

128 cognetti de Martimannsmartlis 11 socialismo 43
attilioatliliobrunialtibrunialti 1 I Mormormonimorlimoril delutahdelugahde lUtah nuovamwvamava antologiawoogfaAntologia 989811 april 1888 479 504

oangeloaangeloOAnangelodegubematisbnghamgelo de gubernatis brigham youngededii mormoniMon noni nuovaluova antologiaAntologia 36 october 1877
492 94

13 seeseefrancescoracioppilacostituzionedellfrancesco racioppi la costituzione delldelideil utah nuovaluovanuovaantologiaantologiaAntologia 14816august14816 August 1896
612 28

132 see cronaca contemporaneacontemporanean la civiliacivilta cattolica 13th13lh ser 11 2 july 1888 125
13lemigrantelernigrante italiano da shermanshennan allacittadeialiaallaaila cittacilta deldei mormoni la civiltacattolicaciviliaciviltaCi vittaviltavitra cairoCaitocarrocattolicacaitolicalica 15th15thserser

I11 1 I11I1 march 1892 702 6
G MarinMannelmarlnmarinellilamannellilotelliLatilotliLoTterraera trattatopoplaregeografiauntversalefostratiatopoplaregeografia universale7Universale7 volsvois milano vallardiVallarvailarballardiValvaivallardindlardidindnd
variousvanous books by foreign authors containing references to the church were published inin italy

after the turn of the century see for example arthur conan doyle la guerra nelnetnei suisud africa milano
fratelli treves 1902 and arthur conan doyle un duettobuetto firenze salani 1909

seeseeforfor example giuliogiuliovemeVemeverne 11 giro del mondo inin ottaliaottaniaottantagiormgiorni 4 vols milano serafino
mugglianiMugg liani e c 1876 3933 93 106 vernes work appeared inin at least eight subsequent editions inin italian
between 1887 to 1917 see also arthur conan doyle 11 Poliziopolizioiloitoilotto dilettante lo10 scrittoscnttosanttoscaritto rosso firenze
A salani 1908

seeseeluigieLuigiSe luigi bacolo E salgan spezzo la penna gazzetta del popolo 16 march 1980 5 and
michele straniero I1 mormoni milano arnoldo mondadoriMondadon 1990911990 91

romolo bianchi levoluzione religiosereligiosareli giosa nella societdsocietasocietal americana cremona tip
socialerocialeSociale 1910

bibliotecabihlioiecabibliotheca del pensiero moderno 182 98
bianchi levoluzione religiosareligiosereligiosa 182

luigi villarivillan gli statistall unitiunitt dAd mericaamericadamericadamenica e remlFemiremifemigrazioneI1 emtemi grazione italiana milano fratelliFra tellilelli treves
1912

142 villanvillari gli statistallstarlstari uniti 208
143141 editonaleeditorialeeditorialsEditonaleoriale una valutazionevalutazione cattolica dei movimentiMovi menti religiosireligioseReligiosi altemativiAltemativi la civilkaciiltacivilta

cattolicacattoCaitolica 15 Julyjulyl989july19891989 I1111iiilii11 see also editorialeeditonaleeditorialsEditorialeonale la sfida dei movimentiMovi menti religiosireligioseReligiosi alternativialtemativialternativeAlteAlternativimativi la
civiliacivilta cattolica I july 1989 3 15 since john paul II11il became pope inin 1979 the ties between la civiliacivilta
cattolica and the vatican have become considerably weaker

see for example vito garretto stonastoriastorla degli statistall uniti milano ulrico hoepli 1916 314
339 and carlo erreraenera lamericasamericaLAmerica settentrionalesetienlnonale vol 6 of geografiaGeo grafia universaleUmversale illustratailluslrataillustrato sotta la
direzionedirezione di robenoroberto Almaglia tonnotorino unioneanione tipografiaTipogragiaafiaagga editriceeditnce torineseTon nese 19344071934 407 8

david bosio nos vaudois dan lutah lecho des valleesvallegsvallega vanVauvaudoisboidoi 1 I111 13

september 19191313
see for example luca beltrami 1 I mormoni nelle memorie di un missionariomissionano milanese 11

marzocco I111I1 december 1926 and luca beltrami padre samuele mazzuchelli milano 1928551928 55 57
rosemary ciepeauunapotredominicainauxetaiscrepeau un lapotreapotre dominicainDominicain aux statsetats unisUrnsurnslepereleLePerepere samuel chariescharles gaetangaeianmazzuchellimazzuchelli
pangpansparis J deDeGidegldegigordgigordbigordgord 1932 201 see also W W murphy biography of father samuele mazzuchelli
the republican journal 9 december 1909 71 73

bei beltramiBel traini padre samuele mazzuchelli 56 n 1

arnoldomoldoA cipolla nell america del nord Impressimpressionioni di viaggio inin alaska starlstallstatistartstari uniti e

canada tonnotorino GBG B paravia & C 1925
arnoldo fraccaroli vita dAd mericaamericadamericadamenica milano fratelli treves 1928

1101rene1101lreneirenerene di robilantRobilant vita americana tonnotorino fratelli bocca 1929

the reference to cat killing isis from richard Braibralbraithwaitsbrailhwaitsbraithwaitethwaits poem first published inin 1636 inin
barnabae itinerarium barnaby s journey about a puritan who hung his cat for having killed a
mouse the previous sunday the poem achieved its greatest popularitypopu lanty inin the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuriescentunescantunescen tunes when itit was published inin five separate editions it isis possible therefore that
fraccaroli did not know the difference between puritans and latter day saints

see for example mormoni encyclopediaenciclopedia italiana roma estitutoistituto della enciclopediaencyclopedia
italiana 1934 11861641186111 861 64 and mormoni grande Diziodizionariodiztonanonarionarlo enciclopedicoenctclopedico tonnotorino unioneanione
tipografico editriceeditnce torineseTonnese 1936 vol 7

camillo cnvellicrivellicavelliCnvelli I1 protestantsprotestantiProtes tanti inin italia isola del livi macioce e pisani 1936 10

camillo crivelliCnvelli encyclopediaenciclopedia cattolica citta del vaticano ente per ienciclopedia1enciclopedia cattolica
e perperilperllil librolibrocattolicocattolico 1952 8 1417 19 As recently as 26 july 1991 a magazine supplement of one of
the largest circulating newspapers inin italy published an articlearticie about a polygamist living inin southern utah
the author claimed that the mormonsmonnonsmormans inin utah but not all are among the fortunate religions
which allow men to have more than one wife see wharemlharemLH arem di papa joseph 11 venerdi di repubblica
1811812626 july 1991 39394242

a encyclopediaenciclopediadelledeliedeiledellereltgionivuenteRelirellreilreligionireligionsgioni firenze vallecchivalsecchiVal lecchi 197048371970 4 837 39 this encyclopedia claims
that latter day saints are vegetariansvegetanans and calls the pearl of great price la pietra preziosa the
precious rock
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b encyclopediaenciclopedia pombabomba 6thath ed torino unioneanione tipografico editriceeditnce tornese 1974 33815815
the worst mistake made inin this publication isis the claim that 1111II loro cultobulto pubblico 6e costituito di canti
musicamusica e danze predicazione e commurnionecommiimione con pane e acqua their public worship consists of
songs musicmusic and dances discourses and sacrament of bread and water

c grande enciclopediaencyclopedia ballardivallardiVallardi milano casa Ededitriceeditnceitrice dr francesco vallardiballardiVal lardi 1969
1070010 700 the authorofthisauthor ofthis article claims perpoterper poter poi esserecessere annessi agli statistall uniti 1896 ii mormoni
rinunciarononnunciarono almentoalbento apertamenteapertamente allaaliaaila poligamiapolygamiapoligamia to be admitted as a state 189618961 the mormonscormons
renounced at least publicly the practice of polygamy

d lessicojessico universaleftalianouniversale italiano di lingua letterekettere atriam scienze e tecnicatechnica roma istitutoestituto deliadelladeila
enciclopediaencyclopedia italiana 1974 1426114 261 the treatment of latter day saints inin this encyclopedia isis
polemic and sectarian although talking inin a historical context the authors claim that the doctrines
of the church are characterized by inferiority of women an obligation to practice polygamy baptism
foradultsfor adults andapriesthoodandaand a priesthood split for temporal and spiritual affairs although admitting that polygamy
has been abandoned the claim isis made that latter day saints pray for god to avenge the blood of their
saints or martyrs

see for example gina racca per battezzarsi rinsschianochiano la polmonitepolm onite and giuseppe
prezzoliniPrezzo lim la fede dei mormoni 11 borghese 28 may 1954 471 73 prezzolini was a significant
fifiguregureinin italian journalistic history he had a mild fascination with fascism and wanted to establish a civil
religion and elena fava la drammaticagrammaticadram matica stonastoriastorla dei mormoni historiaHis roriaioriatorla giugno 1960 60 65

156116 recent favorable articles were written inin italy by michele L straniero salt lake city citta
perfetta dei mormoni la stampa 24 august 1989 7 and michele L straniero nel tabernatabemacolotabernacolocolocoio
ascoltanolo stersterminatostermmatostermminatomato coro dei mormoni 11 Giornale delta musica september 1989 13

see for example ermanno rostan chi sono I1 mormoni torino Ededitriceeditnceitrice claudiana 1974
claudiana isis the mainmalnmain waldensian publisher inin italy nicola tomesegomese le ororiginiorigmioriggiigini joseph smith e iele sue

visioni napoli 1980 nicola tomesetornesegomese luomocuomoL uomo e ilit suo destino manganomanWanmariglianogano naples istitutoestituto anselmi
19811981 and nicola tornese 11 concetto di dio secondo ii mormoni mariglianoMan gliano naples istitutoestituto anselmi
1983 although the works by tornese were published with ecclesiastical approval such approval does
not mean that the roman catholic church approved of the content it does mean that there were no
statements inin the book which were against the catholic faith ecclesiastical approval isis not required for
scholarly works unless they are ofaof a theological nature and are written by members oftheodtheof the roman catholic
clergy in addition see robert walsh 1I mormoni inin I1 nuovihuovihuovinuovi movimennmovimentimovi mennmenti relireltreitrellreilreligiosireltgiosireligiosegiosi non cattolicacatloltcicattolici inin italia
lecclesiologia delta chiesa e delle settesetie torino Leuleumannmarinmarlnmalin elle di ci 1987 49 66 robert walsh
mormoni variavarlavariazionevanazionezione sullo stessoshesso tema la presenza cristiana 36 10 november 1988 27 28 pietro

canova un vulcano inin eruzione le setteseifesefie inin america latina bologna litosaveraLitosavera 1987 65 89
giuseppe rinaldi e danilo zanella un mondo di relirellreilreligionsgioni padova gregorianaGregonana 1988 214 15 and
michele C del re nuovihuovi adoliidoli nuovihuovihuovinuovi dei roma gremesegreneseGremese 1988 97 101 P claudio truzzi nuoveneove
religionisettecristianereligionreligiomreliglomgiom settecristianetestimonidigeovamonzatestimonidigeova monza ilcanmellooggiilcarmellooggi 198967 73 seealsodomenicosee alsoaiso domenico
colombo nuoveneove rellrelireilreligionireligiomreligionsgionigiom inin italia fenomenounfenomenoun che interinterpellainierpellapellapeilapelia ii cristianicristiamcristiancris tiam leumann elle di ci 1987
some translations of scholarly works which were initially published outside italy were also published inin
italian inin the 1960s including thomas F odea I1 mormoni firenze sansoniSansorusorn 1961 and jacques
chastenentchastenmentChas tenent la conquista delwest milano club degli Ediedleditoneditorieditorstoritorl 1968 which originally appeared inin french
as en a vant vers lodestlouest parispans Liblibrairielibramelibraderairie acaderniqueacademiqueAcad erniqueemique perrin 1967

pier angelo gramaglia confrontsconfronioconfrontoControniofroniofrontotronto con ii mormoni casale monferrato aiexalexandriaAlex andna Piernplernpiemmeme
1985 whereas until 1990 this was the only book written exclusively about the church inin italy a walk
through a typical catholic bookstore inin that country reveals dozens of books written with eccelesiastical
approval concerning the jehovahsJehovahs witnesses this difference has occurred because the jehovahsJehovahs
witnesses have a membership of over 300000 inin that country while the latter day saint church at about
14000 isis still relatively small inin comparisoncom panson

pier angelo gramaglia confrontsconfrontoConfronto con ii mormoni casale monferrato Piernplernpiemmeme 1985
16oseesee for example massimo introvigne strange saints the mormonscormons inin nineteenth

century italian literature paper delivered at the 1989 meeting of the mormon history association
oxford england

giovanni stragliotto la miamia testimonianza perche un cattolico diventadicenta mormone 9

vicenza 1980
161 see for example massimo introvigne 11 destino dell uomo nella teologia dei mormoni

genovageneva quadrivium 1988 massimo introvigne le nuoveneove religionsreligionireli gioni milano sugar co 1989 and
massimo introvigne le setteserle cristchristianecnstianecristianeianelane doldaidoidal testimonytestimomtestimoniTestiTestimonimom di geovadeova alat reverendo moon milano arnoldo
mondadoriMon dadon editoreeditors SPA 1989 see also massimo introvigne jean francois mayer and ernesto
zucchini I1 nuovihuovihuovinuovi movimovimentimovtmenlimenti religiosereligiosireli giosi leumann EdeditriceeditnceEdititricence 1989

inuoviInuhuovinuoviovi movimentimovi menti religiosisettereltrelireligiosereligiosigiosi sette cristcristianecnstianechristianeianelane e nuovicultihuovinuovi culliculti leumannLeu marm tonnotorino elleelieeileelledicidiDiCici 1990
and le nuoveneove rivelazioninvelaziontrivela zioni leumann tonnotorino elle di ci 19911991

16 16michelemichele straniero I1 mormonimormont leggendaLeg genda e storiastonastorla LitLillirliturgialilurgialiturgicurgia e Teologia deidel santi degli ultimiullimiultima
giorni milano arnoldo mondadoriMon dadon editoreeditorsEditore 1990



provoking the brethren to good works
susa young gates the relief society

and genealogy

james B alienallenailen and jessie L embry

around the year 1918 susa young gates one of the latter
day saint churchechurchs most influential women and one sometimes
jokingly referred to as the thirteenth apostle was preparing a
history of latter day saint women one chapter indicated that
despite male leadership in the genealogical society of utah it was
the women who were most responsible for making genealogy catch
on within the church for women were doing more of both
genealogical research and temple work than were the men in a witty
reminder of the special role she thought women were playing susa
observed that the old time motto of the womens auxiliary
committee of the genealogical society of utah ran thus let us
provoke the brethren to good works yet not provoke the brethren
while we work she may have been indulging in a bit of good
natured sarcasm when she allowed that the men of the priesthood
11naturally bear off the heavier and more exacting responsibilities of
directing guiding and presiding over the labors performed by
women but there was no denying that it was really the women who
were doing the most to bring genealogical work into prominence in
latter day saint life 2 what follows is the story of the early contri-
bution ofwomen particularly ofsusa young gates to genealogical
work among the latter day saints the story is significant not just
for what it says about the history of genealogy but also for what it
says about the nature of some latter day saint women in the early
twentieth century and their relationship to the church

much of susa young gatessgadess work took place in the progres-
sive era in american history when the pressure for womens
suffrage reached its peak and in 1920 at last achieved its goal many

james B allenalienailen isis lemuel hardison redd jr professor of western american history brigham young
university and jessie L embry isis oral history program director at the charles redd center for western
studies brigham young university
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american women were excited about what the vote could mean
with respect to even broader political economic and social
equality among the latter day saints however total religious
equality was not yet a question for women generally accepted the
fact that church leadership was in the hands of the male only
priesthood and showed no inclination to change that fact at the
same time they were hardly cowed by the priesthood they were not
reluctant to vigorously seek what they considered were necessary
changes in programs and policies with respect to genealogy at
least susa and her friends boldly suggested new directions worked
to achieve what they believed the church needed most and goaded
their brethren when they thought the men lax or derelict in their
genealogical responsibilities these women enjoyed an equality of
spirit and responsibility and with few predetenpredeterminednineddined bounds on
their activities they set about to achieve what they felt were some
long needed new directions for genealogical work in a sense they
set their own bounds which they saw as the farthest perimetersperimeters to
which their faith and perseverance could carry them for a while
they even seemed to control the direction genealogical activity took
in the church but their willingness to relinquish that control
demonstrates also their recognition that such programs ultimately
should be directed by priesthood leaders their success is a
remarkable tribute to what the latter day saint women who were
also active in all phases of the national womens movement could
accomplish within the church

genealogical research was a natural and important outgrowth
of the revelations received and doctrines taught by joseph smith 3

one of the angel moronis early messages in fact foretold the
coming of elijah in fulfillment ofofmalachismalachishalachisMalmaiachis prophecy to plant in
the hearts of the children the promises made to the fathers and the
hearts of the children shall turn to their fathers 4 in april 1836
elijah appeared in vision to joseph smith in the kirtland temple
and according to the faith of the saints opened to the church the
spirit and responsibility of seeking after the dead the longing for
such a doctrine at least for some saints already existed and from
thattimethat time on the spirit of elijah seemed to spread like seeds in the
wind among them

the great ancestor hunt was not unique to latter day saints
however for the genealogical spirit caught hold of many people in
the nineteenth century the american antiquarian society was
founded in 1812 at least eleven state historical societies existed
before 1845 and each of these groups included genealogy among
its concerns beyond that many of the most prominent american
families had long taken an interest in their ancestors the first
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published genealogy in america appeared in 1771771511 although by
1915 there were still only about three thousand published family
histories then a hoodflood tide seemed to hit and in less than thirty years
another sixteen thousand titles were added to the list 6

long before the latter day saints actually organized their
own society many individuals and family groups were promoting
genealogy and church publications urged upon their readers the
need for genealogical research several members of the council of
the twelve apostles including parley P pratt orson pratt and
wilford woodruff set the example especially prominent was
elder franklin D richards who was also church historian and
general church recorder from 1889 to 1899 his extensive work was
known far outside utah in 1899 he accepted an invitation tojointo join the
new england historic and genealogical society he collected a
large personal library of genealogical publications that eventually
became the basis for the first church owned genealogical library

genealogical activity was promoted in a variety of ways
among lay members of the church church leaders encouraged
those immigrating to utah to bring information on their friends and
relatives the dead as well as the living who might not accept the
gospel in this life those who were already in utah wrote letters
to relatives in an effort to obtain names and dates others returned
to their homelandshomelands sometimes as genealogical missionaries to
search records and visit relatives although few if any were offi-
cially called as missionaries those interested in finding information
about their ancestors were invited to come to salt lake city to be
set apart by a general authority they were each given a missionary
card and a clergy railroad discount card franklin D richards who
set apart many of these missionaries also encouraged them to share
the gospel with their living ancestors between 1885 and 1900 at
least 178 saints served on genealogical missions while most were
middle aged or older retired men a few young men and women and
some couples served as well john adams wakeham for example
was set apart for a genealogical mission in 1891 and returned to his
native new england there he visited distant relatives and a
member of the new england historic and genealogical society to
leamlearn more about his ancestors he also helped friends with farm
work and attempted to talk with them about the church 7

by 1894 several avid genealogists were advocating a church
sponsored organization and on I11 november 1894 the first
presidency and council of the twelve approved the articles of
incorporation of the genealogical society of utah appropriately
franklin D richards was named the first president of the new
organization on 22 november the society became a legal state
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entity in 1944 its name was officially changed to the genealogical
society of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints though
for public purposes it still used the name genealogical society of
utah in 1975 it became known as the genealogical department of
the church and in 1987 the name was changed to the family
history department

the articles of incorporation defined benevolent educational
and religious goals for the new society its benevolent goal was to
establish and maintain a genealogical library its educational goal
was to disseminate genealogical information its religious and
overriding purpose was to acquire records of the dead so that the
saving ordinances baptism the temple endowment and the sealing
of families for eternity could be performed vicariously for them in
the temples the founders dreamed of one day providing a network
of paid genealogical agents who would do research for others
these agents would work outside of utah under the direction of the
society unfortunately early efforts to establish the agent program
were not highly successful as many people preferred to either hire
private researchers or do the work themselves

few people however were well trained in the necessary
skills and as the genealogical impulse quickened the need for a
training program became apparent it was in this area that the
women of the church began to lead out at their head provoking
both men and women to good works was susa young gates an
enthusiastic incredible woman who when she set her mind on
something usually accomplished it 8

A daughter of brigham young susa young gates was
respected both nationally and internationally she was prominent as
a suffragist a prolific writer and editor a publisher a public
speaker an educator a genealogist and the mother of thirteen
children she was a leader in mehe relief society and the young
ladies mutual improvement association YLMIA and founder
of the young womanscomans journal she represented the YLMIA seven
times at national meetings of the national council of women for
three years she chaired the press committee of the national
organization and in 1899 she was a speaker at the international
quinquennial held in london two years later she was the sole
delegate of the national council of women at a meeting of the
international council in copenhagen denmark

susas intense commitment to genealogy and temple work
was lifelong when the st george temple was dedicated in 1877
she served as official stenographer and she became the first woman
to be baptized there for the dead she was also official stenographer at
the dedications of the logan salt lake city and cardstonbardstonCardston temples
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she helped the young family compile a thirteen volume genea-
logical record containing twenty thousand names later in order
to avoid duplication of temple work she directed the preparation of
an index to the young family records and had a copy deposited in
each temple 9

sometimes women like susa young gates were needed to
infuse new ideas inspire the men and in effect provoke the
brethren into filling their religious responsibilities for example
herson in law elderjohnelmerjohnelderEldeeidereide johnrJohn A widtsoewidtsoeof of thecouncilthe council of thetwelvethe twelve
was once a director and then president of the genealogical society
of utah he first met susa in boston in 1892 when he was a student
at harvard university and she was there gathering young family
genealogy he later confessed that it was susa who turned his
own interest in the direction of genealogy 10

for susa young gates genealogy had more than the usual
spiritual significance in 1901 she was taken seriously ill while
returning from the copenhagen conference confined for several
weeks at the home of a friend in geneva she was finally able to
travel after receiving a blessing from the missionaries but her
condition remained critical and she was ready to die recalled
john A widtsoeWidtsoe or at least we thought so then came the
miracle francis M lyman a member of the council of the
twelve and president of the european mission was asked to give
her a blessing he was so certain she would die that the blessing
began to take the form of an admonition not to fear death
suddenly however he stopped and as susa recalled later waited
for nearly two minutes before he continued there has been a
council held in heaven and it has been decided you shall live to
perform temple work and you shall do a greater work than you have
ever done before

though susa became well enough to travel she did not fully
recover at once the doctors at home were convinced that she had
little chance to live but she clung stubbornly to life and even
protested loudly when a patriarch came to give her a blessing 1 I

dont want him to come and dedicate me to the lord she cried
1I dont want to die I1 want to live to live to do temple work
replied the patriarch well sister if you want to live to do temple
work you shall live horribly emaciated and weighing only
eighty five pounds she continued to fight for life when she went to
the temple she had herself carried there in a chair gradually she
recovered and from then until her death in 1933 she was constantly
involved in temple and genealogical work she not only paid one
tenth of her income to the church as tithing but she also deducted
another ten percentforpercent for genealogical purposes 12
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joseph christenson secretary of the genealogical society of
utah was aware of susas great interest in her ancestors and temple
work and was instrumental in making her aware of the societysSocie tys
library one day in 1904 shortly after she moved from provo to salt
lake city he asked her sister gates why dont you go over to the
genealogical library and hunt out the names of the young family
susa replied that she did not even know there was such a thing in salt
lake city 13 while this response undoubtedly confirmed fears
already expressed by the officers of the society that few people
knew of the library and even fewer were using it this was probably
the last time susa young gates would be caught unaware of
something important in the area of latter day saint genealogy

after discovering the genealogical library susa was dismayed
to find it so full of rich material and yet used so ineffectively so far
as she was concerned research was in chaos for as someone later
wrote no one knew where to begin or how to continue and
indeed no one tried except the library attendant who worked a little
in the books for the benefit of a few clients 14 As Ssusausa later recalled
1 I felt that I1 must do something more something to help all the
members of the church with their genealogy and temple work
there was practically no book of lessons in genealogy in existence
beginners were forced to blunder into record keeping without guide
or compass there were no classes in schools or printed instructions
to enlighten them 15 her efforts to correct this lack continued
throughout her life and included editing a weekly newspaper article
on genealogy organizing and teaching classes under the auspices of
the daughters of utah pioneers the genealogical society and the
relief society writing genealogical manuals arranging genealogical
conventions and planning and implementing programs to help
latter day saints gather the names of their ancestors and do temple
work for them all of these activities were interwoven and inter-
dependent upon each other

in these activities a frequent companion was elizabeth
claridge mccune elizabeth wife of mining entrepreneur alfred
W mccune was also involved in church and community affairs
As a member of the YLMIA general board she was active in the
national council and international council of women she was a
trustee of the utah state agricultural college and served as a
member of the relief society general board in addition to her
genealogical work with susa she also gathered her own genealogy
while on a trip to england in 1896 and was a worker in the
salt lake temple 166 genealogical classwork was so important
to both susa and elizabeth that when they began to work out the
details they went to elizabeths father patriarch samuel claridge
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of the st joseph arizona stake and received a remarkable
prophetic blessing 17

susas organizational leadership in genealogy began within
the daughters of utah pioneers DUP which she helped found in
1901 this hereditary organization had a natural genealogical
interest and urged its members to collect genealogies in 1904 susa
was asked to become president but ever on the alert to promote her
cherished genealogical agenda she accepted only on condition that
the organization inaugurate a program for more effectively training
the women in genealogy and encouraging them in temple work the
society agreed and susa was installed in april 1905 18 she wasted
no time in getting started her first two activities through the DUP
were a weekly newspaper column and the establishment of
genealogy classes

joseph christenson who had referred susa to the library
suggested that she ask the deseret evening news to run a depart-
ment on genealogy 19 susa approached the newspaper and the
news accepted her offer to write weekly genealogical articles on
I11 january 1907 her new section first appeared A year later the
herald republican added a similar weekly column which susa
also produced 2010 published each saturday it carried genealogical
news genealogical data on various church leaders and other items
of interest it even found its way into the libraries of genealogical
societies outside utah

the DUP was responsible for the newspaper articles for the
first year and a half it received inquiries and suggestions and susa
prepared the material for publication on 21 july 1908 however the
board of the genealogical society passed a resolution requesting
that the articles on genealogy now appearing in the deseret news
under the auspices of the DUP be published hereafter under the
direction of the genealogical society and that a committee of sisters
to assist in the work be appointed 11212 joseph fielding smith
secretary of the board wrote to susa explaining the contents of the
resolution and asking the sisters to accept the caicallcalcail1 112222

susa readily agreed to the genealogical societysSocie tys request but
her reasons were part of a set of larger concerns for one thing she
believed that the columncolunm had become so significant that it should be
part of the churchschurche official genealogical organization 2321 for
another she was in the midst of a serious disagreement within the
DUP over how far its genealogical activities should range some
including susa and elizabeth wanted to subdivide into groups with
special hereditary interests in great church historical epochs such
as daughters of the founders of the church daughters ofofkirtlandkirtland
daughters of the mormon battalion daughters of the pioneers
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from great britain and so on they also wanted the DUP to become
a church organization rather than a state society they saw its
increasing secularization as a threat to their plans for temple work
and when their suggestions for reorganization were rejected they
took the matter to church leaders at that point anthon H lund
a member of the first presidency and president of the genealogical
society invited them to bring their work over to the society 24

almost immediately susa resigned as DUP president and shifted all
her genealogical programs to the societysSocietys newly organized
womens committee which she chaired she also encouraged all
the women she had been working with to join the genealogical
society of utah 2521 her committee represented the first active
involvement by women in that organization

significantly through its newspaper column its classes and
other projects the DUP was doing at that time as much as if not
more than the church itself to stimulate genealogical work among
the latter day saints but such activity could not long remain
outside the pale of church sponsorship and the shift in 1908 was
a classic example of how the church has sometimes adopted
programs that have been established and conducted successfully
outside its bounds 26

transferring sponsorship of the newspaper department made
no difference in the way it was handled susa continued as editor
and took charge of all publishing details when asked for a history
of the column she explained 1I am the only one who can hope to
give you anything like a connected story of the work done in the

112727two papers
the genealogical department continued in the deseret

evening news for many years though in 1918 it was threatened
with extinction the wartime scarcity ofpaper led the management
of the news to cut down on the size of the saturday paper and
genealogy was one of the features scheduled for elimination the
dauntless susa was outraged on 26 august with the approval of
the board of directors of the genealogical society she sent a
thousand circulars to relief societies throughout the church
calling upon the women to send letters of protest to the church
owned newspaper sometimes business men are more interested
in finances and city dwellers are more interested in society than in
topics pertaining to our spiritual advancement she wrote with
righteous indignation but she urged the right of petition is

always ours and the women in the church may well take advan-
tage of this right to convince our deseret news management
that we are vitally interested in the work of genealogy and temple
work generally 1128112128
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As susa hoped a number of women soon wrote to the
newspaper expressing their concern at the end of september
however the news countered by sending a formforrndorrn letter to all the
relief societies that responded explaining that the department had
not been discontinued it had only been condensed and would
appear less frequently because of the paper shortage the letter
added that the news would publish matters of the greatest interest
to its readers and that it is the best judge of what should and should
not appear in its columns in these days of stress and government
regulations 112129 A stamped envelope was enclosed with the letter and
the sisters were asked to deliver the message to whoever had told
them that the genealogical articles would no longer appear the
sisters dutifully flooded susa young gates with letters 30

dismayed with the attitude of the news and particularly with
what she considered its lack of candor in not admitting that it had
planned to shut down the column she was unwilling to take
undeserved criticism in a letter to joseph fielding smith on
17 october she said she wanted the news to know she had obtained
his approval before she mailed the letters to the relief societies
and explained 1 I think I1 would like to clear my own skirts for
the deseret news letter would indicate that I1 was both untruthful
and out of harmony with the powers that be she added how-
ever I1 do not care very much about it and am willing to do whatever
you think best 113131

As another possible way to lean on the paper on 29 august
susa wrote a strongly worded letter to the board of the genealogical
society in the letter she vehemently protested the loss of the
column reminding the brethren of its inestimable value in
providing communication between genealogists and in making
genealogy a settled part of our daily life and communication
further she lamented if this department ceases and if the relief
society genealogical classes should be discontinued as some
people wish they were it might so cripple our genealogical interests
that the peoples temple activities would suffer irreparable loss in
addition she said apparently convinced that the name of a male
editor connected with the society might carry more weight than
hers for some time I1 have felt that the department should be turned
over to your society and the name of the secretary elder joseph F
smith jr placed there in lieu of my own aindand although this
seems to be a strange time in which to turn over the department to
your society I1 now formally do so and beg of you to resurrect it in
the columns of the news and thus serve the people who greatly need
that help 113232 in a letter to an officer of the sons of the revolution in
los angeles pierson W banning who wrote her asking what he
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could do to save the newspaper section susa said to write directly
to the news because there are always wheels within wheels and
commenting straight to the paper would have more influence 33

although there is no evidence that susa responded directly
to the deseret evening news whatever pressures were applied by
others apparently had an effect on the managements view of
what was newsworthy the genealogy column was absent for a
few weeks in august but it began again as a regular feature in
september even as the controversy continued to rage nephi
anderson prominent writer and genealogist eventually replaced
susa as editor 34

susas development of the newspaper section was typical of
her involvement in genealogy she initiated the section at the
suggestion of a friend and priesthood holder once the suggestion
was made she personally approached the paper and made the
necessary arrangements when the section was threatened she
turned first to the men who led the genealogical society whom she
saw as her priesthood leaders in the matter for permission to write
to the women she then asked the relief societies to help her in a
fight to continue the articles she next encouraged the men to take
over the department in reality as well as nominally because she felt
they would have more influence furthermore she saw the column
as their responsibility as priesthood leaders and felt that the final
decisions should be up to them

susa followed the same pattern in managing genealogical
classes As president of the DLJPDUP she obtained the use of a room for
classes in the historic lion house then being used by the latter day
saints university formal classwork began in the fall of 1906 3511

the classes were approved by officials of the salt lake temple
especially duncan mcallister temple recorder avid genealogist
and personal friend susa directed these meetings and asked both
men and women to give the lessons such genealogical stalwartsstalwarts as
duncan mcallister joseph christenson susa young gates
elizabeth mccune and joseph fielding smith were among the first
lecturers one of the lectures elder smiths salvation universal
was eventually printed in pamphlet form and circulated widely in
the church 3616

the classes were so successful that the DUP was encouraged
to continue them on a regular basis and beginning in the fall
of 1907 weekly classwork was offered the women in charge
were so surprised when sixty people showed up for the first
weekly class that they had to postpone instruction in order to move
to larger accommodations in addition to weekly classes a
special class was conducted on 7 october for the benefit of those
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who had come to salt lake city for the churchschurche semiannual
general conference 37

the following year the genealogical society absorbed the
genealogical programs of the DUP at the first meeting of the
womens committee 4 september 1908 joseph christenson told
the members that their task was to arouse greater interest in
genealogical work and increase membership in the society not
slackening in their labors until a sufficiently large membership had
been secured which would enable the society to purchase every
genealogical book now published or to be published 38 this was
an ambitious charge and the women were equally ambitious
in pursuing it they took full advantage of the already well
established structure of the church by writing the stake presidents
to ask permission to speak in the various wards on the subject of
genealogy and temple work 39 combining genealogical and other
historical interests they held a series of balls and other social
activities commemorating historical events and memorializingmemorializing
church leaders 4010 they continued the lessons and lectures begun
under the auspices of the DUP and beginning in 191910iglo10 published a
yearbook that contained information about meetings and classes
the result of all this activity so impressed the genealogical society
that the january 1910 issue of its magazine reported a great
awakening in the two years past and acknowledged that one of the
chief factors was the womens committee 4411 four years later the
first presidency also complimented the women the sisters in
charge of that work classworklclasswork have labored with zeal and
efficiency and have accomplished wonders not only in the direction
mentioned but in arousing interest in it throughout the church and
greatly increasing the membership of the society 42

the new committee was originally designated the womens
auxiliary comncoancommitteelittee but in 1909 apparently wanting to emphasize
the fact that genealogy was not just womens work the women
asked for a change they wanted to be called the historical division
of the genealogical society of utah the idea was approved but
during the life of the committee both designations seemed to be
applied interchangeably 4341 in 19191010 the societysSocie tys board again made
some changes in its organization the board decided that the work
of the women should be subdivided and that the committee itself
should be superseded by sixsix committees although the new
committees were named in actuality the womens committee
remained intact and active until its work was absorbed by the relief
society in 1912 44

there was good reason for transferring the classes from the
genealogical society to the relief society officially reaching into
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every ward of the church this auxiliary was in a much better
position to promote genealogy among the women than was a small
organization such as the genealogical society which had no
branches and no specially designated leadership at the local level
where the work had to be popularized the womens committee
knew that convincing the relief society to adopt the genealogical
lessons would be a giant step toward achieving the committees
goal of genuine church wide participation

the move took time for there were questions in the minds of
some relief society leaders as to whether their organization should
adopt any uniform course of study some stakes and wards had
prepared their own courses of study and it seemed inappropriate to
interfere with local autonomy by imposing something from above
several discussions took place in 1906 and 1907 at the relief
society general board meetings but all motions to have church
wide lesson plans lost not until the end of 1907 did the board finally
compromise by deciding that it would prepare lesson outlines but
that their use by the stakes would be optional 4541

even the president of the church could not force the issue
when it was first discussed on one occasion president joseph F
smith overheard an interesting conversation about the classes between
his wife julina a member of the relief society general board
president bathsheba W smith of the relief society isabel W
sears and susa he injected himself into the conversation remarking
why sisters you ought to put that work into the relief society

thene women laughingly assured him that such a herculean task was
not possible even for them he repeated his suggestion twice more
but when the women made a tentative effort to introduce the idea to
the reliefsociety they met with no success 46 the problem was not
genealogy per se but only the continuing question of whether
church headquarters should impose any classwork upon local
relief societies the relief society board a highly independent
group was seldom dictated to though after 1911 its complexion
began to change when susa and elizabeth mccune were appointed
as members local organizations meantime also began taking the
initiative and in october 1911 the relief societies ofogden joined
together and requested the genealogical society to send someone
to provide instruction for them 4741

resistance gradually weakened and early in 1912 the
womens committee of the genealogical society wrote to the
relief society officially requesting that the latter take over
genealogical classwork the board agreed and on 20 april 1912 the
first genealogical class under the auspices of the relief society was
begun in ogden although attendance was strictly voluntary fifty
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people showed up susa was there to organize the class the salt
lake city class was there to visit and annie lynch secretary of the
womens committee was designated as the teacher 4841

disappointingly sustaining the first great blush of interest
was difficult out of the initial fifty only ten people continued for the
full sixteen lessons by the middle of 1915 however the ogden
stake reported that 369 people were actively working on genealogy
a total of 5939 genealogical visits had been made and 30777
names had been collected 499 As the work expanded from ogden to
other stakes the relief society accomplished more among the
latter day saints than the priesthood the DUPDLJP or the genealogical
society had ever done

requests kept coming in and in december the womens
committee of the genealogical society proposed that a corps of
instructors be sent throughout the church susa and elizabeth
mccune both could afford to travel so they began to stump the
church preaching the gospel of genealogy they visited all the
latter day saint communities in canada and traveled throughout
southern utah in the summer of 1913 carrying letters of recommen-
dation signed by anthon H lund and joseph fielding smith on the
latter trip they preached genealogy held classes and wrote to the
society urging it to open even more classes 5010

all these classes were still voluntary according to the desires
of the individual stakes and wards but susa and her friends were
working for the day when the relief society general board would
require genealogical classes to be a regularpartregular parnpartpann of the relief society
program in the meantime susa urged the women of other stakes to
write the genealogical society requesting help in setting up
genealogical work she anticipated that eventually the society
would correspond with every stake in the church 51 by the fall of
1913 classes had extended to several additional stakes in salt lake
city special genealogical classes were being held for the general
boards of the relief society and the YLMIA

in some ways the effort to promote relief society genealogy
classes was part of a larger reform movement within the church
beginning with the priesthood a general revitalization effort had
been taking place since about 1907 in 1909 regular lesson manuals
for priesthood meetings were adopted and from there the idea
spread to other church organizations A correlation committee
under the direction of apostle david 0 mckay attempted to
correlate the programs of the various organizations representatives
from the relief society were on that committee 52 finally in 1914
the relief society became the last church auxiliary to inaugurate
regular church wide lessons in that year the relief society
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magazine began publication and carried outlines for monthly
lessons on four different topics the second weekly meeting ofeach
month was devoted to genealogy at long last susa and her friends
saw their ambition fulfilled and for the next seven years the women
of the relief society would spend at least one week a month
studying genealogical techniques

the women took just pride in what they were accomplishing
by 1915 it was reported nearly 700 ward organizations and over
30000 women were studying genealogy relief society leaders
recommended that special committees be appointed in each ward
the 1915 reports showed many wards had fully organized gene-
alogical activities only a few wards gave completely negative or
discouraging reports in one case the person compiling the report
noted sarcastically everybody asleep in beaver 115153

these figures did not mean of course that everything ran
smoothly or that everyone agreed with all that was happening in
november 1917 susa informed the board of the genealogical
society that some branches of the relief society felt discouraged
concerning the somewhat difficult and technical lessons given on
surnames for the past two years and others have felt almost
justified in setting aside these lessons for the more attractive and
really essential work which we are now doing for the red cross
she also discovered that the relief societies in utah stake had
gathered the impression that they were to drop their own

genealogical lessons and confine their genealogical studies to the
outlines just prepared by your society practically demanding a
decision from the board of the society she asked will you kindly
indicate by letterjustletterietter just what you would like to be undone we are
quite willing to continue our lessons or discontinue them on
behalf of the society joseph fielding smith replied in no uncertain
terms we feel that it would be a deplorable thing should you for
any cause discontinue the work in this direction for we consider
the work in the interest of the salvation of the dead as the most
important labor with which we have to do we therefore pray you
that your efforts do not slacken for we hope to see the spirit of
temple work and record making grow until it shall find a pennpermanentanent
place in the hearts and lives of all the latter day saints susa
published his reply in thete reliefsocietyReliefreliefsocietymagazineSociety magazine asking the sisters
to resume your studies with renewed zeal and determination 54

the classes went on
A natural outgrowth of the lessons sponsored by the geneal-

ogical societysSocie tys womens committee was the preparation of the
first genealogical lesson manual susa and others were disturbed by
the fact that nowhere was there a well organized step by step
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printed manual on how to go about research especially after the
committee began to organize and present lessons around the state
they felt they had the expertise to produce a manual susa prepared
most of the material

the first lessons were published in the utah genealogical and
historical magazine beginning in october 1911 but the women
were not satisfied and wanted them published as a book the board
was reluctant for its financial resources were limited and it was
unwilling to gamble on a publication venture taking matters into
their own hands therefore the women raised the money indepen-
dently and after being edited by nephi anderson the lessons were
published in 1912 as a forty five page book lessons in genealogy
vindication of the womens optimism came quickly for within a
year the first edition was sold expenses were met and a second
edition was issued 55

the publication of this little book evoked some interesting
commentary in a german magazine devoted to womens suffrage
the author peter von gebhardt made various favorable observa-
tions about the church and its practices then praised the excellent
little book in glowing terms we ask if the german woman also
could not become active in the field of practical genealogy he
continued and it would be well if the american lesson book could
find imitation among us 115156

another important book published by the relief society with
the approval of the genealogical society was susas surname
book andracialand racial history prepared originally for the use of students
in genealogy classes and for other members of the relief society
three thousand copies were printed and one was sent to every known
genealogical and historical library in america and europe it was
well received complimentary letters poured in from both continents
and newly organized societies as well as many individuals
requested copies 57

the administration of genealogical classes and the prepara-
tion of manuals then had followed a pattern similar to that of the
newspaper column they were suggested by a priesthood leader
originally conducted by the DUP and eventually transferred to the
genealogical society an additional step was the transfer to the
relief society but in all the stages the women sought and obtained
the advice and approval of priesthood leaders

by this time the women of the relief society under the
continuous prodding of susa young gates and her associates had
spearheadedspearheaded a more intensive genealogical program among the
latter day saints than many people had thought possible but they
were not content until they could expand their impact even further
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and the next step was the inauguration of semiannual genealogical
conventions in salt lake city

in the relief society general board meeting of 4 september
1913 jeanetta hyde proposed that a series of genealogical lessons
be given for interested people attending the forthcoming october
general conference of the church it was actually too late to plan
such an activity but the board liked the idea and during the
conference held a special genealogical reception for stake
representatives by april the women were ready with a full scale
three day convention following the regular general conference
meetings and five hundred delegates from sixty five stakes were
present president anthon H lund represented the first presi-
dency of the church in opening the conference but beyond that
the conference was fully a womens affair and the women
conducted all the sessions two meetings consisting of instruction
on genealogical methods and temple work were held each day
emmeline B wells president of the relief society made a
significant observation on the impact of women on genealogical
work when she noted that the work of the relief society is so
closely connected with that of the genealogical society that
membership in the one practically implies interest in the other 58

for the rest of the decade the two societies continued to cooperate
in sponsoring genealogical conferences or lectures at general
conference time

for many women the highlight of the decade was the
international congress of genealogy in july 1915 in connection
with a worlds fair in san francisco the women of the relief
society began planning for it at least a year in advance though at
first they received little official encouragement from church
leaders when susa asked the members of the board of the
genealogical society about helping the california group send out
notices joseph fielding smith replied that the board was not
interested nor did it feel the need to appoint a committee to
cooperate with the california group for the board did not see that
such an action would result in any great prestige to the society 5919

susa and her friends felt differently however and despite the
priesthoodspriesthoods lack of interest they became very much involved in
both the planning and the advertising

both the relief society and the genealogical society of utah
were invited to send delegates to the meeting once they decided to
take part the women made sure that their participation was no small
thing susa obtained permission from the relief society general
board to invite every stake genealogical committee in the church
to send one or more delegates to california plans were made to
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charter a special train from salt lake city circulars were printed
and sent out and the reliefreileRelicrelicsocietysociety magazine zealously promoted
the conference telling the women that if they were frugal they could
finance the entire weeks excursion for fifty dollars 6010

the women responded enthusiastically on 22 july a special
oregon short line train of fourteen cars left salt lake city with
nearly two hundred fifty excursionists aboard they reached san
francisco the next day and on saturday 24 july attended a special
utah day at the fairgrounds there a number of dignitaries spoke
including several california officials utahs governor william
spry and latter day saint church president joseph F smith the
preconference highlight however was the daylongday long meeting of the
genealogical society of utah on 27 july the day before the three
day international congress met there was considerable outside
interest in what the latter day saints were doing and the meetings
were well attended 61

when the international congress of genealogy met the
following three days the latter day saints played a prominent role
there were 106 official delegates from 66 invited organizations
and of these 22 were from the genealogical society of utah and 26
from the genealogical extension division of the relief society 62

in addition the many latter day saint visitors especially women
from the intermountain states swelled the attendance As if to
emphasize the growing significance of the latter day saints in
genealogical work the congress appointed joseph fielding smith
and susa young gates to a number of permanent committees in
addition it authorized the utah genealogical and historical
magazine to publish its proceedings which was done in the october
1915 and january 1916 issues special bronze medals were
presented to anthon H lund as president of the genealogical
society of utah and to emmeline B wells as president of the relief
society 6361 the latter day saint genealogists and especially the
women were making their influence felt

As the second decade of the century progressed it was the
women of the church largely through the relief society who were
chiefly responsible for popularizing genealogy and who carried the
major burden of both research and temple work they led out in
developing genealogical classes instructional manuals improved
research methods and other means of stimulating genealogical and
temple activity for example when the relief society started the
classes on genealogy they introduced an index program to
encourage women to gather information on their families the
relief societies distributed cards on which the women were asked
to record the names and the dates and places of birth and marriage
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of their ancestors after the cards were completed the local relief
societies were to collect them and turn them into the general board
the cards were to become a basis for an index of family names at the
genealogical society 664 the women distributed the index cards until
about 1917 when church leaders asked them to discontinue the
practice in order to shift the relief societysSocie tys focus to increasing
membership in the genealogical society the relief society
dutifully agreed and did not feel responsible for index cards
distributed by the bretheren As susa young gates wrote to maud
B roskelley if the index cards have been distributed by the
agents of the genealogical society we would have no right to pick
them up 65

about the same time the relief society began what soon
became a church wide tradition of temple excursions temple
work for the dead after all was the primary reason for their interest
in genealogy and by 1916 all the women of the church were being
encouraged to spend at least one day a year in one of the temples
doing official work for the dead official work meant doing
templeworktemplework for those people on the relief society charity lists
that is lists of names furnished to the genealogical committee by
those who were unable to go to the temples themselves arrange-
ments were also made for women who lived long distances from the
temples to donate money for the purpose of paying others to do
temple work in addition the relief society encouraged those far
from temples to organize annual temple excursions 66

although the index cards and temple excursions were two
new programs begun by the relief society by 1917 susa felt that
the local women should not initiate new programs without the
support of the genealogical society and that all genealogical
questions in the wards should be referred to the stake president not
to the relief society 67 in 1918 she told the sisters you will never
get anywhere by going at it alone or by trying to be a law unto
yourself our motto is it is better to be united on an inferior plan
than divided over a superior one 116168

the relief society played its role well but by 1920 it was
perhaps inevitable that another change should come the geneal-
ogical society governed directly by the priesthood was also
attempting to organize committees in all the wards and stakes and
there were obvious questions about the propriety of the two groups
conducting overlapping activities the genealogical society
proposed therefore that it take over completely the responsibility
for assisting in research giving genealogical lessons and collecting
index cards while the relief society should continue to promote
annual temple days and excursions for women the relief society
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could also continue lessons so long as they were theological and not
practical in nature in the process however the women of the
church were reminded that despite the changes they should not
slacken your efforts but hold up the hands of the brethren and

continue in the good work of filling our temples 69 the relief
society agreed and for one year 1921 the women conducted
classes on the theological basis of temple ordinances for the dead 7010

that year emmeline B wells was replaced by clarrisa smith
williams as relief society president and the general board was
reorganized although susa was retained on the board she was
taken off the lessons committee and consequently did not have as
much influence on relief society decisions as before 71 the classes
on genealogy were phased out completely

the ease with which susa abandoned her genealogical classes
and the related projects to which she had given years of effort may
be partially explained by the fact that she saw her administrative
involvement in genealogy as a temporary assignment she started
the genealogy classes to deal with what she saw as a lack of
knowledge within the church with the support of the priesthood
leaders she taught classes to both men and women but she felt more
comfortable working directly with the women and moved in that
direction when it was possible she depended upon the genealogi-
cal society for support and gave her full assistance to its plans even
when doing so meant abandoning her own throughout it all she
saw genealogy as a priesthood assignment

nevertheless susa young gates continued to be involved in
genealogy in 1921 the genealogical society officers asked her to
serve on the activities and studies committee directed by her son
inlawin law john A widstoe she accepted the call but said ifyou wish
some active work and help from women in the genealogical
movement I1 would suggest that you create again the womens
committee 72 she explained that the sisters she had worked with in
the past were trained genealogists they had developed study
programs and activities for the relief society young ladies and
the primary association and they had planned programs and
lessons for the genealogical society 73 the womens committee
was not formed again but a number of women served with susa on
the activities committee which was responsible for the
genealogical conventions sponsored on a church wide basis the
womens duties however seem to have been limited to providing
refreshments and organizing the musical numbers they were
generally a support to the conventions which were planned and
conducted by men the society organized no new activities
especially for women
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by the end of 1920 genealogical activity among the latter day
saints was again fully under the auspices of the genealogical
society of utah 74 during the previous two decades genealogy
work had evolved through several stages from a mainly male
oriented missionary work through a variety of activities sponsored
and dominated by women to a return to the direct and active control
of the priesthood it was often the women such as susa young
gates to whom even priesthood leaders wrote for advice on how to
improve their organization and activities female genealogists
stumped the church giving special short courses and preaching the
gospel of ancestor hunting and they staffed the library of the
genealogical society the relief society trained the women the
women took their responsibility seriously and it appears they took
it so well that sometimes their husbands and sons defaulted the
women tried valiantly to provoke the priesthood to good works in
genealogy but in the meantime the women carried the major burden
themselves they nevertheless saw their supervisory assignments
as temporary for genealogy work was ultimately the administrative
responsibility of the priesthood the womens work of more than a
decade however provided the genealogical society with much
new expertise and a vast new clientele
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advocacy and inquiry in the writing
of latter day saint history

david B honey and daniel C peterson

the more we understand individual objects the more we
understand god

spinoza

ethical truth isis mans answer to the progress of his knowledge

paul ricouer

introduction
our epigraphsepigraphyepigraphs suggest that knowledge and spirituality are not

mutually exclusive but rather are essential concomitants in
understanding the significance of life and living it fully recent
debate in latter day saint circles however seems most often to
stress the incompatibility of spiritual faith and historical
knowledge whether the emphasis be on the supposed lack of faith
in latter day saint historiography or on the purported lack of
history in latter day saint apologetics 1 however the debaters
often seem to rely on different underlying assumptions to utilize
different historical forms to address different audiences and to
argue along intellectual lines which lie in different dimensions in
short each faction seems to defend a different definition of history
and of its function the situation is manifestly unproductive and
more than a few onlookers have expressed impatience with it
thomas G alexander a leading practitioner of the so called new
mormon history and one of the central figures in the ongoing debate
between professional historians and apologists has recently
declared it to be imperative that we begin building bridges
between spiritual faith and historical knowledge 2 the present
article attempts to assist in the work of construction

david B honey and daniel C peterson are assistant professors of asian and near eastern languages
brigham young university
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A new approach may lend fresh perspectives if it comes
from beyond the debate this essay does just that in that neither
author is a professional historian nor active apologist both of us
are philologists who work with written sources of all kinds since
we have had the need to consult arabic and chinese historical docu-
ments and on occasion to translate and annotate them we have had
to leamlearnicam something of the proper methodologies of historical
research and of the possibilities and limitations of the modem
discipline of history because we are practicing believers in the
latter day saint faith we have also read and reflected on the
important literature devoted to defending that faith the following
observations can thus be proffered from a neutral quarter as it were
without either side feeling compelled to take us so seriously as to be
offended if our reflections are not found persuasive much of what
we say is not new but the theoretical background to the debate
offered here has not previously appeared in print with sufficient
breadth or emphasis in the context of latter day saint historiography

historical assumptions
the chief concern of those who would understand the

philosophy of an epoch according to the historian of greek
philosophy W K C guthrie should be to isolate the fundamental
assumptions which underlie the various intellectual positions
being advocated in it 3 these assumptions explained guthrie
are that groundwork of current conceptions shared by all men of

any given culture and never mentioned because it is taken for
granted as obvious 4 latter day saint historians and those who
read their works have never been especially good about clarifying
the assumptions that underlie their historical endeavors nor do many
of those who find some of this work objectionable seem to under-
stand that their own unspoken assumptions predispose them to a
negative assessment of latter day saint historical scholarship

however a recent work of davis bitton and leonard J
arrington cormonsmormons and their historians is helpful for assessing
the value of twentieth century latter day saint history because the
authors are careful to clarify their subjects assumptions 5 for
instance we are told that B H robertss assumptions are those of
romantic historiography which involved responding

emotionally to the past and compared history to drama and
sought to present it dramatically 1361166 also andrew love neff
assumed that the principal purpose of well written mormon
history was to show why and how the mormon pioneers
functioned in a political economic social and religious way as they
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did 7 further examples include fawnfown brodie who assumed that
joseph smiths claims were spurious herjobher job the authors point
out was therefore to find the mundane level of explanation and
dale morgan who opted for naturalistic explanations in
interpreting the latter day saint past 8 As final instances
arringtonsArring tons personal assumptions are aired as well as those of other
scholars such as richard bushman jan shipps and charles S
peteronpeterson who were more sympathetic to the spiritual factor in
latter day saint history 9

in examining bitton and arringtonsArringtons analyses we should first
ask ourselves what their own underlying assumptions are being
professionally trained historians a frequent phrase of theirs bitton
and arrington assume the outlook of their profession historio-
graphy has developed from sixteenth century french practitioners
into its modem form 10 a development that has seen historiography
evolve from an earnest but essentially amateurish pastime into a
disciplined science no longer is special pleading specious
handling of sources selective inclusion of data or emphasis on
style over substance to be tolerated in historiographical circles I111I1

modem latter day saint historians are often unsatisfied with the
narrative and inspirational histories produced in previous
generations accustomed to more rigorous standards of
documentation often interested in different approaches these
people and thousands of others who may not have had the
specialized training but who share the attitudes the authors
conclude constitute an audience for mormon history that did not
exist before the war 12

we will examine bitton and arringtonsArring tons assumptions
especially the assumption that the modern latter day saint
historian is automatically motivated and guided by the historio-
graphy of inquiry

historical FORMS

the fundamental tasks of the typical historian are often
compressed into three main spheres of activity later we will say
more about the inadequacy of this description first historians
search for facts that is they research second after selecting
certain facts for special consideration they judge the facts
reliability and importance or evaluate third they organize and
synthesize the facts to reconstruct past events or to solve problems
or interpret in this description the differences in the subjective
processes of evaluation and interpretation are what distinguish
various historical forms from each other
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one modem model of history that is useful for this discussion
recognizes three such historical forms exemplar evolutionary and
fufunctionalnctimctional structural according to traian stoianovich a historian
of modem french historiography exemplar historiography is a
guide to action its function is to select the relevant example
paradeigma exemplumexemplum in the didactic sense of being illustrative

of what the society through the historian desires to inculcate and
what it wants to warn against 13 the second paradigm
evolutionary historiography examines the particular with the
object of discovering the general or universal laws of human
development but also focuses on the particular aspects of
change for their own sake 14 the third paradigm functional
structural historiography continued stoianovich embraces
problem solving and puzzle solving 5 the weaning of historical
inquiry from the composition of narratives to the investigation of
problems was introduced and adopted as a historical paradigm by
yet another group of frenchmen lucien febvre marc bloch and
their annales group 16 this movement made possible the flourishing
of many types of history economic technological social and
the like as different investigative techniques were developed to
answer newly posed questions 17

in examining the historical assumptions of bitton and
arrington we find that the modem form of historical inquiry
followed by professionally trained historians did develop out of
sixteenth century france and that it avails itself of certain quasi
scientific techniques in order to insure accuracy and clarity of
presentation but the framework of bitton and arlingtonsarringtonsarlingtonnArlingArring tons inquiry
tracing the development of latter day saint historiography up to its
present form the third problem solving paradigm and trying to
understand the general pattern and some of the changing standards
of historical writing 8 presupposes the obsolescence of the first
paradigm indeed the authors barely allow the parallel existence of
the exemplar paradigm assigning to it the pious preservation of
primary sources and the creation of popular works 19 but the
exemplar paradigm of historiography cannot be dismissed lightly
it happens to have been the earliest historical form antedating even
the doughty french and has strong advocates in both secular and
religious spheres even in the twentieth century

EXEMPLAR historiography
the purpose of the exemplar paradigm is to advocate a point

from early on in classical antiquity it determined the content of
historical works
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the earliest western example is herodotus the traditional
father of history he stated that he composed his narrative so that

the memory of the past may not be blotted out from among men by
time and that great and marvelous deeds done by greeks and
foreigners and especially the reason why they warred against each
other may not lack renown 2010 his subject was the klea andron the
famous deeds of men 221 yet his historical assumption or we may

say his theoretical framework was based on the conventional
morality of the greeks of his time and therefore did not need to be
and hence was not stated explicitly at the least it was clearly
not emphasized22emphasized22

.2222 his assumption was defined by hugh lloyd-
jones as follows

herodotus was not merely a great collector of facts but a great
historian one who saw history not simply as a mass of events and
genealogies but as a process whose meaning he made a sustained
attempt to understand he interpreted history in terms of the outlook
upon human life common to educated persons of his place and time
his work is pervaded by all the characteristic features of the archaic
greek outlook notably a conviction of the alallI1 powerfulpowerfulnessness of the
gods and the insignificance of man and a belief that the gods
maintain the universal order ofjusticeofjustice by chastising not only mortals
who offend against each other but also mortals who infringe by word
or action their own peculiar prerogatives 23

the chief moral lesson exemplified by herodotuss stories is the
perils of pride 24 hence greek historiography started out with a

moral element however with the passage of time that moral
element loomed ever larger and greek historical writing grew more
and more tendentious by the end of the fourth century it had
become frankly judgmentaljudgmental historians even turned to lecturing
their audiences and to pronouncing praise or blame on the conduct
of individual men or the public policies of cities 25

not only history but all of greek literature and other cultural
forms including drama and music held an overarching application
to moral development through education in the three volumes of
hispaideiahis Paipalpaideiapeideiadeiadela wernerwemer jaeger exhaustively examined greek literature
from this point of view 2621 his goal was to trace the concept of arete
virtue or goodness and its semantic evolution from homer to

plato to see why the greeks themselves saw their spiritual world
so unhistorically namely as the cosmic structure of unchanging
norms and not as a merely temporal course of events 5127112727 even
the goal of philosophy according to socrates was itself moral
the attainment of arete through knowledge would bring man into
alignment with the cosmic structure of unchanging norms or
platonic ideas 2328
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another equally early instance of exemplar historiography is
found in the east traditional chinese scholarship produced exemplar
history almost solely

practically speaking exemplar history to the chinese historian
meant that he included in his narrative only those facts personalities
and events which served to illustrate either positively or ornegativelynegatively
the ethical norms and principles he supported the moral message inin
the chinese histories appears in the earliest one to survive the
archival court chronicle of the state of lu the chun chiu spring
and autumn annals and was of course based upon orthodox
confucian conceptions of behavior within an idealized society as
taught by or read into the confucian classics this moral
message permeated historical understanding and indeed has been a
prime motivation for writing and criticizing history 29

the chinese form of exemplar historiography can be
compared with the classical greek tradition but only rather loosely
both provided models of conduct encouraging the moral and
discouraging the immoral but while exemplar historiography
maintained a unitary form in china in the west it branched off
over time into various divisions narrative biography and
hagiography biography and hagiography remained the bastion
of moralizedmoralizermoralized history and eventually began to be recognized for
what they finally did become pious and reverent mythology the
narrative branch became progressively etiolatedpetiolatedetiolated spiritually until it
was finally harnessed to purely scientific inquiry by the industrious
french chinese exemplar historiography further differs from the
western tradition in the striking fact that it is still the official
historical form innocently promulgated by the powers that be
today of course the party has replaced the moral element with a
marxist one but the partysbartys intent is still advocacy the verification
and description of the dialectical materialist view of history as time
marches from one ineluctable stage of history to the next the
discernment of the justification of history through the signs of
periodizationperiodization has thus become the modem peoples republic of
china equivalent of the hoary confucian concern for interpreting
the will of heaven by means of omens and oracles 30

in islamic historiography as well the exemplar paradigm has
dominated since the very beginning of the tradition As M G S

hodgson expressed it muslim civilization had and continues to
have a persistent sense of the moral importance of historical
events 113131 even more than usually in the iranofrano semitic traditions
he wrote islamic piety reflected a strong historical conscious-
ness 3231 the quranqurdn itself stresses the lessons and warnings
embodied in the history of former times and frequently refers to the
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experiences of past nations and peoples in order to emphasize
the spiritual and ethical precepts that could be learned from
them further the quran indicates that the words of the prophet
muhammad were divinely inspired and that his life provided a
modelmodel for other muslims to emulate thus it is not surprising
that succeeding generations of learned muslims lacking either a
living prophet or a papal madisteriummagisterium considered it a duty to devote
their attention to the words and deeds of muhammad and that
those words and deeds came to be not merely sources of spiritual
guidance but also precedents applicable to tojurisprudencejurisprudence adminis-
trative questions and the affairs of daily life and before long
when it became clear that the life of one man even if that man
were muhammad could not supply sufficient material for the
guidance of a wide and varied empire his associates the so
called companions also came to be regarded as paragons of
wisdom and virtue paradigms for emulation 33

reports badithhadithadith of what the prophet and his companions had
said and done as well as of what they had left unsaid or had
forbidden to be done were assiduously gathered from all comers of
the vast arab empire they were carefully sifted and the chains of
transmitters by which the hadith had reached the collectors ears
were minutely examined were all of the transmitters honest were
they marked by suspicious partisan bias could they really have
met each other so as to have effected the purported transmission
where did they live were they contemporaries these questions

all required tools of historical analysis making it virtually
impossible in the earliest islamic centuries to distinguish history
from hadith scholarship 34

1an understanding of history was necessary wrote
hodgson if only because the divine revelation had itself been
historical through prophets sent to given peoples at given
times and the islamic community in which the godly life was to
be lived was a historical community 35 but there was a yet more
pressing reason for an expansion of the scope of islamic
historiography eventually as new questions arose and the finite
resources of hadith proved insufficient the majority of muslim
scholars allowed that the consensus ijmaqjmd of the learned within
the islamic community could be a source of legal precedent and
authority thus the experiences of learned muslims came to be
viewed as revelatory in its broad lines history was an expression
of the will of god this belief led naturally to an even wider
study of the past and gave that study a deeply religious hue 3616

the great traditionalist and jurisprudent urwaarwa b al zubayrzuhayr
d 712 AD is aclearexamplea clear example ofthis attitude urwaarwa whom A A duri
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called the forerunner of historical writing among the arabs and
A guillaume called the founder of islamic history was
characterized by an asceticism and a religiosity which were
intimately related to his love of learning and such interests and
attitudes were widely shared al zuhrizuhrfuhri d 742 AD for instance
who founded the historical school of medina was basically a
scholar of hadith among the theological and juridical materials he
gathered were items that were more purely historical and a mastery
of all of these materials led for him to limurmurnumm or knowledge such
mastery not only filled social and spiritual needs but was he
thought an act of faith 3717

the great ideological battles of the first centuries of islam
were fought in terms of historical scholarship who should have
succeeded the prophet muhammad as political leader of the nascent
arab empire should leadership of the community remain within
the prophets family alone ones answer to these questions
depended very much upon historical considerations such as
whether or not one accepted the story that during an encampment at
the pond of ghadir khummchumm muhammad had appointed all as his
successor most of the factions of the empire evolved out of such
politico historical disputes partisans of the abbasidabb5sidAbbasid dynasty
chronicled its activities in such a way as to make its claimed
messianic nature clear and drew upon older islamic patterns to do
so 38 for the muslim historian tarif khalidi wrote muslim
history was of immediate relevance to the legal and theological
disputes of the community 3919 the situation continues to be so
today for example the persisting disagreement between shiitesshultes
and sunnissunmsbunnis is firmly rooted in events of the seventh century AD
even events and personalities of the present day are habitually
assimilated to events and figures of the remote past thus jimmy
carter and the late shah of iran are routinely depicted in shiite
iconography as the two chief villains in the martyrdom of the
sainted grandson of muhammad and israel is frequently compared
to the latin crusader kingdom of jerusalem

sometime in the early ninth century AADD when a distinct
discipline of historiography had begun to arise out of the study of
legal and theological hadith the discipline still retained its didac-
tic intention history wrote A A duri summarizing the views
of the classical arab historians provides examples enabling
the individual to live a better life and serving to enlighten
the ruling authorities history was thus important for a proper
education 40 at the very least the administrator wanted
guidance in the increasingly complex affairs of state and history
itself was often the only guide to precedent 114411 three of the
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major figures of islamic historiography should serve to illustrate
this point 4241

almost certainly the greatest of classical arabic historians
was ibn jarircarir al tabaritabar d 923 AD his historical work has been
held in the highest repute not only bymuslimsby muslims of all periods but
also by western orientalistsorienta lists 4341 al tabartabaritabani was a legal theorist a
historian and author of the most substantial of all quran
commentaries 44 given these interests he predictably sought to
elucidate the will ofgod in his history 45 he followed the quranicqurdnicjuranicQuranic
treatment of the struggle between righteousness and iniquity in the
pre islamic period and clearly felt that the chief value of studying
ancient nations was didactic from such study one could come to
understand the workings of god and see how he exalted the
virtuous and humbled the evil 111646 but al tabaristabarlstabaras didactic approach
to history was not limited to his treatment of the pre islamic era or
of pagan unbelievers for he was also

concerned with tracing the success and failure of the various
communities that had been summoned to follow gods will and
particularly the triumphs and backslidings of the muslim
community moreover he was as befitted a shari legal scholar
concerned above all with the responsible behaviour of individuals
not with the workings of institutions as such or even primarily with
the splendour of kings he produced a record of the personal
decisions of muslim souls in the series of choices which had faced the
muslim community 47

for al tabari history was an expression of divine will and he
wrote it accordingly his history is thus the counterpart to his
quran commentary just as the latter elucidates the will of god
through his words the formerformerelucidateselucidates the will of god through the
activities ofmankind 114148 it cannot however be overstressedoverstressed that al
tabarisbabarisTabaris commitment to exemplar historiography did not mean he
was not honest or scrupulous in his use of sources the main
characteristic oftheannalsof the annalsannais declared D M dunlop is undoubtedly
the effort which has been made to attain to historical truth 114949

another arabic historian al Mamasudimaslidhaslidslidsild d 956 AD wrote two
major works the muruamurujmuriij al dhahabshahab meadows of gold and the
tanblhtanbih admonition which are still extant and which are
generally considered to be masterpieces of arabic historical
writing 5010 his wide travels and fascinating narratives sometimes
reminiscent of ripleyspleysRi beibelbelievebelleveieveleve it or not have led many
western readers to think of him as the herodotus of the arabs 115151

like al tabari al masud sought lessons in history he felt that he
could detect in the ebb and flow of events the rules for causing a
society to prosper or fall into ruin A recurrent theme is how nations
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of the past who had religious truth and wisdom had relapsed into
infidelity and barbarism in order to counteract such a tendency
al masudimasudmamudi used history to illustrate tenets of his own shiite sect
of islam as well as elements from the political philosophy of al
Ffarabiarabi d 950 AD 5251 the wise man alfal Ffarabiarabi said who
contemplates the course of human events will discover the wisdom
ikmahikmdhiked to be found therein 1153115153

ibn KhalkhaikhaldunkhalclunclUn d 1406 AD has been described as a per-
sonalitysona lity trstres reralistealiste not given to idealism and has sometimes
been called the founder of sociology because of his attempts to
identify the social laws undergirding historical change 54 these
laws and the cycles of social bloom and decay with which he
illustrates them go considerably beyond al masgdismasudfs treatment of
similar issues intriguingly they resemble the book of mormonscormonsMormons
cyclical view of history in several important ways ibn khaldunkhaldiinkhaldianKhaldunaidun
too had a practical interest in his subject he hoped to use the
principles which he could detect operating in the past to predict and
thus to control the future and surprisingly in someone who has
often been considered a cynic he claimed divine inspiration in
his discoveries 5515

in many ways islamic historians were simply carrying on the
historical emphasis which is characteristic of the abrahamic
tradition of which their religion is such an important part this
emphasis was operational already in the remarkable chronicles of
the hebrew bible and sharply distinguishes judaism christianity
and islam from the relatively ahistorical religious and cultural
traditions found elsewhere on the globe memory and forgetting
are major themes throughout the bible and the result of the efforts
of the hebrew and christian writers was as yosef hayim
yerushalmi aptly remarked not theology but history on an
unprecedented scale 56

once israel settled in canaan the danger was always great that
the people would forget their heritage and thus lose their identity 57

the hebrew bible repeatedly warns against this danger but the
biblical appeal to remember yerushalmi observed has little to do
with curiosity about the past israel is told only that it must be a
kingdom of priests and a holy people nowhere is it suggested that
it become a nation of historians memory is by its nature selective
and the demand that israel remember is no exception 58 like most
primitive peoples the skeptical michael oakeshott remarked with
no little condescension the past had meaning for them only in so
far as it was seen to be their past their concern was with its life not
with its deadness for them it was a saga it was in fact a
mythology an effort to make actual and impressive their beliefs
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about their present world and about the character of god 59 we
shall return later to this matter of historical selectivity

in medieval jewry there was much meditation and writing on
the meaning of jewish history but very little actual historiography
indeed the only kind of historiography generally accepted was that
concerning the chain of tradition the rabbinic personalities that
transmitted law and doctrine to the present this approach is
obviously similar to the tradition ofofhadlthhadith scholarship in islamisiamislam6060

throughout the medieval period historiography remained
peripheral and the main ways of remembering the past in judaism
were ritual and liturgical with all the scientific limitations that
such means imply the relevant past was the distant or formative
past which provided the archetypes and patterns for understanding
even current persecutions and events 61 individual jews identified
themselves with their ancestors and in doing so recapitulated the
past 62 this schematology clearly reveals a concern for meaning
as opposed to mere historical curiosity 63

it is only in the sixteenth century that we see something truly
historiographical in the modem sense taking an important place
among jews but even then there was a defensiveness about the
writing ofhistory which continued until the late eighteenth century
and transcendent meaning was sought by many observant jews in
a historical cabalism rather than in the new comparatively secular
records of the jewish past 64 yerushalmi argued that this new history
was probably foreign a product of assimilation evidence of jewish
lack of confidence and remarked that while history continued to
hold little interest for many it assumed great importance for a
distinct few becoming indeed the faith of fallen jews 116165

michael oakeshott would have us refuse the name history
to the kinds of writing we have surveyed from ancient greece
classical and modem china fonformativenative and classical islam and
ancient and medieval judaism whenever he declared the past
is regarded as a storehouse of political wisdom as the authority for
a body of religious beliefs as a mode of expressing a philosophical
system or as the raw material of literature wherever the past is seen
in specific relation to the present that past is not the past in history
instead it is what he calls the practical past a past that is scanned
for practical guidance to right action and correct belief in the
present the practical past he announced is a past alien to that
in history history is the past for the sake of the past 116666

but to follow oakeshott would be to redefine the word
history so as to allow the legitimacy only ofofstoianovichsstoianovichs third

paradigm it would be to arbitrarily dismiss the overwhelming
bulk of historical works as they have been produced over much
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of the globe and throughout much of human history for as we
have seen exemplar historiography has both a wide distribution and
a rich heritage not only does it dominate chinese and classical
greek historical writing but it is the preeminent mode of histori-
cal thinking in the two abrahamic traditions of islam and
premodempremodernpremodelpremodem judaism these traditions are closely related in their
use of history and other areas to mormonism however there is
a closer tradition one of which the latter day saints feel them-
selves to be communicant members in the west the main survival
of the exemplar tradition of advocacy excluding the realms of
political propaganda and biography is the unbroken chain of
christian literature commencing with the gospels oakeshott is
correct in observing that while christianity seems almost from
the beginning to have provided a new incentive for studying the
past it provided no incentive whatever for studying the his-
torical past rather the emphasis from the very beginning was
on what oakeshott termed as we have seen the practical past 67

the unique form and purpose of the gospels were superbly
summarized by wemerwerner kummel as follows

in the synoptic gospels we meet for the first time a new and
distinctive literary genus viewed as a literary formforrndorrn the gospels are
a new creation the aim of the gospels is not recollection about
jesus nor glorification of his miracles these form only one aspect
among others of the gospels content but the main concern is
rather to evoke faith and to strengthen it jesus words and deeds are
brought together from out of his life and reproduced in the form of a
simple narrative in order to show to the early christian church the
ground of its faith and to provide nirmfirmfinn support in its mission for
preaching instruction and debate with its opponents 68

christian historiography ever after whether apologetic
hermeneutic or elegiac has taken if not forforaa specific topic then
at least as the underlying assumption the event in human history
that the gospels narrated the creation incarnation and
consummation of christ therefore the christian theology of
history a history of fulfillment and salvation according to karl
lowith was and is ultimately eschatological because it concerns
the future our future in the kingdom of god as determined by our
relationship with the agent of the event in history christ

according to the new testament view the advent of christ is not a
particular though outstanding fact within the continuity of secular
history but the unique event that shattered once and for all the whole
frame of history by breaking into its natural course which is a course
of sin and death the importance of secular history decreases in direct
proportion to the intensity of mans concern with god and himself 69
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it is within the framework of this unabashedly teleological
view of history that latter day saints function qua latter day
saints they view reality define epistemology choose modes of
explanation decide issues and judge conduct on the basis of
immediate moral applications and ultimate eternal consequences
within the framework of the gospel plan 070O in doing so they
clearly follow the scriptures

given their religious commitment it is not surprising that
many latter day saint historians modem scientific and other-
wise choose at times usually when addressing the latter day saint
public to adopt the paradigm of exemplar historiography their
concern on such occasions is not to solve a puzzle to answer a
question or to identify the historically anonymous the concern of
other historiographic paradigms but as with the gospels to
inculcate faith and motivate to good works 71 with paul they say
for I1 determined not to know any thing among you save jesus

christ and him crucified and my speech and my preaching was
not with enticing words of mans wisdom but in demonstration of
the spirit and of power that your faith should not stand in the
wisdom of men but in the power of god 1 I1 cor 222244 5 they
like paul seek to convert and to motivate through testimony not to
persuade through logic or to teach bald abstract facts but because
of different factors they adopt different methods depending on their
purpose audience and personal abilities

the experience of paul offers an early example of the
necessity of choosing a method to match the audience he and other
early missionaries often changed their approaches from place to
place because the jew required a sign and the greeks seek after
wisdom 1 I1 cor 123 the sign ofa bomeborne testimony appropriate
for jewish auditors was often replaced as a preliminary step by the
wisdom of a polished speech that incorporated rhetorical devices

philosophical terminology and literary allusions a greek audience
would appreciate 7212 latter day saint historians will likewise adjust
their medium depending on the audience sunday school classes
are likely to require a different presentation than even institute or
BYU religion classes but the purpose in each case is the same to
teach the commandments and church responsibilities to edify
uplift and comfort and to inspire to action through various
approaches such as sharing a faith promoting experience from the
past or present relating an illustrative story or interesting sidelight
presenting a doctrinal exposition or the sine qua non of gospel
scholarship and teaching inviting the guidance and witness of
the holy ghost As an example of this type of historical writing
richard 0 cowans book the church in the twentieth century
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serves well even though the lord has worked through fallible
human beings and institutions cowan declared in his intro-
duction 1I am convinced that his hand can be seen not only in
specific incidents where inspired guidance was obvious but also in
the overall progress ofhis kingdom during the present century thus
we do not need to look only to past ages for examples of divine
direction or assistance cowan expressed the hope that his readers
would find not only information in his volume but inspiration
nevertheless he insisted that his type of advocacy historiography
does not involve surrendering the canons of professional
historiography even though I1 have written from the perspective of
faith he said 1I have also wanted to follow high standards of
historical scholarship I1 do not believe that one necessarily excludes
the other 55711171557373

we agree historians of the exemplar paradigm even if they
elect to apply this method in the nonscientific setting of didactic
religious consumption are employing an honorable approach with
hoary roots in antiquity an approach that as we have seen
continues to be utilized today in fact this model was dominant
among american historians as recently as the early nineteenth
century and when scientific historians began to displace their
predecessors of the early nineteenth century such ass george
bancroft william lothrop motley william H prescott and
francis parkman and indeed to feel something akin to contempt
or disdain for them the issue was certainly not one of scholarship
the older scholars had been assiduous gatherers of evidence
careful in their analysis diligent in their documentation instead
the disagreement involved the moral posture of the historian the
older historians had felt that they had an urgent message to deliver
to the general reading public they made no effort to attain
authorial invisibility and their works were characterized by

16explicit moralizingmoral izing and overt partisanship their critics
complained that everything came to the reader as interpreted by the
historian and that the reader was thus at his or her mercy the facts
were selected and arranged according to the notions of the
historian 7471 As we shall see later the second charge was something
of a red herring since facts are always selected and arranged
according to the notions of the historian

hegel categorized what we term exemplar historiography as
the pragmatic species of the reflective kind of history and
mused on its contemporary use as follows

disgusted by such reflective histories readers have often returned
with pleasure to a narrative adopting no particular point of view
these certainly have their value but for the most part they offer only
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material for history we germans are content with such the french
on the other hand display great genius in reanimating bygone times
and in bringing the past to bear upon the present condition of things 75

like the french of yesteryear latter day saints are particularly
animated by faith promoting stories from the past but in light of the
nature of the exemplar paradigm if latter day saints who practice
it leave out less than desirable episodes tell only one side of the
story or are incomplete in their treatment their actions do not imply
that they are somehow dishonest or bad historians given the
didactic basis of their theoretical framework irrelevant aspects may
be justifiably ignored 76 in ignoring such aspects they follow in the
footsteps of earlier jewish exemplar historians whose selectivity
has been noted previously

unfortunately modem scientific historians take a more
narrow view of their discipline and often seem to think that their
particular approach is the only viable one within the field examples
abound of such historians criticizing exemplar historiography from
the unfair and ultimately irrelevant perspective for the purpose of
the author ofoftroiantroiantrolan stoianovichs third paradigm for instance
bitton and arrington summarized the history of the church of
jesus christ oflatterof latter day saints period I1I1 edited by B H roberts
as a story ofgods dealings with his people how people dressed
what they ate how things went in their family the preoccupations
of their secular life were unimportant there was no search for
political economic social or psychological causes of events the
central themes were the dramatic tensions between the church and
the world between god and his church 77 thomas alexander a
veteran practitioner of the third paradigm acknowledged that the
venerative scholars his classification of latter day saint

exemplar historians pose questions and use methodologies
different than his own brand of history yet he then criticized them
for having been unwilling to probe the difficult areas an aspect
of history that is utterly irrelevant to their didactic task which he
himself described as the need to reaffirm the faith of latter day
saints for whom they are writing 78 james clayton did not concede
that any histohistoricalficaificalnical paradigm exists other than some ideal histohistoricalfical
craft the essence of which is violated by the one sided history we
have characterized as exemplar historiography 79 we must stress
that we agree with the learned historians that exemplary writing is
unsatisfactory from the point of view of third paradigmatic tasks
and that one problem with teaching only what is uplifting to cite
clayton again may be that this approach leaves people unprepared
to face the realities of life 80 but these are tangential problems
which concern the applicability of exemplary historiography not
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the central concern of its separate existence and function within the
discipline of history the point is therefore and this is crucial
that both types of historiography have a purpose an audience and
an application for life the existence of the exemplar mode of
historiography should therefore be acknowledged and its
practitioners left free to write for audiences of their own choosing

for all these reasons advocates deserve full participation
in latter day saint scholarship even if their products may not
always be useful for third paradigmatic historical goals at the
very least they deserve serious and evenhandedeven handed treatment in any
discussion of latter day saint historiography especially in
such a work as mormonscormons and their historians its title does after
all imply that some attention will be paid to the relationship
between latter day saints laity as well as intellectuals and
historians that is unless it is understood that the historians
included represent only developmental stages in the evolution of
one single unitary historiographical form but such narrow
treatment would be itself a form of special pleading and would need
to be frankly acknowledged

THE THIRD PARADIGM

but what of latter day saint historians who adopt the equally
honorable more scientific and less tendentious paradigms of
modemmodern historiography do they merit inclusion under the rubric
mormon historian apart from the trivial sense of historian

whose personal religion is mormonism can they serve the
kingdom even if their methodological framework being secularly
based rejects that of theological history

our answer is yes the crux of the issue seems to us to be a
question not of which historiographical model is best or right in
some cosmic sense but of which is immediately applicable and
suitable for the task at hand if an inquiry historian opts to address
a different audience than does the advocacy historian his method
and his paradigm will naturally differ as well

the task of the third paradigm it will be recalled is to solve
8811 no is made thoseparticular problems attempt generally by

operating within this paradigm to relate the solution ororbitbit of data to
an overriding view of reality or to the purported meaning of
history 82 rather the third paradigmatic historian seeks to set his
solution within a framework of objectivity relating it to other
similar data in order to see what pattern or construct is discernible
however as peter novick has pointed out historical objectivity
is not a single idea but rather a sprawling collection of assumptions
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attitudes aspirations and antipathiesantipathies at best it is what the
philosopher W B gallie has called an essentially contested
concept like social justice or leading a christian life the exact
meaning of which will always be in dispute novick nonetheless
attempted to recapitulate the principal elements of the idea of
historical objectivity among these he said is a sharp separa-

tion between knower and known historical facts are seen as
prior to and independent of interpretation whatever patterns
exist in history are found not made the historian is to purge
himself of preferences and biases of partisanship 8311

the notion that the historian consults all the facts and then lets
them fonformfonnn a hypothesis within his or her mind is widespread and we
have already alluded to it above it suggests that the historians first role
is to recall rather than to think that he or she is primarily a recep-
tive rather than a constructive agent that in michael oakeshottsOakeshotts
memorable phrase he or she is a memory not a mind 84 what is
important to the serious student wrote melvin T smith who appears
to hold some such view is that interpretation and uses of datafactsdata facts
follow their acquisition historians should not have the big answers
before they have the evidences for them 85 while there is something
to be said for this position it can easily mislead

michael oakeshott powerfully questioned the naive notion
that history begins with the collection of data of isolated facts
which are then scrutinized before any theory is developed if we
consider what is in the mind of the historian as he collects his
material he argued we shall find in place of this supposed
miscellaneous assortment of facts first a homogeneous system of
ideas or postulates in terms of which he is conscious of whatever
comes before him the collection of materials is certainly not the
first step in history furthermore oakeshott contended the mind
of the historian

contains not only a system of postulates but also a general view of
the course of events an hypothesis governed by these postulates
no historian ever began with a blank consciousness an isolated idea
or a genuinely universal doubt for none of these is a possible state
of mind he begins always with a system of postulates largely
unexamined which define the limits of his thought and with a
specific view of the course of events a view consonant with his
postulates and whenever the historian imagines himself actually
to begin with the collection of materials he is suffering from
an illusion 8616

indeed oakeshott has argued on a more general level that
there is no such thing anywhere in any discipline or even in
everyday life as pure sensation prior to judgment and thought
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in thought there is nothing analogous to the painters colourscolouos or the
builders bricks raw material existing apart from the use made of
it sensation implies consciousness consciousness implies
judgment and judgment is thought 87

there is no knowledge of things apart from concepts to
see to touch to taste to hear to smell is always and everywhere to
judge and to infer 8818

fact is what has been made or achieved it is the product of
judgment it is not what is given it is what is achieved in
experience facts are never merely observed remembered or
combined they are always made- we cannot take facts because
there are none to take until we have constructed them 8919

it seems clear following oakeshott that neither the original witness
nor the historian sifting the records of such witnesses is in a
privileged position transcending nonnormalnalnai human experience and
simply responding to the facts as they are we perceive only that
which we in some sense recognize that which hassomehansomehas some meaning
or significance for us oakeshott wrote 9010 the historians business
is not to discover to recapture or even to interpret it is to create
and to construct 91

leonard arrington recognized this point in 1968 when he
wrote that the historian

invests the narrative with meaning by consciously selecting from the
sources what he thinks important by interpolating in the reports of
the participants and observers things which they do not explicitly say
and by rejecting or amending what he regards as due to
misinformation or mendacity above all he puts his sources in the
witness box and by cross examination extorts from them
information which in their original statements they withheld either
because they did not wish to give it or because they did not realize
they possessed it in other words the latter day saint historian like
other historians must read contemporary accounts with a question in
his mind and seek to find out by inference and otherwise what he
wants to find out from them every step in his research depends on
asking a question 9291

arringtonsArring tons comments although they implicitly presuppose
the historiography of inquiry as the only valid model are essentially
correct As oakeshott maintained before a recorded event
becomes an historical event a judgment must have been
interposed 93 and it is not only historians or even social scientists
and scholars in the humanities who are under the necessity of
makingjudgmentsmaking judgments at the very beginning of their enterprise and who
consequently fall prey to the human condition of subjectivity
about thirty years ago charles darwin wrote in a letter of 18611861

there was much talk that geologists ought only to observe and not
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theorize and I1 well remember someone saying that at this rate a man
might as well go into a gravel pit and count the pebbles and describe
the colourscolouoscolours how odd it is that anyone should not see that all
observation must be for or against some view if it is to be of any
serviceservice9494 even within the stricter traditions of scientific theory
proper there is some room for differences of national local and
even personal style wrote stephen toulmin in cosmology to a
large degree theories depend on the earlier backgrounds and
presuppositions that the writers bring to this task 95 william
barrett showed convincingly that even mathematics and symbolic
logic surely the most purely objective of all disciplines bear the
marks of their cultural context 9616

the reality is that all historians whether they be in our
terminology of the advocacy school or adherents of the third
paradigm come to their materials with questions and hypotheses
with preconceived notions or with positions seeking support their
presuppositions blind them it is true to some of the possibilities of
their data but it is both humanly impossible and undesirable to
think without presuppositions since only our preexisting questions
and hypotheses allow us to see anything in the data at all the
nineteenth century american historian francis bowen wrote

A naked record of facts must be untrustworthy it will be not merely
incomplete but deceptive it will give rise to undue impressions and
create false judgments it is impossible to write history without
seeking either avowedly or stealthily or unawares to verify some
hypothesis or establish some theory which furnishes a reason and a

guide for the selection and arrangement of materials the facts
have no connection with each other and the story has no unity unless
some doctrine lies at the bottom to which they are all more or less
related 9791

nelson blake was entirely correct when he declared that without
imagination the historian could not see any patterns of meaning in

91QO

past occurrences
one serious attempt to define historical objectivity while

taking into account the many varied factors at play in the historians
own mind can be found in the words of historical economist
immanuel wallerstein he asserted that the scholars role is to
discern within the framework of his commitments the present
reality of the phenomena he studies to derive from this study
general principles from which ultimately particular applications
may be made wallerstein described the limitations of the
framework of objectivity as follows truth changes because
society changes at any given time nothing is successive
everything is contemporaneous even that which is past and in the
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present we are all irremediably the products of our background our
training our personality and social role and the structured
pressures within which we operate objectivity he concluded

is honesty within this framework 91

for paul ricoeurRicoeur not only objectivity but also truth itself has
a strictly delimited application in historical research because
historians do not engage in vain attempts at embracing abstract
infinite ultimate truth instead they engage in grasping concrete
finite ephemeral answers therefore truth to ricoeurRicoeur consists
in the ethical fulfillment of my task as a workman of history 100

truth then consists of consistently truthful actions of complete
honesty within the limitations of human possibilities in a frame-
work of self imposed scholarly procedures it is a function of the
historians work not the product of his research michael oakeshott
used a similarly limited application of the word pistothistothistoryy rather than
the usual sense of the notional grand total of all that has ever
happened in the lives of human beings he used it in the original
herodoteanHerodotean sense of an inquiry an historically understood
past he concluded is then the conclusion of a critical enquiry of
a certain sort it is to be found nowhere but in a history book and
it may be specified only in terms of the procedure of this enquiry 101

hence historical understanding is the understanding or view
reached through the historical means of investigation not an all
encompassing understanding of history as reality

the recognition that whatever views we have on the past are
ephemeral wallersteinsWallersteins changing truth as more data are
discovered and that different perspectives necessitate constant
revision of the theories is a frequent theme of hugh nibley 102

this honesty within the framework of what a historian knows
what he seeks to leamlearn and how far what he learnsleams may be utilized
is then one assurance that he generally poses little if any threat to
the advocate historian who preaches eternal truths it mitigates
against dogmatism and keeps the inquirer ever open to research
and reinterpretation

beside these explicit methodological limitations on the
objectivity and rankeanranklan accurateness of historical views of things

as they really are a phrase that has misled american historians
for generations lie implicit logical features which impose
subjective limitations 103101 we may condense paul ricouersRicou ers
conclusions as follows

the feature of the judgmentthejudgment of importance selects certain facts for
treatment based on the subjective judgementjudgement of the historian as to
what is important
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the feature of the popular conception ofcausality undermines the
effort to separate and serrate forces in history such as causes
motivations opportunities conditions fields of influence and the
like because the network of causality is not understood nor its
separate levels distinguished

the phenomenon ofhistorical distance makes it necessary for the
historian to insert himself in historical time with the anachronistic
language of his own time such a projection of imagination involves
subjectivity

the last feature that history ultimately tries to explain and
understand men utilizes a subjective sympathy for men and their
ideals in the attempt to both explain and encounter them 104loliol

it is true that some methodologies have subjective features
built into them because their practitioners use preexisting
purposely selected frameworks ideological economic
econometric social sociological materialistic psychological
feminist geographic demographic and the like which guide the
search for data but these methodologies seek specific answers
and are honorable endeavors unless they exceed the limitations of
their approaches and attempt instead to work towards a political
agenda or to reinterpret all historical events from their particular
narrow points of view 105 apart from these tendentious enterprises
third paradigmatic historiography need not be hamstrung by the
question of objectivity if it recognizes objectivity as impossible
even in theory this acknowledgment is not too much to ask since
the issue has been well aired the problem of bias in historians has
been argued about since antiquity 106 thomas alexander pointed
out that the topic of objectivity is already passepass6passa in historical circles
so often has it been debated and contended that the new mormon
historians are certainly aware of its implications ideally they work
within this awareness 107101

but the nature of the historians work is more important for
ensuring that the inquirer poses no threat to the task of the advocate
historian than are the methodological and logical limitations
imposed on the historians work if the inquirer properly conceives
the character and tools of his discipline he will gladly surrender the
domain of spiritual questions to those who wield spiritual research
tools for he is concerned with the mundane and usually with only
a small comer of that approached through his admittedly mundane
methodologies hence he would be foolish indeed to pronounce
spiritual conclusions in all but a very few conceivable but highly
improbable cases and even then he would be temporarily
stepping out of his role as a third paradigmatic historian he will
recognize that economic historical inquiry yields answers of an
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economic character that social history results in socialsociallyly oriented
historiography and that secular methodologies will seldom ifever
produce or even confirm theophaniestheoph anies gertrude himmelfarb
admirably summed up the crux of this issue as follows

the traditional historian has no disdain for the ephemeral or the
existential he lays no claim to certitude has no blinding revelation
no arcane knowledge no gnosis that penetrates to the underlying
realities beyond the capricious delusive contingent
provisional realm of events indeed it is just this mundane realm

that he prefers to dwell in that he accepts as reality and his
explanations of these events are as contingent and provisional as the
events themselves having no grand theory or methodology to unite
all of history to create a total history he is content to try to
understand the past as best and as imperfectly as it can be
known this may be a modest aspiration but not an unworthy one 10808

elder boyd K packers pronouncement that the mantle is far far
greater than the intellect should not cause concern for any latter
day saint historian who accepts the framework of theological
history as a matter of religious faith regardless of which method-
ology and its concomitant framework he uses for the moment to
address a particular historiographical issue 109 the only point of
dispute may be in just which areas and just how far spiritual
prescience should be applied to secular subjects for the investigation
of which the lord has provided intellectual tools

by dividing inquiry into intellectual existential judgments
and spiritual propositions of value william james has attempted
to defuse the difficulty in addressing this interface while not
wholly satisfactory his attempt is a significant one

in the matter of religions it is particularly easy to distinguish the two
orders of question every religious phenomenon has its history and
its derivation from natural antecedents what is nowadays called the
higher criticism of the bible is only a study of the bible from this
existential point of view these are manifestly questions of
historical fact and one does not see how the answer to them can
decide offhand the still further question of value you see that
the existential facts by themselves are insufficient for determining
the value and the best adepts of the higher criticism accordingly
never confound the existential with the spiritual problem I1110lialla

such a distinction in reality posits two different models of history
that lie in different dimensions these may be characterized in terms
borrowed from ricouerRicouer the system model strives for an
overarching systematization or summation of historical meaning
the ssingularitiesinguangu larilarliari ties model focuses on individual items in history
jamess distinction is also reminiscent of the ancient debate
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between poetry and history poetry including drama according to
aristotle is concerned with the universal in establishing truths
history on the other hand speaks merely of the particular and the
transient I11 I1 I1 modem variations of this debate include the following
oppositions myth versus reality science versus religion religion
versus history faith versus reason reason versus revelation and the
like they are all concerned with processes of knowledge that lie on
different planes and deal with practical applications that exist in
different spheres hence they cannot compete but only complement
each other at the very least their interactions are usually irrelevant
not mutually exclusive

problems with accepting historical works that focus on the
secular singufingusingularitieslariiari ties dimension of history do occur among the
faithful laity if they expect only exemplar historiography from their
historians ecclesiastical authorities do of course have the right to
guide the reading consumption of their membership when the goal
is moral action not intellectual enlightenment and conflict almost
certainly does break out when well intentioned historians transcend
the secular frameworks of their writing in an attempt to pronounce
on spiritual matters

an example of the problems that occur when the purpose of
third paradigmatic historiography is forgotten by readers comes
from a work of D michael quinn early mormonism and the
magical world view 112 at the outset quinn clearly stated his
own belief in the theological framework of the latter day saint
faith 113 he explained that even if the sources he treated are unusual
he does not believe that his analysis disparages joseph smiths
integrity or prophetic claims 4 his intent he stated has simply
been to sketch in broad strokes the outline of a topic that I1 believe
merits the careful cautious scrutiny of mormonscormons and non
mormonscormons alike for if we hope to begin to understand fully the
origins of mormonism we cannot ignore the environment and
world view of its first adherents or of the place and meaning of

115 therefore of that he desiredmagic quinn posited a set questions
to investigate the success of his investigation should be judged on
methodological grounds that is on how well he acts the historian
of the third paradigm the fact that his work is unsuitable for
exemplar historiography that is that it does not seek to build faith
and motivate to good behavior does not necessarily mean that for
latter day saints it is not a good work of history on the other hand
quinn cannot complain should ecclesiastical leaders refrain from
recommending his work for internal consumption his task is third
paradigmatic generally irrelevant to reaching religious and
behavioral goals
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it is only when the lines between inquiring into a historical
question and advocating a religious point are blurred either by the
writing of an author or by the interpretation of a reader that
controversy arises an instance of this is on page xxiaxi of quinns
book where he stated that if his interpretations prove valid they
will of course require that mormonscormons and non mormonscormons try to
understand joseph smith and early Monnonmormonismism in a different
light to us a different light means a new perspective from which
to view the early church one which can be combined with other
perspectives economic social religious and political to
approach as comprehensive an understanding of the past as is
possible but if quinns different light is understood in the sense
not merely of a different interpretation but as a new and
reductionist explanation of the origin of the church controversy
is the inescapable result however given the third paradigmatic
character of quinns writing that controversy is inappropriate if it
focuses chiefly upon the books consequences for an advocacy
historiographical position on the church the only justifiable first
line of criticism for a third paradigmatic work of latter day saint
history is not on the question of whether or not it promotes
orthodoxy or righteousness but rather on scholarly grounds
which have indeed in quinns case provided sufficient grist for
the mill even if they can probably never be final 116ilg unfortu-
nately most of the fireworks sparked by this book seem instead
to have resulted from ignorance of the purpose and applicability of
this third paradigmatic historical work 117 significantly quinn
responded that both latter day saint insiders and outsiders have
misunderstood his book because of their unstated assumptions
about history I1 I1 I81

obviously there are conceivable historical discoveries which
might threaten the basis of a religious community as well as that of
an advocacy historiography paul tillich is reputed to have said that
it would not matter for his theology if conclusive proof were found
tomorrow that jesus of nazareth never existed but few other
christians would feel the same way similarly if it could be
demonstrated thatjosephthat joseph smith was not in new york between 1815
and 1825 but was actually marauding as a pirate along the barbary
coast this discovery would have weighty implications for the
claims of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints so
likewise would the discovery in situ of an arabian stela inscribed
with an account of the tree of life followed by the signature of one
nephi son ofoflehilehilehl but such discoveries are highly improbable

and it appears likely that historical studies on this side of the veil will
have to continue to make do with somewhat less than decisive
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evidence as to the truth or falsity of joseph smiths revelations
still mormonism is a religion of marked historical character with
strong historical claims which do not in principle lie beyond
empirical test latter day saint theologians have generally
tended to be historians as in the cases of B H roberts and
joseph fielding smith and their best and most prolific thinking and
writing have tended to be historical hugh nibley and richard L
anderson among others have shown that the issues between
latter day saints and critics of the church will be fought largely on
historical grounds 9

THE INQUIRER ADVOCATE DEBATE IN perspective
writing over twenty years ago leonard arrington cited the

novelist and zionist maurice samuel as asserting that the authen-
tic jew is the one who understands and is faithful to his own
personal and social identity one who in short accepts his
history arrington thought that it would be possible to define the
real latter day saint in analogous terms

are we authentic latter day saints ie real mormonscormonsMormons unless we
receivernessagesreceive messages fromfroth our collective past and who but the historian
is prepared to relay authentic messages from the past our individual
and collective authenticity as latter day saints depends on the
historians telling the truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth
about our past this includes the failures as well as the achievements
the weaknesses as well as the strengths the individual derelictionsderelict ions as
well as the heroism and self sacrifice 120

at first glance arringtonsArring tons statement may seem unobjec-
tionabletionable and indeed there are elements of truth in it but does our
authenticity as latter day saints really depend upon receiving
authentic messages from the past rather than from living

prophets Is historical authenticity the essential criterion or is
righteousness have we no avenue to god except through the past
and to the extent that the past is still a very important factor in the
spirituality of the latter day saints which past is the significant
one that of the professional historians or that of the scriptures
though he almost certainly does not intend it to do so doesnt
arringtonsArringtons principle of authenticity tend to set historians in the
place of the prophets and apostlesapostles1211212butubutbut ifarrington seems merely
to have expressed himself somewhat incautiously lawrence foster
a non mormon appears to claim the mantle forthrightly and in
distinctly religious terms

the truth that joseph smith saw is still powerful though largely
hidden even from faithful latter day saints historians at their
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best have the opportunity of trying to recapture that truth at least in
part such historical writing far from threatening true religious
understanding provides one of the very few ways that it may to a
degree be achieved good history and good religion go together
in mormonism as in all faiths crushed and crushed again truth
will rise ever with renewed strength and power this at least is
my faith 122

it is clear to us that such claims far exceed the natural limits of
the third paradigm scientific historiography can no more define
true religious understanding much less deliver it than a

yardstick can assay gold while it is manifestly true that
communities are constituted at least to a large degree by their
shared memories the question here must be whether scientific
historiography is capable of serving as the basis for a community of
memory an affirmative answer seems highly doubtful when
speaking of third paradigmatic history or the historiography of
inquiry which he calls socratic or interpretive history a less
adequate description we think since all history is necessarily
interpretive leonard arlingtonarrington spoke wisely it appears to us
when he said

it must by its very nature be a private and not a church venture
although this history is intended to imbue the written record with
meaning and significance the church cannot afford to place its
official stamp of approval on any private interpretation of its past
interpretations are influenced by styles and ideas of the times not to
say the personalities and experiences of historians and the church
itselfought not to be burdened with the responsibility ofweighing the
worth of another 12313one interpretation as against

the more systematic and comprehensive approach
characteristic of scientific historiography has not neces-
sarily been an unmixed blessing to the world at large as hans
meyerhoff noted

A situation has developed which is quite paradoxical in human terms
the barriers of the past have been pushed back as never before our
knowledge of the history of man and the universe has been enlarged
on a scale and to a degree not dreamed of by previous generations at
the same time the sense of identity and continuity with the past
whether our own or historyshistorys has gradually and steadily declined
previous generations knew much less about the past than we do but
perhapsperhapseperhapsfeltperhapsefeitfelt a much greater sense of identity and continuity with it 12412124

harold bloom reminded us of something we have already
noted the uniquely selective nature of hebrew memory which
calls for a particular kind of acting rather than for any curiosity
about the past 125121 and indeed jewish collective memory is
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drastically selective in stark contrast to the all inclusive
tendency of modem historical scholarship what seems to have
been preserved in medieval jewish memory is that which teaches
behavioral ideals and proper belief all else was pruned away 126116

among other things to borrow thomas alexanders already
cited complaint about latter day saint exemplar historiography
medieval jewish collective memory exhibits no interest inprobingin probing
the difficult areas 127 the notion that everything in the past is
worth knowing for its own sake wrote yosefyosefhayimhayim yerushalmi
4isaisis a mythology of modem historians as is the lingering suspicion
that a conscious responsibility toward the living concerns of the
group must result in history that is somehow less scholarly or
scientific both stances lead not to science but to antiqua-

rianismrian ism 28 in other words they lead to michael oakeshottsOakeshotts
favored past for the sake of the past alluded to aboveabove129129

yerushalmisYerush almis opinion of hypothetical historian priests is clear
while memory of the past was always a central component of

jewish experience the historian was not its primary custodian 11030

yerushalmi added historiography I1 will continue to insist cannot
be a substitute for collective memory nor does it show signs of
creating an alternative tradition that is capable of being shared 131

there is another yet deeper reason why historiography of the
third paradigm cannot serve as the basis for a religious community
yerushalmi illustrated this in the case of contemporary judaism

there is an inherent tension in modem jewish historiography even
though most often it is not felt on the surface nor even acknowledged
to the degree that this historiography is indeed modem and
demands to be taken seriously it must at least functionally repudiate
premises that were basic to all jewish conceptions of history in the
past in effect it must stand in sharp opposition to its own subject
matter not on this or that detail but concerning the vital core the
belief that divine providence is not only an ultimate but an active
causal factor in jewish history and the related belief in the
uniqueness of jewish history itself

it is the conscious denial or at least the pragmatic evasionevasion of
these two cardinal assumptions that constitutes the essence of the
secularization of jewish history on which modern jewish
historiography is grounded 32

but jewish history is extremely resistant to secularization because
of its very nature and jewish collective memories were and are
a function of shared faith loo133

only in the modemmodern era do we really find for the first time a jewish
historiography divorced from jewish collective memory and in
crucial respects thoroughly at odds with it 1344
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the detachment of the modem historian from the group and its
memory his growing desire for scientific objectivity seems to
demand that he distance himself ever more from the living concerns
of the group and indeed from his own subject matter 135

what yerushalmi says of judaism is manifestly true of the
church as well thus when leonard arrington and davis bitton
introduce a survey of latter day saint history aimed at non latter
day saint readers with a claim of neutrality we have sought to
understand as scholars of any faith or no faith would seek to
understandunderstand136136 we can well understand the two on methodo-
logical grounds but we can also reject such historical writing as
the basis for a community of faith 137 secularized historiography
and secularized historians accomplish a great deal by bracketing
transcendent questions but their accomplishments are not pure
gain and to leave such questions out of account is to pay a consi-
derable price 138 it will simply not do to rejoice as one prominent
non latter day saint historian did a few years ago at a meeting
of the mormon history association that we can now having set
aside the issue of the churchschurche truth claims get on with really
important questions like the economic status of early latter day
saint converts or the sociology of the nauvoo ward these may be
important questions but they are not if the history of religious
and philosophical thought is any indication the important
questions they are not the questions that the early latter day saints
themselves would have seen as important with a few historians of
mormonism one gets the feeling that the ultimate questions are no
longer important because they have already been tacitly answered
in the negative

furthermore secular third paradigm historiography while it
can contribute mightily in many areas of inquiry seems forbidden
by its very nature from grasping what is most important most
essential in religion and religious experience leonard arrington
described the historians task as creatively thinkingrethinkingre the
thoughts of the participants in any given event in the context of his
knowledge 139 however the historians knowledge will always be
different from the knowledge possessed by the participants
themselves and while it may in some ways be superior it will
always from other angles be relatively deficient C S lewis gave
this point striking expression

each of us finds that in his own life every moment of time is

completely filled he is bombarded every second by sensations
emotions thoughts which he cannot attend to for multitude and
nine tenths of which he must simply ignore A single second of lived
time contains more than can be recorded and every second of past
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time has been like that for every man that ever I1livedived the past 1 I am
assuming in the historicists favour that we need consider only the
human past in its reality was a roaring cataract of billions upon
billions of such moments any one of them too complex to grasp in
its entirety and the aggregate beyond all imagination by far the
greater part of this teeming reality escaped human consciousness
almost as soon as it occurred none of us could at this moment give
anything like a full account of his own life for the last twenty four
hours we have already forgotten even if we remembered we have
not time the new moments are upon us at every tick of the clock
in every inhabited part of the world an unimaginable richness and
variety of history falls off the world into total oblivion most of
the experiences in the past as it really was were instantly for-
gotten by the subject himself of the small percentage which he
remembered and never remembered with perfect accuracy a
smaller percentage was ever communicated to even his closest
intimates of this a smaller percentage still was recorded of the
recorded fraction only another fraction has ever reached posterity
adnosaanos vix tenuisfamaeperlabiturtenuisfamaeperlabiturauraaura when once we have realized
what the past as it really was means we must freely admit that
most that nearly all history is and will remain wholly
unknown to us and if per impossibile the whole were known it
would be wholly unmanageable to know the whole of one minute
in napoleons life would require a whole minute of your own life
you could not keep up with it 40110

the inability of the historian to fully know another human
being or to fully understand another persons experiences is
especially apparent with regard to the transcendent we can
understand joseph smith remarked klaus hansen only ifwe can
get inside him so to speak and experience what he experienced 141

but if this point is true only those who have experienced spiritually
something of what joseph smith experienced can ever even begin
to understand him and this sort of experience is by definition off
limits to secularizingsecularizing historians who write as if they have any faith
or no faith 142 michael oakeshott who recognizes only secular
third paradigmatic historiography as history put it this way
the so called authorities better called sources of history are

frequently not themselves the product of historical thought and
require to be translated into the categories of history before they are
used what is a miracle for the writer of any of the gospels cannot
remain a miracle for the historian 143143141 this statement obviously
does not deny that historians of the third paradigm may well have
flourishing spiritual lives in their private capacity but in their role
as neutral inquiry historians their own spirituality is irrelevant
lawrence foster ranked joseph smiths theophaniestheophanies and angelo
phanieschanies as among the most powerful religious experiences on
record and declared that they are to be taken with the utmost
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seriousness 144 but however seriously he may take them lawrence
foster cannot possibly understand joseph smiths religious
experiences in the way joseph himself understood them for this is
the same lawrence foster who said that many converts to the
church in the years following world war II11 are simply looking for
authoritative answers to questions which by their very nature have
no authoritative answers 1114145 joseph smith on the other hand
emerging from the sacred grove seemed to have felt that he had
indeed received authoritative answers as have many of his
followers in the nearly two centuries that have followed we seem
to have a clear illustration here of the kind of prehistorical even
theological assumptions brought to historical inquiry by scientific
scholars no less than by advocates can such assumptions fail to
influence the product

having criticized third paradigm scientific history we do
not want to leave the impression that we see exemplar or advocacy
historiography as without flaw however those flaws should be
abundantly clear since exemplar historiography in and out of the
latter day saint community has long been accused and often
with justice of special pleading dishonesty self indulgence
manipulation of sources and general unreliability we would not
wish to appear to favor subjectivism and irrationality in the writing
of history nor to deny that history even of the advocacy model can
be judgedbejudged good or bad on nonsubjective grounds 146116 which is to say
that we reject an absolutizing removal of history from faith just as
we repudiate the complete removal of faith from history for if
exemplar historiography cannot be condemned for failing to answer
questions it has not asked it can nonetheless be judged according
to many of the same criteria against which the historiography of
inquiry is to be measured since as we have been at pains to
demonstrate the two paradigms are neither fundamentally opposed
nor essentially unlike Is the advocate honest within the
framework of his commitments does the evidence he adduces
support his claims Is there other evidence which does not Is the
account coherent As michael oakeshott pointed out the
criterion of truth is coherence 1471147

exemplar historiography and the historiography of inquiry
need each other the latter keeps the former honest while the
former supplies the meaning which the latter is manifestly unsuited
to provide on its own 148141 they are complementary alike and yet
different we have found that what separates the advocate from the
inquiry historian is the purposes behind their historiographical tasks
and the frameworks adopted to accomplish them just as they may
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frequently share the same texts and research methodologies so too
do they share other psychological motivations

both groups share the common need for faith the inquirers
faith assures him of the importance of the view he so painstakingly
constructs of the past a view that is acknowledged to be ephemeral
at best and partial or flawed at worst 149 the advocates faith assures
him that while the breadth of eternal reality can ultimately
accommodate all historical facts however uncomfortable for the
moment mortal vision cannot possibly hazard a summation of let
alone encompass the breadth of this reality 150110

both groups share the common sense ofmission the inquirer
strives to serve the present on the plane of intellectual understanding
by unfolding the past the advocate strives to serve the present on
the plane of spiritual cultivation by unfolding the past

both groups share in subjectivity which is an inescapable
element of the human condition oakeshott has caricatured
claimants to historical objectivity as saying that for them the
historical past is

the direct presentation of the objective life of the universe
uncompromised by experience and unmodified by interpretation in
the pageant of history we perceive naked reality unencumbered
with the generalities of philosophy and the abstractions of science
passing before oureyesou reyes we see the whole of which the present is but
a part the detailed whole from which science abstracts a mere aspect
and of which philosophy grasps a mere outline 151

today such smug self satisfaction is certainly open neither to the
exemplar historian nor to the representative of the third paradigm
if indeed smugness was ever a tenable position at all the advocate
self consciously seeks in the historical record for signs that signify
the fulfillment ofgods plan wittingly or unwittingly the inquirer
selects features of life important to his own culture and himself and
builds models of their influence on the past 152 every true history
said benedetto croce is contemporary history since it inevitably
addresses the questions which are most important to the historian
and to the audience for which the historian is writing 153 one reason
peter novick recently suggested that the old mormon historians are
actually more objective than the new is their willingness to lay bare
their biases and to work objectively within the framework of their
commitments while the newnev mormon historians he felt ignoring
the protestations of their profession frequently seem to lay claim to
a scientific objectivity vitiated by their own unacknowledged
assumptions 154 at any rate in light of their own claims and novicks
recent reniremindersinderslnders as well as those of gertrude himmelfarb and
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others it is certain that inquirers can no longer charge advocates
with a subjectivity which leaves the inquirers utterly untouched 155

no such privileged scholarly class exists
both advocates and inquirers share in a common search for

what they perceive as truth the inquirer searches for it on the
secular level of attempting to explain and encounter man the
advocate searches for it on the spiritual level in the attempt to
explain and encounter god in man but ultimately as ricouer
pointed out the truth does not contradict itself falsehood is legion
the truth brings men together falsehood scatters them and sets
discord among them 156 historians are false to their profession if
they do not recognize its limitations and work within its ranges of
possibility likewise advocates err if they dogmatically refuse to
grant the testimonies of inquirers or to allow for the existence of
historians who utilize intellectual tools which the lord has not only
sanctioned but sanctified that there are historians without faith
is indisputable that there are also secular third paradigmatic
historians ofdeep personal religious belief is also beyond question

finally both groups can share the common hermeneutical
work of interpreting and relating the past of mormonism to
contemporary belief and practice the inquirer can help maintain
the integrity of the sources by promoting time tested rules of
research that mitigate the worst excesses of subjectivity As robert
morgan and john barton pointed out

specialists make their contributions and the historians call to
respect the integrity of the past commands a double respect their
charge that we do not force the texts to say what suits our immediate
interests is a call for truthfulness which demands unqualified assent
and their suggestion that we are more likely to leamlearn from the past if
we respect its integrity is also an appeal to our longionglongtermterm investment
in knowing the human past over the quick buck to be made by turning
its monuments to our immediate advantage 157

thomas alexander correctly noted that far from undermining
faith intelligent description and analysis of historical contexts may
actually strengthen it faith by adding greater clarity and under-
standing 58 james clayton concluded that even if history has
revealed some religious excesses and abuses it has likewise
recorded mans fundamental need and expression of religion it has
also been history that has preserved religions role in civilization 159119

and james alienallenailen reminded us that continual study of history is part
of the gospel mandate ofacquiring intelligence including historical
knowledge line upon line igo160 but inquiring historians should
never forget that history if it is applied to religious concerns
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is but one tool of the task of hermeneutics since again quoting
morgan and barton who echoed james it leaves unanswered
all the important questions about the value of historical know-
ledge relative to other legitimate and often more pressing
human concerns 161

suggestions from contemporary latter day saint historians
on how they can contribute to both their profession and their faith
abound richard bushman seeking perhaps to link secular and
theological approaches to historiography urged latter day saint
historians to utilize the tools of their training to pose new questions
that have originated from gospel insights an example is how god
has intervened in history particular approaches may include the
history of salvation the history of revelation or the history of
providence all in all since any framework has builtinbuilt in subjective
features he encouraged latter day saints to go ahead and develop
their own religion inspired frameworks to better understand the
secular history of the past 16162 ronald K esplin encouraged latter
day saints to write better history to wield more effectively the tools
of the trade and to address uncomfortable issues fairly but
accurately even though he glossed over the differences between
exemplar and other historical paradigms he did recover somewhat
by concluding that latter day saint history should be written in
many ways audience subject purpose and individual perspective
will continue to influence how our history is written and we must
resist any tendency to exclude all but one brand of history as
unscholarly unfaithful or inappropriate 163161 in 1971 robert rees
suggested that the incipient new mormon literature join forces
with the emerging new mormon history to establish a climate of
historical and creative writing that will open our past in new and
exciting ways

the new mormon historian in uncovering and interpreting more and
more historical data though most remarkably in the new ways of
approaching his materials can provide the literary artist with the raw
materials out of which plays poems stories and novels will be
written and the literary artist by resurrecting the past through the
imagination can provide the historian with a view that will help him
to penetrate the myths and misconceptions which prevent us from
seeing our past and therefore from seeing ourselves 164161iga

his approach was recently reiterated by dominick lacapra for the
entire field of historiography lacapra argued that the profession
needs to get away from models of historiography that imitate too
closely ideal scientific models these models he said ignore the
imaginative interplay of a rhetorical engagement with the texts of
the historical past 16165
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we cannot suggest specific approaches we stress simply
that various approaches do exist among these both exemplar
historiography and third paradigmatic historiography are honorable
yet distinct disciplines that serve different purposes they need not
ultimately conflict but can and should both be utilized at various
times to enlighten the intellect strengthen the spirit and enrich all
aspects of our lives
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the same sentiments with regard to the study of greek poetical historical and religious texts

davis bitton and leonard J arringtonarlington mormont and their historians salt lake city
university of utah press 1988

bitton and arrington mormonscormons and their historians 84
bittonbillon and arrington mormonscormons and their historians 96
bitton and arrington mormonscormons andandtheirtheir historians 88114117 dale morgan himselfstatedhimself stated

hisowndisownhis own assumptions inin various places none of these methodological confessions found place in inmormonsmormonscormons
and their historians but at least the following one deserved inclusion 1 I think he joseph smith was a
man subjected to a singular environmental pressure and that his behavior must be interpreted as the effect
ofthisorthisof this pressure upon distinctive psychophysiologicalpsycho physiological components ofhisochisofhis character john phillip walker
ed dale morgan on early mormonism correspondence and a new history salt lake city signature
books 198619861 44 see the discussion of morgans approach inin the preface by william mulder faf22 3

bitton and arrington mormonscormons and their historians 131 32 see 151 52 for bushman 155
56 for shippsstuppsshupps and 161 for peterson in their affectionate acceptance of shipps as an inside outsider
bitton and arrington fail to note that inin the thoroughly reworked first chapter of her dissertation that
appeared as theme prophet puzzle suggestions leading toward a more comprehensive interpretation of
joseph smith journal of mormon history I1I1 197411974 3 20 cited by the authors on p 186 n 9 her
evaluation of the prophet isis much less sympathetic from a mainstream latter day saint perspective than
their analysis of her dissertation chapter would lead one to believe

bitton and arrington mormonscormons and their historians xixi
bitton and arrington mormonscormons and their historians 87 88 127 29
bitton and arrington cormonsmormons and their historians 129 another albeit minorminor assumption

of the authors isis the incompatibility of literary style with the production of history see 124 25
personally we enjoy a history book written with flair witness the eminently accurate but admirably
organized and written biography ofofjofaJ reuben clarkdarkoark by frank fox will and ariel durant come to mind
as modemmodern exponents oftheodtheof the narrative approach to history who have a positive gift for coining a wellweliweil turned
phrase theodore S hamerowcamerow cautions modem historical practitioners to learnleam to write better we
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should master the techniques of the social sciences but we should not forget our roots lie deep inin the literary
tradition of our civilization reflections on history and historians madison wis university of
wisconsinpresswisconsin press 1987141987 4 seethesee theremarksofremarks of hugh lloydjoneslloydlioyd jones classical survivals the classics inin the
modern world london duckworth 1982621982 62 63 peter gay style inin history new york W W norton
and company 1974 may be read for enjoyment and profit on the importance personal literary style plays
inin conveying the matter not just manner of the historian

traian stoianovich french historical method annales paradigm ithaca cornellcomell university
press 1976 26 see the brief introduction to the history of exemplar historiography by astrid witschi
bemz main trends inin Hhistoricali storical method literature sixteenth to eighteenth centuries history and
theory studies inin the philosophy of historyofflisfory beiheft 12 bibliography of the works inin the philosophy of
history 1500 1900 middletown conn wesleyan university press 1972 51 54 an extended
treatment by the historian who coined the phrase exemplar history isis george H nadel studies inin the
philosophy of History new york harper and row 1965 49 73

stoianovich french historical method 29 it was this development that occurred with the
sixteenth century french historiographhistoriographersers see donald R kelley alluded to by bitton and arrington on
p xixi foundations of modern historical scholarship language law and history inin the french
renaissance new york columbia university press 1970 and of course Rarankesrarikesfrankesrikes insistence on
focusing on the particulars of history to discern the general laws inin the development of nations further
carried thishistoricalthis historical paradigm toward itsus fullest flowering onthisanthison this point see hayden white metahistoryMeta history
the historical imagination inin nineteenth century europe baltimore johns hopkins university press

1973 163 90 and georg G iggers the german conception of history the national tradition of
historical thoughtfromThought from herder to the present 1968 rev ed middletown conn wesleyan university
press 1983 63 89

stoianovich french historical method 38 see david hacketthackelthackeit fischer historians fallacies
toward a logic ofhistoricaloffstoricalof Historical thought new york harper and row 19701970xvxv the logic of historical
thought isis a process of adductiveadduct ie reasoning inin the simple sense of adducing answers to specific
questions so that a satisfactory explanatory fit is obtained history isis inin short a problem solving
discipline see also page xiianxn

peter burke ed A new kindofhistorykind of history fromfromthewritingsoffebrettansthe writings offebvreofFebvre trans K folcafoicafolcalondonlondon
kegan paul 1973 xiianxn xv 36 we hate to break up the symmetry of the french connection but inin 1916
frederickFredenck teggart anticipated the french group inin pointing history toward the solving of problems see
for instance his prolegomena to history berkeley university of california press 1916 141415and141515 and his
rome and china A study ofcorrelationsof correlations inin historical eventsE entsants berkeley university of california press
1939 vivi of course neither the french nor teggart could have redirected history towards the specific
problems they targeted had the new social scientists of the late nineteenth century not developed new
conceptual categories that looked beyond national frameworks of analysis white metahistoryMeta history 175

william toddsdodds philosophical study ofhistoryofhistory attempts to clarify the questions that the different
types ofhistoryofhistory ask part 1I and the variousvarious methods used to answer them part 2 see his history as asappliedapplied
science A philosophical study detroit wayne state university press 1972 new approaches which
have flourished or sincesince developed are introduced inin theodore K robb and robert 1I rotberg eds the
new history studies inin interdisciplinary history princeton princeton university press 1982

bitton and arrington cormonsmormons and their historians xiianxn
bitton and arrington cormonsmormons and their historians see leonard J arrington the search

for truth and meaning inin mormon history dialogue 3 summer 1968 58 59 for a fairly gentle but
not fundamentally dissimilar dismissal

herodotus 1.111iiliI1 1 trans A D godley loeb classical library ed
on this point see charles william fornara theibethenaturenature of ofhistoryhistory inin inancientancientunancient greeceandromegreece andund rome

berkeley and los angeles university of california press 1983 96 97 thucydides says fornara
further narrowed the scope of history to include only those deeds that were done inin war 96 97

consult henry R immerwahr form and thought inin herodotus american philological
association monograph 23 cleveland press of western reserve university 1966 308

23lioydlloyd jones justice of zeus 58585959 timothy long repetition and variation inin the short
storiesstones ofherodotusof herodotus beitr5gebeitragebentragebelBei trage zur klassischenklass ischen philologiephilologicPhilologie band 179 athens hainham verlag 1979 176
92 analyzes herodoteanHerod otean narrative from the perspective of the narrative of tragedy to show that the same
moral assumption the tragic pattern of retribution undergirdsundergirds both types

see aubrey de selincourtlincourtSelSemcourt the world ofherodotusof herodotus san francisco north point press 1982
60 both for the phrase and for herodotus on pride see aeschylus the persians 82040820 40 for the speech
made by the ghost of dariusdanusdarlus on the fatal lesson from the war with greece of presumptuous pride

25 25summarizingsummarizing fornara the nature ofmoffoffstoryof historystory 107 8
26 werner jaeger peideiapaideia the ideals of greek culture trans gilbert highet 2dad ed 3 vols

oxford oxford university press 1965 1986
21 wernerwemer jaeger introduction to his Scriscripkascnptascriptabraptamra minora an intellectual bibliography reprinted

inin five essays trans adele M fiske montreal manomariomarlo casaliniCasahni 1966421966 421343
280non this point see W K C guthrie socrates cambridge cambridge university press 19711971

1301303939 an exhaustive study of the moral application of greek philosophical inquiry isis werner jaeger
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the theology of the early greek philosophers oxford clarendon press 1948 for comparative
purposes see frederick eby and charles flinn arrowood the history and philosophy of education
ancient and medieval new york prentice hallhalihail 1940 for the moral element inin the world viewview and
education of the egyptians hebrews romans and medieval society

david B honey prolegomena to chinese historiography on the nomadsnovads traditions and
hopoitopoi masters thesis university of california berkeley 1984 15 the most substantive study of
chinese exemplar historiography remainsremains that of michael C rogers the chronicle offu chien A case
of exemplar history chinese dynastic historiesHistones translations no 10 berkeley and los angeles
university ofcaliforniaofcalifornia press 1968 chinese education like that oftheodtheof the greeks was dedicated to shaping
moral character for instance confucius considered a man well learned if he was filial loyal and
trustworthy lun yu 1 14 see 1.717171 7

of course the problem of bringing a preexisting framework to bear on the selection of data is
not particularjustparticular just to the chinese brand of marxist historiography but isis endemic to the entire enterprise
an engaging entre into the subject isis gertrude himmelfarb thegroupthe group british marxist historians inin
the new history and the old cambridge mass belnap 1987 70 93 on chinese marxist
historiography see intintereraliaalia anifAfifafifdirlikanfdulikrevolulionDirlik revolution andandhistoryhistory the origins ofofmarxistmarxist historiography
inin china 1919 1937 berkeley and los angeles university of california press 19781978aA feuerwerker
history inin communist china cambridge harvard university press 1968 and harold khan and albert
feuerwerker the Idecideologylogy of scholarship chinascainas new historiography china quarterly 1122 april
juneJuneljuneijunel9651965965 1 13

marshallmarshallgMarshalmarshallalGG S hodgson the venture ofofislamoflslamIslamisiam conscienceconscienceandhisioryinaworldcivilizationand history in a world civilization
vol I11 of the classical age ofisiamoflslam 1958 chicago university of chicago press 1974 353511

hodgson venture ofislamoflslam 13621 362 hodgson observed that there were two mainmalnmainmaln types of
piety inin Isislamisiamlamoneone mystical and the other kerygmatic focused on historybuthistohistoryrybutbut correctly judged that
the predominant element was the kerygmatic component when ultimacy isis sought inin irrevocable
datable events inin history with its positive moral commitments this predominance held true
especially during the crucial high caliphal period see hodgson venture ofislamof islam 13621 362 64
apart from the kerygmatic and sufisurisurli mystical tendencies within islam there existed also a small
but brilliant philosophical viewpoint heavily influenced by hellenism inin which not the moral
judgments of history but the rational harmonies of nature were the source of inspiration 441010 see
hodgson venture ofisorisofofislarnislamisiamlarn 1 1410410 43 for a brilliant discussion of this alternative religious position
michael oakeshott experience and its modes cambridge cambridge university press 1985
observed that the greeks for the most part did not call upon the past to give added force and reality
to the creations of their religious imagination they called instead upon a present sensibility to nature
and life to things which could be touched and seen and heard 104

see A A duridundurl the rise ofhistoricalof historical writing among the arabs ed and trans lawrence 1I

conrad princeton princeton university press 1983 20 23 29
tariftanfdanf khalidi islamic historiography the histories ofmasiidiofmasudi albany state university of

new york press 1975 xiiixin 24
hodgson venture oflslamofislam 13521 352

16duridun rise offlistoricalof historical writing 40 417441 74 157 for a justification of the principle of ijma as
a theme inin the work of aalzuhnal zuhn and an illustration of its actual use see duridundurl 116

durlduridun rise ofhistoricalof historical writing 120 see also 77 78789494 95 111 and A guillaume the
life of muhammad A translation of ibn ishaq s sirat rasul allah karachi oxford university
press 1967 xivxiv

see jacob lassner islamic revolution and historical memory an inquiry into the art of
abbzisidabbdsid apologetics new haven american oriental society 1986 also for the specific case of al
yaqubi d 897 AD see duridundurl rise offlistoricalof historical writing 67

39khalidi39khalidi islamic historiography xiiixin see also 114
durlduridun rise ofhistoricalof historical writing 74 for the date of origin of a separate discipline of history

within islamic society see khalidi islamic historiography xiiixin xivxiv
Khakhalidihudifidi islamic historiography xivxiv
for a competent survey of some of the major arab historianshisto nans consult D M dunlop arab

civilization to ADA D 1500 new york praeger publishers 1971 70 149
dunlop arab civilization 89 90 128 A multivolumemultivolumedmulti volume translation of al tabarisbabarisTabaris world

history isis currently inin process of publication by the state university of new york press
hodgson venture ofislamoflslam 13521 352

dunndudidun rise ofhistoricalof historical writing 150
khalidi islamic historiography 83 and 83 n 3

hodgson venture ofislamoflslam 13521 352
dulidun rise ofhistoricalof Historical writing 159

dunlop arab civilization 92
dunlop arab civilization 114

for the comparison to herodotus see reynold A nicholson A literary history ofsheofiheof rhethe arabs
cambridge cambridge university press 1962 353

khalidi islamic historiography 53 55 68 80
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cited by khalidi islamic historiography 32
dunlop arab civilization 140 41 149 his great theoretical work the muqaddima or

introduction iei e to his chronicle of world history has been translated into english ibn khaldunkhald5nKhaldun the
muqaddimah an introduction to history trans franz rosenthal bollingenbollingerBol lingen series 43 2dad ed 3 vols
princeton princeton university press 1967

DunloduniodunloparabdunloppArabarubarab civilization 139141139141145145 dunlopsdunlopeDun lops claim on page 149 that ibn khaldunkhaldfin isis the
great perhaps the only example of the pragmatic historian among the arabs can be accepted only inin a
certain very restricted sense

56 yosef hayim yerushalmi bakhorzakhor jewish history and jewish memory 1982 new york
schocken books 1989 5 9 1313108108 12 much the same thing significantly can be said of the book of
mormon as any good concordance ege g under remember will show inin a few moments also similar
to the book of ofmormonmormon think oftheodtheof the large plates ofnephiofNephi isis the fact that writers ofbibleofbible times also appear
to have produced secular records from which the quest for transcendent meaning was essentially absent
see yerushalmi 15

see kenneth barker ed the NIV study bible new international version grand rapids
zondervan 1985 325

yerushalmi zakhorbakhor 10 one might profitably compare this comment to exhortations to the
latter day saints to study the scriptures and to keep personal histories

51 oakeshott experience and its modes 104
islamic historiography as a whole was rejected by eastern jewry with contempt
see kenneth H winn exiles inin a land of Liberty mormonscormons inin america 1830 1846 chapel

hill university ofnorthof north carolina press 19891831989 183 84 foraforaraihenmtatedrather irritated complaint against nineteenth
century latter day saints for doing precisely the same thing

61compare the objectively ahistoncalahistorical attitude of nephi inin the book of mormon 1 I1 ne 192319 23
as well as the endowment ritual of the latter day saint temple see too mircea eliade the myth odtheoftheof the
eternal return or cosmos and history trans willard R trask bollingenbollingerBol lingen series 46 princeton
princeton university press 19711971

63 yerushalmi bakhorzakhor 31 33 34 36 45 50 51 66 medieval memorbuchermemorbficher are not stnctlystrictly
speaking historiography although they contain material useful to modem historianshistonans rather they listed
the names of those deceased jews for whom communal prayers were to be offered in this sense they were
functionally analogous to latter day saint genealogical records see yerushalmi 46

yerushalmi zakhorbakhor 58 6073 83
61 yerushalmi bakhorzakhor 85 86 mark P leone inin his roots ofmodernof modern mormonism cambridge

harvard university press 1979 has argued that the twentieth century church isis dependent and has been
effectively colonialized it would be interesting to think his thesis through inin the context of the new
mormon history

oakeshott10akeshott experience and its modes 105 6 on pages 156 58 oakeshott denied that any
moral or practical utility isis to be found inin the past or inin its study his position isis not fundamentally wrong
we would say if one understands by Nshistorytory only history of stoianovichs third paradigm

61Oakeoakeshottshoushon experience and its modes 105
68 wernerwemer georg kummel introduction to the new testament trans howard clarkdarkoark kee rev ed

nashville abingdon press 1975 37 compare the same sentiments inin the latter day saint edition of
the bible bible dictionary sub gospels

karikarl lowith meaning inin history chicago university of chicago press 1949 192 93
see also paul ricoeurRi coeur christianity and history inin history and truth trans charles A kelbley
evanston northwestern university press 1965 81 97 an interesting parallel to the centrality

of christ inin the christian viewview of history isis the central role inin secular history played by the fall of
rome onthtson this see jaroslav&iosavpeikarthepelikan the excellent empire the fall ofromeof rome and the triumph ortheof the
church san francisco harper and row 1987 3 12 and peter bondanella the eternal city
roman images inin the modern world chapel hill university of north carolina press 1987

70a good recent exposition of latter day saint belief as itit relates to questions of history belief
and knowledge isis robert L milletbilletedmilletedMilleteded to be learned Is good if salt lake city bookcraft 1987

7seeaseesee among many possibilities ezra taft benson the gospel teacher and his message salt
lake city the church of jesus christchnstchanst of latter day saints 1976 and boyd K packer that all may
be edified talks sermons and commentary salt lake city bookcraft 1982

72wemerjaegerwemer jaeger early christianity andgreekand greek peideiapaideia cambridge mass belnap press 1961

6126 12 on this point compare the following sermons st peter used simple testimony to counterthecountcountererthethe refined
rhetoric of simon magus inin the pseudo clementine recognitions 1I inin contrast to augustine the style of
bishop ambrose was almost as eloquent and polished as the earlier lectures oftheodtheof the manichaeanmanicheanManichean faustus yet
it was the truths ambrose taught not his style that converted augustine see confessions V

richard 0 cowan the church inin the twentieth century salt lake city bookcraft 1985

ixix x
peter tiovickthatnovick that noble dream the objectivity question and the american historical

profession cambridge cambridge university press 1988 44 46 oakeshott experience and its
modes 142 rejected moral judgment as an element of historiography for the unity of history
implies a world of positive events inin which such negative concepts as evil immoral
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unsuccessful illogical etc have as such no place at all historical explanation consequently
involves neither condemnation nor excuse here as elsewhere history for oakeshott isis the third
paradigm no other approach exists

hegel philosophy ofhistoryof history trans J sibree vol 46 of great books ortheof the western world
chicago encyclopaedia britannica 1952 155 56 consult further hamerowcamerowHamerow reflections on historyhilHiirorytory

and historians 209 16 and richard E neustadt and ernest R may thinking inin time the uses of
historyforhistory porfor decision makers new york the free press 1986

peter novick citing michael polanyi points out that suppression of evidence isis inin fact an
essential step inin the application of a viable tradition of interpretation not we may add merely an
editorial right to be exercised see the treatment inin novick that noble dream 527

bitton1713itton and arrington mormonscormons and their historians 11 12

alexanderalexandcr toward the new mormon history an examination of the literature on the latter
day saints inin the far west inin historians and the american west ed michael P malone lincoln
university of nebraska press 1983 359 60

ajames7jamesjames L clayton does history undermine faithfalth sunstoneSunstonefone 7 march april 1982 34
clayton does history undermine faithfaith7falthfaitha7 35
we use the term thirdparadigmthird paradigm synecdochically for both the second and third paradigms since

the former leads to the latter and hence can be conveniently subsumed under it
we accept the rough division of labor between so called metahistorymetahistory the type that seeks to

interpret the past according to a philosophical or orideologicalideological viewview ofrealityof reality ameaninga meaning inin history such
as produced by toynbee or marx and those historical modes that attempt solely to explain history
hayden white to the contrary we would still separate the two and include exemplar historiography under
metahistorymetahistory and place the various explanatory modes within the wide rubric of third paradigmatic
historiography we would do so because the differences between their overall functions or purposes for
being written are more important than the similarities they share inin methodology and inin the dependence
on subjectivity whites views are presented inin interpretation inin history inin tropics offliscourseofdiscourse essays
inin cultural criticism baltimore johns hopkins university press 1978 51 80

novick thatthatnobledreamnoble dream 1 2 novick notes that the question ofhistoricalof historical objectivity isis not
merely a matter of philosophical epistemology on which historians have not thought very clearly but an
enormously charged emotional issueissue and that historians writing on the history of historiography have not
proven notably value neutral his observations certainly nngfingningang true of the situation inin latter day saint
historiography 1 I111 13

oakeshottOake shonshou experienceexponent e and its modes 92
85 MelvinmelvmtmelvlnmeivinmelvitT smith faithful historysecularHistory Secular faith dialogue 16 winter 1983 70

oakeshottOakeshotthotl experience and irsitsI1 is modes 97 see generally 96 98 125

oakeshott experience and its modes 19 see also 11111313 141416182616 1826 2848284849594959 6093
for this point applied specifically to history see 108 9

oakeshott experience and itsis modes 5511 compare 93
oakeshott experience and its modes 42
oakeshon10akeshottOake shonshou experience and its modes 16

oakeshott experience and its modes 93
arrington the search for truth and meaning inin mormon history 59
oakeshott experience and its modes 9911

cited by novick that noble dream 35 however as novick demonstrates on pages 35 36 and
inin note 22 on page 36 darwin dissimulated deceived and lent public support to a crude inductinductionisminductiomsmionism
which he himself privately mocked

stephen toulmin the return to cosmology postmodern science and the theology offatureoffaof natureture
berkeley and los angeles university of california press 1982 15 italics inin the original

william barrettbarren the illusion of technique A search for meaning inin a technological
civilization garden city NYN Y anchor pressdoubledayPress Doubleday 1979 3 117

cited by novick that noble dream 35

cited by robert A rees truth Is the daughter of time notes toward an imaginative
mormon history dialogue 6 autumn winter 1971 17 thomas G alexander recognized this point
when he said that the study of products of the human mind requires creative imagination and intuition
for their interpretation see his historiography and the new mormon history 32 see also 38

immanuel wallerstein capitalist agriculture andtheand the origins odtheoftheof fhethe european world economy
inin the sixteenth century vol I11 of the modern world system new york academic press 1974 9

orlORioricoeurricoeurRi coeur christianity and history 8

see oakeshott on history and other essays oxford basil blackwallblackballBlackwall 1983 11141 33
compare the viewview of goethe history must from time to time be rewritten not because many

new facts have been discovered but because the participants in the progress ofanafanofan age are led to standpoints
from which the past can be regarded and judged inin a novel manner quoted inin teggart prolegomena to
history 26 see also febvre A new kind of historyofffistory 3311 and dominick lacapra reminded us that a new
reading of materials isis just as important for progress as the discovery of new materials history and
criticism ithaca comellcornell university press 198511985 20 see nibleysNibleys remarks inin his debate with sterling
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M mcmumninmcmurrinin do religion and history conflict 7 mgreatmereatin great issues forum senes2sefies2senesa religionnoreligionRelig ionnolonnono 5saltisalt5 saitsalt
lake city university of utah extension division 1959 22 39

according to georg iggers the view of ranke as the prototypical nonphilosophical historian
who was concerned solely with the facts was a myth adopted by american historians out of ignorance of
the meaning of his german terminologytennin ology and the cultural context of germany during the time he worked
iggers summed up rankesbankes position as follows despite rankesbankes concern with the critical examination
of sources perhaps no german historian of the nineteenth century paid as much attention to the
theoretical foundations of his historical practice as did ranke moreover no one succeeded as completely
inin integrating his concept oftheodtheof the historical processandprocess and his theory of knowledgeofknowledge with his political viewsviews
iggers continued by stressing the importance of rankesbankes theoretical framework for guiding his historical
research inindisinhishis lectures on the methods and scope of historical study he stresses the role of ofhistoryhistory
as a guide to philosophical truths through history he seeks to uncover the metaphysical realities
underlying the state which could provide the basis of a conservative theory of politics hence even the
so called father of objective history had ideological parameters that guided his research and writing and
according to iggers was very clear inin stating them iggers the germangeiman conception offlistoryof history 64 65
72 see also novick that noble dream 25 28

ricoeurRicoeur christianity and history 25 29
even05even though himmelfarb the new history and the old took much of the new history to

task for methodological failings and excesses she did stress that each method is valid inin itsus sphere and each
should allow for the existence of other approaches to cover different aspects or dimensions of the past
unfortunately the burden of her book isis that most practitioners of these methods regard their scholarly
visionvision as being the only true interpretation of the past

see T J luce ancient views on the causes of bias inin historical writing classical
philology 84 january 1989161989 16 3311 and M I1 finley how it really was inin ancient history evidenceEi dence
and models new york elisabeth sifton and penguin 1987 476647 66

OAoalexanderalexanderlexanderaalexander historiography and the new mormon history 36 39 see also kent E
robson objectivity and history dialogue 19 winter 1986 89 melvinmelvlnmeivin T smith inin his
faithful historysecularHistory Secular faith dialogue 16 winter 1983 65 7711 seems to be an exception to

alexanders generalization of people who want to be both good latter day saints and good
historians smith said such individuals generally agree that objectivity isis a critical quality of good
history and that such quality is very difficult to come by indeed he said in religious matters
objectivity isis almost impossible 66 69

himmelfarb the new history and the old 46 david hackett fischer is also worth quoting at
length on this point there are many objective truths to be told about the past great and vital truths that
are relevant and even urgent to the needs of mankind but there is no whole truth to be discovered by a
simple method of induction every true historical statement isis an answer to a question which a historian
has asked not to the question not to questions about everything but to questions about something
historians fallacies 5

boyd K packer the mantle Is far far greaterthangreater than the intellect BYU studies 21 summer
1981 259 78 the viewview that an intellectual approach automatically reveals the religious commitments
and faith of a historian confuses the difference between a tool and a value system one isis selectively
employed inin research one governs ones daily actions and outlook on life hence richard bushman can
honestly and rightfully claim that he utilizes the secularly based methodologies of modem history inin his
professional activities without abandoning his religious practices smith faithful history 65 71

alexander historiography and the new mormon history 293029 30 isis an instance of the confusion
engendered by equating methodology with religious values

I1 william james the varieties of religiousofreligious experience new york collier macmillan 1961196iggi1
23 24

see aristotleanuAnaotleotte poetics IX see discussion inin M 1I finley myth memory and history inin the
use and abuse of historyof1listory new york viking books 1987 11 13

1 IDD michael quinn early mormonism and the magic world view saitsaltsaltsail lake city signature
books 1987

13 quinn early mormonism xx

quinn early mormonism xxiaxixxiaxi
I1 quinn early mormonism xxiaxixxiaxi 228

see for instance stephen ricks and daniel petersonPetersonierson the mormon as magus sunstone 12

january 1988 38 39 jonion butler magic and the complexities of mormon history sunstone 12

january 1988361988 36 37 and stephen E robinson reviewreview ofearlyof early mormonism andthemagicand fhethe magicworldMagic world view
by D michael quinn BYU studies 27 fall 1987 88 95

kristineKnstine wilson folkfoik magic book arouses controversy the daily universe 22 october
19877 included comments from critics who are alarmed that the book tried to reinterpret the story of the
church as well as from defenders of the book who point out that it deals with only one narrow aspect of
church history

see quinns response to the reviewreview of rickspetersonRicks Peterson and the yale historian jon butler
mormonism without parallel or part of a context sunstone 12 january 1988 40
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toto say nothing ofofjeraldjerald and sandra tanner melvin T smith isis pretty much on his own inin
seeming to argue for a divorce of faith from history see his faithful historysecularHistory Secular faith 657165765 7711

monmormonismnonismeonism said lawrence foster more than most contemporary religions has refused to accept a
religious secular dichotomy at all to see spiritual truths as wholly separate from mundane material
reality isis utterly foreign to the restored gospel A personal odyssey my encounter with mormon
history dialogue 16 autumn 1983 92

Arrington110arrington120110 theme search for truth and meaning inin mormon history 65

this isis what happened inin judaism where the scribes and phariseesPharisees came to sit inin moses
seat martharkarmattman 23223 2 the horizontal tradition replaced the vertical then rabbinic theological history
was replaced at least inin panpartpari by secular historiography in islam too if the brilliant analysis of patricia
crone and martin hinds godsgod s caliph religious authority inin the first centuries ofislamof islanislam cambridge
cambridge university press 1986 isis correct the religious authoauthorityfity of prophet and caliphs was seized
by the historically orientedonented muslim learned classes inin a kind of revolution apostasisapostasiaapo stasia in mainstream
christianity which was and isis considerably more hellenizedhellenizer than eithercitherelther judaism or islam philosophical
theologians rather than historians tended to supplant the prophets and apostles this process isis quite
correctly known among latter day saints as 44thethe great apostasy

lawrence foster A personal odyssey 98 it isis clear throughout his essay 879887 98 that foster
while friendly and sympathetic isis neither value nor theology neutral

arrington theibe search for truth and meaning inin mormon history 60
quoted by yerushalmi bakhorzakhor 79 italics inin the original on the importance of community

memory see wendell berry the work of local culture inin his collection ofessaysof essays what are people
for san francisco north point press 1990 153 69

in his foreword to yerushalmi zakhorbakhor xvixvi
126 yerushalmi zakhorbakhor 94 95 112 13 yerushalmi makes it clear on page 115 that it isis only

within faith communities that such pruning can occur our real problem isis that we are without a
hakakhahalakha if iftherethere be a malignancy its source lies not inin the historical quest but inin the loss ofahalakha
that will know what to appropriate and what to leave behind a commonality of values that would enable
us to transform history into memory this the historian alone cannot accomplish

alexander toward the new mormon history 360 61
yerushalmi zakhorbakhor 100 see also 101 2 1057105 7
oakeshott experience and its modes 106
yerushalmi zakhorbakhor xxxiv see 94
yerushalmi1yerushalmi bakhorzakhor 116
yerushalmi zakhorbakhor 89 see also 88 also bloom foreword xixxix the problem of

secularization isis similar to the problem of the historicizationhisloncization of judaism and all else on which see
yerushalmi bakhorzakhor 91 most latter day saints would not be so enthused about the tendency to
histoncismhistoricismhiston cism as isis richard rorty who notes with palpable satisfaction that this histoncisthistoficisthiston cist turn has helped
free us usgraduallygraduallyungradually but steadily from theology and metaphysics from the temptation to look foranfor an escape
from time and chance see his contingency irony and solidarity cambridge cambridge university
press 1989 xiiithexiixinxiuiThethe claim by smith faithful historysecularHistory Secular faith 70 that if god isis missing it isis
not the historians fault wholly misses the point ofcfiticsof critics of the new mormon history which isis that if
god isis missing from the writings of the new mormon historians it very likely isis their fault

yerushalmi zakhorbakhor 909094goga94
yerushalmi zakhorbakhor 93 seesec also bloom foreword xixxix
yerushalmi11yerushaln zakhorbakhor 114 compare the refusal of Oakoaloakeshotteshou experience and its modes 156

58 to allow the derivation of any moral or practical guidance from history
leonard J argArfington and davis bitton the mormon experience A history ortheof the lafterlatterlaffer day

saints new york alfred A knopf 1979 xiiiamxm
I1 arrington and bitton the mormon experience xiiixui

novick thatthai noble dream 95
arringtonamngton theme search for truth and meaning inin mormon history 59

140csC S lewis from his essay on historicismHiston cism inin christian reflections ed walter hooper
grand rapids william B eerdmans 1967 107 8

klaus hansen jan shipps and the mormon tradition journal ofmormonof mormon history 11

19841371984 137
in islam the sofissuits mystics sought to experience ifonlyironlyif only on a smaller scale what muhammad

had hadexperiencedexperienced and frequently felt that they were theonlythegnlythe only muslims who truly understood or followed him
oakeshott experience and its modes 1261262713012627.1302727130130 argued for the exclusion of god from history but on
the implied basis of a very different notion of god than isis held by the latter day saintssamis

oakeshott experience and its modes 90
lawrence foster in defense of fairness mormon history association newsletter march

19853
foster A personal odyssey 97

imisI misthismlsnis isis the objection lodged against louis midgley and david bohn by kent E robson
objectivity and history dialogue 19 winter 1986 88

oakeshottoakeshottOakeshottsholt experience and its modes 49 see also 272827289327 28289393
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oakeshott experience and its modes 1431431444 forbids history by which he means inin our
terms history of the third paradigm to recognize plot plan or meaning

edward hart reminds us that any act ofscholarshipofscholarship is an act offaithof faithfalth for many reasons see hanhart
god s spies the scholar s call provo BYU college of humanities 1983 lecture one

the credit for this important insight isis due to A lester allenalienailen see his science and theology
A search for the uncommon denominator BYU studies 29 summer 1989 71 78 some intriguing
insights on just why eternal knowledge isis inaccessible to finite mortals are presented inin robert P burton
andandbrucefbruce F webster some thoughts on higher dimensional realms BYU studies 20 spring 1980
281 96

5 oakeshott experience and its modes 152

this isis particularly pernicious inin the realm of social history and to the extent that all new
history isis basically social history endemic to the entire field on this point see himmelfarb the new
history and the old 161816 18

cited by alexander historiography and the new mormon history 36 see oakeshottsOakeshotts
criticism of an analogous idea inin experience and itsI1 is modes 109 11

peter novick why the old mormon historians are more objective than the new paper
delivered at sunstone symposium 26 august 1989 transcript

see novick that noble dream and himmelfarb the new history and the old in 1925
fredrick teggart pointed out many factors external to the historians assumptions which impose needless
limitations and subjectivity on his inquiry among these factors are the neglect of relevant data due to the
ignorance of a foreign language the specious limitation of a field of inquiry to national borders and so
forth he concluded that the scientific study ofmanofman must take into consideration the facts that are available
inin regard to mankind without limitation inin respect to time or place theory andprocessesofhistoryand processes ofhistory 1925
and 1919 reprint berkeley and los angeles university of ofcaliforniacalifornia press 1977411977141 good sociologist
that he was he founded the department of social institutions at the university ofcalifornia inin 1919 his
focus of history on men and their societies not nations isis reminiscent oftoynbees approach and indeed
inspired it

ricoeurRicoeur christianity and history 165

robert morgan withjohnwitwith johnhJohn barton biblical interpretation oxford bibleseriesbiblebibie seriesserles oxford oxford
university press 1988 181 see theirentiretheir entire discussion ofhistoryof history and hermeneuticsHermeneuticsonon pages 178 85

alexander historiography and the new mormon history 34 with excellent examples from
history he further indicated the danger of equating historical context with historicalhistoncal causation or the
genetic fallacy 34 36

clayton does history undermine faithfalth 33331040
james B alienallenailen line upon line church history reveals how the lord has continually

added to his peoples knowledge and understanding ensign 9 july 1979 32 39
morgan and barton biblical interpretation 181811

bushman faithful history 16 25
61 ronald K esplin how then should we write historyhistory99 another view sunstone 7 march

april 1982 45 see also 41414444
reese truth Is the daughter of time 22
lacapra rhetoric and history 15154444



nauvoo

twilight on the water and in the west the hallows
of a newer england where wisteria blooms
As suddenly as spring swallows rouse the sun
to the flickering of shadows and an ending
joseph lay across the shadow of ephraim and the fallow
light of the river sorrow ranged in the whispering
of townsmen who walked nearby to encumber the silence
of death to raise it in a memory of light far west
As the memory of sun the temple stone was sun
in the glory of remembrance when michael came
in the fantasy of truth to remember eden
eden was here before the bright martyrdom
when joseph fell from a window in his suffering
and dying nauvoo is kept in silence
now the dismal streets fold into shadows
where memory disappears but what remains
Is the western trail where he will be taken
in the descendencydescendencedescend ency of his older brother
to rise into the shadows of the sun into the veils
of tomorrow remember tomorrow he might say
As the stone reflects the permanence of belief
the sun is later there settling far west
remembering them in the descendencydescendencedescend ency of time
in nauvoo again streets of legend once again
and temples that reach further back in memory
into old belief made new again in zurich
and the east in germany and palestine
in zion once again nauvoo

clinton F larson
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S GEORGE ELLSWORTH ed the journals of addison pratt
salt lake city university of utah press 1990 xxiv 632 ppap illus
maps index 250025.002500

reviewed by bruce A van orden an assistant professor of church history and
doctrine brigham young university

the university of utah press has succeeded again with
volume six of its publications in mormon studies series series
editor linda king newell is to be congratulated for further
enriching the disciplines of church history and sociology editor
S george ellsworth continues in his retirement years to bring
forward fruit from his lifelong research much of the credit for
this volume must also go to the editors wife maria S ellsworth
a partner with her husband on this research of her ancestor
addison pratt

exciting contemporary historyjumpshistory jumps from nearly every page
from the beginning of pratts memoirs having a natural
aversion to snow and cold weather at an early period of my life I1

imbibed a strong inclination for a seafaring occupation 4 to
one of his last entries before leaving french polynesia in 1852
1 I now had an opportunity to look around the town of pape ete and
see the state ofofmorralsmorralscorrals that the french influence has wrought upon
them all drunk almost without an exception fighting dancing
and hooting indulging in evry licentious conduct that can be
imagined 496

As an instructor of the international church at brigham
young university I1 knew I1 would be interested in pratts mission-
ary adventures in the south pacific but what I1 didnt expect were the
priceless additional treats I1 found addisonsaddisoneAddisons well reasoned and
descriptive entries please ones historical tastes in such areas as
1820s whaling expeditions west indies piracy reasons for
conversion to the latter day saint church in the 1830s the
churchschurche unflagging zeal to evangelize worldwide both the rigors
and paradise of life in the south pacific activities of the london
missionary society church life among the brooklyn saints and
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the mormon battalion boys in northern california in 1847 48
forging of a wagon road through the sierra nevadas in 1848 the
dreadful winter of 1848 49 in the salt lake valley the nearly
disastrous jefferson hunt expedition along the old spanish trail in
1849 50 and the flora and fauna in both western america and
french polynesia

this volume contains the complete memoirs and journals of
addison pratt supplemented by cogent entries of his wife louisa
and other relatives plus informative and immensely rewarding
essays by the editor dealing with the missing years of 1829 43 and
1852 72 george ellsworth has also provided us with historically
enlightening notes the provenance of the documents and thorough
bibliographic data thus the book is large and its price may scare off
a few interested readers but anyone who invests the time and
money will be amply repaid

the books most rewarding feature remains its theme of
pratts missionary labors among the polynesiansPolyne sians of the society
islands from 1843 to 1852 this was the first foreign language
mission in the church and pratts tahitian I1languageanguage school in salt
lake city in 1848 49 was the churchechurchs first language training
center for missionaries

we discover in these pages a valiant warrior for christ who
time and again endured privation to preach and establish church
branches among the islanders he came to love we read with wonder
as addison and his noble companion benjamin F grourardgirourardGrourard
exercised various gifts of the spirit and reined in hundreds of
converts in tubuaitubuli tahiti and anaa all in french polynesia
to higher moral ethical and spiritual standards we who know
the travails suffered by the institutional church from 1843 to
1848 nevertheless groan with pratt and grourardgirourardGrou rard as they
wondered what could possibly have happened to their families and
why the first presidency and apostles seemed to ignore them
and their needs

A mr krause looktlooft down at my feet and saw my toes sticking out
of my shoes and the ground in my house covered with hay instead
of a floor and asktackt again and does your society render you no
assistance I1 answered no and was ashamed to tell him that they
had neglected to send me even a word of consolation when there had
been no less than half dozen ships here direct from the place I1 saide
from where there is a branch of the church of near 150 members
whom had promised with all faithfulness to write us evry
oppertopportunityunity and not only they but evry friend in america had shewnchewn
us the same kindness for we have not received a word from any of
them since we left there which is now 2 long years and I1 think br
hanks a fellow missionary who died at sea has made a happy escape
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from this mortifycationmortificationmortifycation and were I1 not looking to a higher source
than the hand of treacherous man for the rewards of my labours cross
and privations I1 should have long ago died in the slough of
despondency 243 44

we sympathize with grourardgirourardGrourard when he at long last couldnt
take it any more and without pratts approbation took himself a
native wife we admire pratts perseverance over five years in the
islands before he finally decided to look for his family in america
and grourards nine years total of sacrifice as a missionary before
he left the islands because ofpersecution from the french protectorate
in 1852 not to be neglected in our veneration are pratts wife and four
daughters who first went without their head of household and later
accepted a mission call of their own to the islands where with their
womanly touch they established the first of the churchschurche educa-
tional programs in the south pacific

the book ends with a degree of sadness both pratt and
grourardgirourardGrourard did not adjust well to nonmissionary life in the church
after 1852 polygamy was a thorn in the side so too were what they
considered the near dictatorial edicts ofbrighamofbrigham young both men
chose to settle in the latter day saint outpost of san bernardinomardinoBe
california where they would not have to endure the frigidity of
utah winters grourardgirourardGrourard left the church outright when he was not
allowed to run for political office without church approval pratt
refused to make the big move from san bernardinomardinoBe to utah as
requested by authorities in 1857 he did not deny his testimony nor
reject his membership but his zeal so evident in his polynesian
missions did not persist while he lived out his life in the homes of
various daughters in california until his death in 1872

this immense epic tale which pulls at our heartstringsheartstrings and
helps us understand much more of human nature is required
reading for any historian and connoisseur of the worldwide
missionary outreach of the latter day saints



C WILFRED GRIGGS early egyptian christianity from its
origins to 451 CE new york E J brill 1990 vii 276 ppap
bibliography index 700070.007000

reviewed by keith E norman who earned his phd from duke university in
early christian studies

wilfred griggs a longtimelong time brigham young university
faculty member has established his credentials among the worlds
leading coptic scholars with the publication of early egyptian
christianity a thoroughly researched and carefully argued study of
the historical development of formative christianity in one of its
most important but largely neglected areas although he perhaps
promises more than he delivers the book will be welcomed as the
most up to date and comprehensive volume on the subject by
scholars and students of the early church who are interested in more
than just the genesis of orthodox catholicism

briggssgriggssGrigg ss major thesis that early egyptian christians were
not bound by a centralized ecclesiastical organization nor did they
have a stringent and well developed doctrinal position vi is not
a revolutionary one since the startling diversity of doctrine among
early christians was posited half a century earlier by walter bauer
in his pathbreaking orthodoxy and heresy in earliest christianity
however because bauer looked at a much broader area than just
egypt and because numerous manuscripts have been discovered
and scholarly studies written since then briggssgriggssGriggss development of
this thesis is much deeper as well as more extensive in time griggs
portrays and develops the tension between various christian
groups which culminated in the separation of the coptic church
from catholic christianity following the council ofofchalcedonchalcedonchalcedonyChalchaicedon in 454511

griggssbriggssGrigg ss audience seems to be primarily a scholarly one as
evidenced by the steep price de rigueur with this prestigious
publisher of scholarly tomes as well as by the plethora of footnotes
up to 371 per chapter and by briggssgriggssGriggss usual though not

consistent practice ofquoting manuscripts and scholarly studies in
the footnotes in their original language without translating them
into english if you are fluent in greek latin and coptic and have
a smattering of french and german you should feel quite at home
here fortunately for those of us who may be a little linguistically
rusty griggs does translate source citations in the text proper and
he takes pains to write clearly and largely jargon free providing
explanations of technical terms as they are needed although
previous familiarity with the names and issues in the early centuries
of christianity helps it is not essential for understanding the book
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the latter day saintreadersaintSain treaderreader used to the polemics ofofatalmageofa Talmagetaimage
or a nibley on the topic of post new testament christianity will
be both intrigued and challenged by early egyptian christianity
griggssbriggssGrigg ss account usually avoids sectarian polemic and few
other than sharp eyed latter day saints will suspect a hidden
agenda note for instance that he avoids the temptation to
mormonizemormoniteMormonize the term presbyterate 61 into elders or worse yet
elders quorum not surprisingly however he does tend to the
conservative end of the biblical scholar spectrum although this
tendency is usually kept low key pronouns referring to jesus are
capitalized 3 accounts widely questioned by more liberal
scholars such as the great commission to do missionary work or the
manifestations at pentecost are assumed to be historical 441515 and
griggs protests that the lack of evidence supporting herodsherndsHerods
slaughter of the innocents does not by itself invalidate matthews
historical credibility 35 n 2 scriptural literalistslitera lists need not fear
that their faith will be shaken at other times griggs seems to want
to straddle both camps without taking a stand on controversial
issues in a cautiously worded explanation he concedes that the
modem trend in scholarship is away from accepting the historicity
of acts 9 n 6 see especially 13 and that the development of old
testament themes in the new testament generally leads scholars to
doubt the accuracy of the historical narratives in the latter 35 n 1

the aloof tone distances him from this fray
nevertheless the book is not about the new testament per se

and when he gets beyond its confines griggs is free to be more
critical and creative with respect to traditional interpretations he is
openly skeptical ofpost new testament traditions 2035 n 5 his
point that the effort to distinguish orthodoxy from heresy in early
egyptian christianity is anachronistic follows bauers lead but
griggs expands the field of sectariesnectariessectaries arguing that bauer
overemphasized gnosticism 32 33 not only is there no con-
temporary evidence for a struggle against the early so called
heretics a term overusedoverused here by griggs 46 but griggs
contends that the charges against such early egyptian heresiarchs
as cerianthuscerinthusCerin thus carpocratesharpocratesCarpocrates basilides and valentinus were largely
unfounded and depend on the corrupted teachings and morals of
their later disciples 47ff47ff

apparently griggs along with several other latter day saint
students of early christian history sees the gnosticsagnostics as preservers
of the last remnants ofsome of the authentic traditions and teachings
lost by catholicecclesiasticalCatholic ecclesiastical christianity valentinus who almost
became a bishop of rome in the third century was charged with
adding new revelation 53 whereas western christianity had
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already rejected continuing revelation preferring to philosophize
the scriptures 55 griggs translates ten teleiantekeian gnosingnesin as the
perfect knowledge literally correct or the gnosis accompanied by
ritual 53 such phraseology seems calculated to raise temple
associations in the minds of members of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints but griggs does not support this inter-
pretationpretation from context or from similar usage elsewhere compare
the temple motifs in monastic visions on page 200

later discussing the manicheesMani chees melitiansMelit ians arians monks
and rival archbishopsarchbishops from cities outside egypt griggs gives a
generally balanced account of the labyrinthine twists and turns of
alexandrian ecclesiastical politics and controversies however the
details are not very flattering to the orthodox tradition and briggssgriggssGriggss
sympathies for its rivals are not difficult to detect despite the
skillful campaign of athanasius the longtermlong term fourth century
bishop of alexandria to cooptco opt monasticism griggs properly cites
that ascetic movement as evidence of the churchschurche inadequacy and
thus presents monasticism as a challenge to the ecclesiastical
establishment 106 one point of controversy was the language and
theological assumptions of the nicene creed which athanasius
championed but which the monks tended to see as at variance with
literal doctrines of the bible 146 griggs is clearly on the side of
the dissenters pointing out that athanasius was attempting to
eradicate old traditions not an innovative heresy 174 we are
reminded that heretical movements are usually conservative and
reactionary a fact equally true in latter day saint history

of course the foremost opponents ofofnicaeanicaeanicaean were the arians
who rejected the formula that the son was of the same substance
homoousious as the father ie both were fully god arian

subordinationism has found considerable sympathy among latter
day saint students but griggs rightly points out that the theological
difference between athanasius and the arians was less than is
generally assumed 146 both started from the philosophically
determined conception of god as infinite eternal and unchange-
able having nothing substantial in common with humanity arian
doctrine was not an early version of latter day saint church doctrine

the authors caution and balance is generally refreshing as
when he avoids the common pitfall of turning initial hypotheses into
later assumptions see especially 178 however I1 was a little
disappointed by the cursory treatment of the fonformationnation of the coptic
church as a separate entity A more thorough development of this
topic would have rounded out things nicely even though it would
have taken griggs slightly beyond 451 AD the year of the council
ofofchalcedonchalcedonchalcedonyChalchaicedon he wasnt very strict about this end point anyway
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likewise the covecoverageage of the theological and political rivalries of
the alexandrian bishopric with its counterparts in non egyptian
sees in chapter 6 strikes one as less germane to the stated intent of the
book the subject has certainly been adequately treated elsewhere

at times the editing seemed a little haphazard at first griggs
uses the verb form proselytizing 3 but reverts to proselyting in the
very next paragraph 4 see 19 and others footnotes are not always
treated systematically as when on page 222 note 137 J N D
kellys early christian doctrines is given with full bibliographic
information despite being cited numerous times earlier in the text
even in the same chapter

but these are minorquibblesminor quibbles that by no means detract from the
value of the book it is a solid achievement impressive both for its
scholarship and for its readability I1 think latter day saint readers
will be particularly intrigued by the muddled dynamic between the
established orthodoxy which paradoxically seemed always to be
shifting ground and the dissenting traditionalists who are calling
for a return to the good old days but are portrayed as radical
innovators by their opponents although griggs never explicitly
suggests the parallel the controversy between the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints and its various orthodox christian
detractors has many points of contact with his subject anyone who
claims to be an informed christian and any student of religious
history will profit from acquaintance with griggssbriggssGriggss work



MARGARET and PAUL TOSCANO strangers in paradox
explorations in mormon theology salt lake city signature
books 1990 xiii 301 ppap bibliography 129512.951295

reviewed by richard D poll professor emeritus of history western illinois
university

strangers in paradox is a stimulating and sometimes
aggravating book its chapters divided among five parts are
interrelated essays about deity and humanity the first two essays
are introductory the next seventeen cumulative and the last four
supplementary its authors a wife husband team are specialists in
the humanities hebrew and law and are knowledgeable about the
popular alternate voices in the sunstone sphere of contemporary
mormonism the toscanos modestly affirm that this is not a
systematic theology nor is it reflective of mainstream mormon
thought xi they successfully accomplish their goal to be clear
and thought provoking without being strident or dogmatic xi
among the many provocative ideas in what critics may dismiss as
simply a brief for giving women the priesthood is this because
godhood is the highest and final dimension of priesthood and
because godhood is male and female it follows that priesthood must
be male and female as well 152

the intriguing title derives from joseph smiths 1844
assertion that by proving contrariescontraries truth is made manifest 1

citing history of the church 6428 accepting a definition of
paradox as a statement that seems contradictory but may be true in
fact the toscanos have written a book to show that by examining
various even contrary views new truths may be revealed 1

many of the contrariescontraries discussed in the book do not qualify
semantically as paradoxes being propositions in conflict salvation
is by grace not works rather than internally contradictory
propositions jesus is god and man with some exceptions the
authors method is to transform eitheror conflicts between
religious ideas into bothandbottandbothand amalgams it is not in the
elimination ofextremes that life comes forth but in their tension and
balance where contrariescontraries come into accord 248 readers will
differ on the plausibility of the results but they are frequently
reminded that individual freedom one of the books central themes
gives them that right the toscanos speak only for themselves and
they reserve the right to change their minds even on funda-
mentalsmentals 15

part 1 first principles presents three ideological comer
stones and seven methodological keystones the keystones
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explicate the third cornerstone which states that the mythical
approach to understanding religious ideas is as useful and valuable
as the historical method 9 this cornerstone leads the toscanos
to concentrate on religious texts symbols and rituals seeking
present relevance and value without worrying about historicity and
objectivity questions beliefbellef structures that have commanded the
alallegiancelegiance of others are entitled to respect while at the same time a
person should recognize that their meaning has varied among
cultures and over time and that gods is only one of the voices
speaking through them gods voice is to be sought however
through the lens of a sacral world view 31 if one focuses on
the transcendent the supernatural and the symbolic meaning of

events then texts symbols and rituals can serve as a conduit for
actual spiritual power and as a means of revealing heavenly
patterns 21 23

the two cornerstones that support the toscanos theological
structure are the paradox of jesus god and man male and
female and the paradox of male and female their funda-
mental assumptions are that jesus christ is god and the sexes
are necessary opposites of equal value 5 7 most of the

book seeks to relate these two ideas to each other and to the doctrines
and practices of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
past present and future in this effort joseph smith the scriptures
that he produced and many of the doctrines of traditional church
theology are used the hierarchical bureaucratic and pragmatic
elements of todays church are seen as impediments to the
actualization of the gospel of christ in the lives of individuals and
the realization of the vision of zion

part 2 godhead tackles the apparent contradictions in
concepts like anthropomorphism omnipotence and eternity with
intriguing results in the heavens are god the father and god the
mother parents of spirit offspring two of their sons michael and
lucifer came before them with plans for the temporal embodying
phase of their childrens eternal existence michaels view
prevailed and he became the first man adam to make the
necessary choices and become the mother of all living god the
mother became eve later to overcome death and make exaltation
possible god the father became jesus

joseph smith declared the paradox of time and eternity orthodoxy
and to some extent traditional Monnonmormonismism have attempted to deny
or ignore one or the other element of this paradox but we cannot do
this without denying a part of ourselves jesus could not do this eve
could not do this they could not deny time or flesh or the potential
for evil instead they reaffirmed these realities by showing us that the
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divine kingdom is a realm of spirit and element flesh and glory light
and darkness good and evil pleasure and pain life and death it is a
kingdom in which time and eternity are espoused and for the
preservation of this kingdom these deities laid aside their glory and
godhood each journeyed into an appointed garden unprotected to
wrestle with pain humiliation and death eve went to eden and her
tree like a bride to the bridegroom christ went to gethsemane and
his cross like a bridegroom to the bride and in them the intersection
of the cosmos the source and repose of paradox the marriage of time
and eternity was consummated 104

part 3 redemption argues uncompromisingly for salvation
by grace condemning the contemporary churchschurche emphasis on
good works especially those performed by assignment although
other parts of the book assign importance to good works
particularly ordinances salvation is described as an unearned
sometimes even unsought infusion of the the holy spirit that
transforms life we are not here to avoid pain and impurity but to
bring good out of evil while immersed in all the manifold
convolutions of a temporal world 112 13

the seven chapters on priesthood part 4 describe two
aspects of priesthood power and ordination the authors draw
on scripture particularly the book of mormon and on the history
of religions to show that the power to act for god has not been
limited to a single sex or a single institution in the rituals and
ordinances of the nauvoo period joseph smith initiated both
women and men into the fulnessfalnessfulness of the priesthood which he
associated with the prophet elijah and the temple ceremonies still
incorporate the concept of a kingdom ofpriests and priestesses the
toscanos argue that the church must use the spiritual and
intellectual powers of women on terms of equality with men to
fulfill its mission we can see a parliament of prophets and
prophetessesprophetesses where member representatives of local congrega-
tions meet with general authorities to work out the policies and
practices of a church governed by spiritual gifts and characterized
by community and consent 219

explorations of the spiritual significance of plural marriage
the veils that women wear in the temple and the endowment itself
conclude the book the authors show how veils of various kinds
have been used for religious purposes sometimes to emphasize
holiness and they invite people who are uncomfortable with this
feature of temple attire to see the veil as a paradoxical symbol
evoking both positive and negative associations 267

the writers are almost always clear they have impressive
imaginations and analytic powers they draw on a wide range of
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sacred and secular literature they occasionally repeat their
arguments their rhetoric frequently achieves overkill their
approach to the scriptures suggests bruce R mcconkie take the
scriptures literally but interpret them freely their approach to
feminist religious studies suggests hugh nibley marshall related
examples and suggest that they constitute proof or disproof

strangers in paradox is definitely not old wine in a new bottle
it should be of considerable interest to students of latter day saint
theology some of them may be turned off by it some may find
browsing sufficient some may argue with it and many may derive
new insights from it it is unlikely that anyone will agree with
everything indeed in the time since the book was written even the
toscanos may have changed their minds



nancy wiest nay calligrapher

D R dant

nancy has a beautiful calligraphic style the lines of her work are so
clean that is the beauty she has a natural gift for calligraphy an
eye that lets her visualize things and knowjustknow just what to do with them

liz margetts president of utah calligraphic artists

calligraphers love the written word says nancy W nay
the latter day saint artist featured on this issues cover the most
satisfying aspect of my work is finding passages of words that move
me in some way and then interpreting them calligraphically

nancy views calligraphy as a contemporary art form that lends
itself naturally to the disciplinesdisciplines ofgraphic design and the book arts
but she firmly believes that it also stands on its own merits as a fine
art she enjoys working within each of these diverse areas noting
that for her the design process remains essentially the same
regardless of the calligraphic application nancy believes the scope
ofher work includes but extends far beyond the formation of letters
in approaching a piece she considers aspects such as color texture
alphabet size and weight in an effort to interpret visually what she
feels the words she is working with are trying to communicate in
addition she always tries to interject contrast of some kind to create
visual impact within selected elements of a given piece

nancy was fortunate in being raised in portland oregon
which in the 1960s and 1970s enjoyed a renaissance in calligraphy
thus she was exposed to good calligraphy early on and was able to
start her training in junior high school over the last twenty years
she has studied with several well known calligraphers artists such
as sheila waters jacqueline svaren gunnlaugur SE briem and
david mekelburg she has taught workshops and exhibited with
utah calligraphic artists nancy currently pursues a dual career
teaching calligraphy at brigham young university and being a wife
and mother
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